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Introduction
One of our major preoccupations during 200 5
has been the development of a long-ter m
strategy for the ESRF. The ESRF looks forward
regularly with a five year horizon via the Medium -
Term Scientific Plan with, for example, the on -
going programme of beamline reviews that resul t

in the refurbishment of several beamlines each
year. After well over a decade of User operation ,
the time had come for a serious appraisal of the
scientific and technical challenges facing the
ESRF on a time-scale of ten to twenty years . With
a large number of new national medium-energ y
(third generation) sources operating or i n
construction, the present synchrotron radiatio n
landscape in Europe is very different from that at
the time of the ESRF's inauguration . The
preparation of a preliminary document, New
Scientific Opportunities at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility [1], has involve d
discussion with a very large number of interested
parties both within and external to the ESRF . Thi s
document was received with enthusiasm by th e
ESRF Science Advisory Committee (SAC) an d
Council in November 2005 .

The basic aim of the Long-Term Strategy is t o
maintain the ESRF as Europe's principal provide r
of "hard" X-rays (that is between about 8 an d
500 keV) with specialised beamlines allowin g
internationally-leading innovative science. The
scientific case for a renewed and upgraded ESR F
emphasises the speciality of the ESRF fo r
"cutting-edge" research, complementary to the
new national sources . Five broad scientific areas
are considered, namely:
• nano-science and nano-technolog y
• pump-probe experiments and time-resolve d
diffraction
• science at extreme condition s
• structural and functiona l
matte r
• X-ray imagin g

It is clear that one of the most rapidly-expandin g
and dynamic research areas is that of
nanoscience and nanotechnology. Synchrotron
radiation in general, and the ESRF in particular,

has a crucial role to play in these fields, with the
provision of fine focus X-ray beams (down t o
less than 50 nm) with very high intensity . The
high stability and reliable operation of the ESRF's

X-ray source will be essential prerequisites fo r
applications that push back the nanoscienc e
frontiers. Many pioneering experiments hav e
been carried out at the ESRF using novel time -
resolved diffraction techniques to study chemica l
bonding and biological systems. These studie s

are expected to expand enormously with the
development of the new X-ray free-electron lase r
sources, but in the interim period optimised ESR F
beamlines will permit exciting science on th e
picosecond timescale. Science at extremes o f
temperature and pressure has become anothe r
speciality of the ESRF and we wish to develo p
these capabilities to ever more extreme values .
Very high magnetic fields, combined wit h
extreme temperature and pressure, will open u p
new scientific horizons .

The continuing revolution in biology is leading t o
the need for highly-automated nanofocu s
beamlines to handle membrane proteins an d
macromolecular assemblies for which even
micrometre-size crystals cannot be grown . We
foresee a rapid growth in the use of advance d
small-angle scattering techniques applied to
interdisciplinary science at the soft-condensed

matter/life science border. This is a field where
the many variants of X-ray imaging ar e
developing rapidly. The ESRF has always been at
the forefront in X-ray imaging and we see thes e
techniques becoming of increasing importance i n
new areas of medicine, environmental science s
and the human heritage sciences .

The main elements of the upgrade and renewal
programme to allow the new science introduce d
briefly above are :
• the reconstruction of about one third of th e
beamlines to give improved performance an d
routine nanofocus capabilitie s
• the extension of about one third of th e
Experimental Hall so that long (- 120 m) beamlines
can be constructed with nanometre focused spot s
• the upgrade of the accelerator complex, wit h
higher beam current and a continuing effort t o
enhance the very high brilliance and reliability o f

the X-ray source
• the design of a new higher brightness lattice ,
working towards the "ultimate" third generatio n
storage ring X-ray source
• the development of advanced synchrotron



radiation instrumentation, underpinning th e
beamline and source improvements
• the development of science-driven partnership s
to enable new science and application s

Many of these upgrades are natural extensions of
the on-going development programmes at th e
ESRF. For example, the beamlines ID11 and ID1 3
are being extended for micro- and nanofocu s
applications, with experimental hutches external t o
the main experimental Hall (see Figure 1 inset :
photo of the 1013 extension) . The new Multilaye r
Laboratory (see Figure 1 : photo of Multilayer Lab)
with its state of the art fabrication an d
characterisation facilities reflects the in-house

commitment to provide improved focussin g

multilayer mirrors .

The next steps in the further refinement of th e
ESRF Long-Term Strategy are detailed discussions
at the forthcoming Users' Meeting in Februar y
2006, followed by the preparation of an update d
paper to be presented to the SAC and Counci l
in May and June respectively. With Council's
approval we can then work on a fully-costed

upgrade programme for the ESRF to start in 200 7
or 2008 .

Returning to the year that has just ended, you wil l
see that the Highlights 2005 summarises a year of
general success and progress for the ESRF.
Despite some serious water leak problems wit h
the Machine, availability remained at a very hig h
level (97 .6% compared to 98 .0% in 2004) ; we hav e
initiated a programme to replace faulty elements ,
notably the "crotch" absorbers. Once again, ou r
Users demonstrated their support of and interes t

in the ESRF with a record number of proposals ; i n
2005 there were 1881 proposals for beamtime .
Publication levels remain very high ; a total of more
than 1200 refereed papers on work at the ESR F
were published in 2004 . A large number of these
papers appeared in the most prestigious scientifi c
journals, demonstrating the quality of the science
that is carried out at the ESRF.

We hope that you find the Highlights 2005
interesting and informative and we look forward
to an important renewal of the ESRF over the nex t
few years through the Long-Term Strateg y

programme .
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Fig . 1 : Multilayer Laborator y
and (inset) ID13 extensio n
(December 2005) .

This volume of the Highlights is dedicated to our

	

"

friend and colleague Paolo Carra, who died i n

October. Paolo was a distinguished an d

innovative scientist who is very sadly missed .

W.G . Stirling, P. Elleaume, R . Dimper ,
H . Krech, S. Larsen, M . Rodriguez Castellano ,
F. Sette, P. Thiry, K . Witte
(January 2006)
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scientific Highlights

Jsolution
and Resonance Scatterin g

Introduction
This year's contribution presents a
rich bouquet of distinct applications
and developments reflecting th e
scientific and technical breadth of th e
beamlines . The chapter is organise d
into four parts : surface science an d
magnetism at high pressure, bot h
representative of studies unde r
extreme conditions, and then new

applications and further experiments .

Investigations under extrem e
conditions continue to play a majo r
role in our group . Examples given thi s
year are on low dimensional systems
and high pressure applications wit h
emphasis on magnetic properties .

Among them, three contributions dea l

with surface science. A pioneering
inelastic X-ray scattering experiment
in surface-sensitive geometry has
been conducted on the charge-density
wave system NbSe2, and furthe r
activity in this area should be

forthcoming . In other areas such as

surface applications to magneti c
properties and fast and slow dynamics ,
nuclear resonance techniques alread y
show their maturity . Investigation s
of magnetic properties under hig h
pressure and at low temperature are
a domain of nuclear resonanc e
scattering especially nuclear forward
scattering . Results are presented
for samarium and europiu m
chalcogenides, which have quit e
different behaviours . In the case o f
samarium emphasis was put o n

strongly-correlated electron system s
and in the case of europium it was o n
model systems for pure Heisenber g
magnetism .

Without new applications an d
developments something would b e
missing from our report . Three

contributions from very differen t

fields take this into account . Hard
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy ,
developed in the framework of the

European project VOLPE, allows on e
to extend the powerful technique of
photoemission spectroscopy to th e
hard X-ray regime in order to achiev e
bulk sensitivity. The application of
a position sensitive detector i n
conjunction with an inelastic X-ray
scattering spectrometer allowe d
dispersion contributions to the energy
resolution to be overcome and
demonstrated the potential for a
compact instrument with an energ y

resolution down to 10 meV. The fina l
contribution shows that inelastic X-ray
scattering also has the capability to
directly measure the density o f
phonon states thus complementing
inelastic neutron and nuclear inelasti c
scattering .

In the last section we present a cross -
section of a variety of applications .
They range from glass physics to the
understanding of thermoelectri c
materials - why they are electri c

ESRF HIGHLIGHTS 2005



HIGH RESOLUTION AND RESONANCE SCATTERIN G

conductors and thermal insulators ,
then geophysical and biologica l
topics, and finally to fundamenta l
questions in physics .

Besides the scientific activities, th e
year 2005 had a great influence on th e
instrumentation as well . The beamlines

continued to increase the effectiv e
available flux on the sample by variou s
means. Undulators with two differen t
magnetic structures can be optimise d
for different energy regimes. The first
segments of this kind have bee n
installed at ID16, ID18, and ID28 . I n
their final configuration, this wil l
increase the flux between a factor o f
two and five . Furthermore, the focusin g

capabilities have been improved at th e
inelastic scattering beamlines allowin g
both an optimised and variable setu p
especially for investigations unde r
extreme conditions .

A major impact is expected from the
refurbishment program at ID26, which
has just begun. After re-opening of
the beamline in summer 2006 ,
two dedicated stations will becom e
available : one for absorption and on e
for emission spectroscopy. Dedicated
spectrometers and focusing devices
will also be implemented . The most
challenging part will aim at fast tim e
resolved studies (pump-and-probe) an d
is envisaged at a later stage .

Last but not least external review
committees have very positively
evaluated 1016 and the nuclea r
resonance stations (1018 and ID22N) .
Their recommendations are currentl y
being analysed and possibl e
implementations discussed .

R. Rüffer

Fig. 2 : (a) The scattering geometry fo r
grazing-incidence inelastic scattering .

(b) Spectra of NbSe 2 collected in surfac e
and bulk geometry at 2/3 of the Brillouin

zone along the [400] direction. (Raw data :
open circles with error bars . Dashed lines :

individual elastic and inelastic
contributions . Solid line : overall bes t

fit result .

Surface Science

Dynamics at the Surface and Beyond

The quasi-two-dimensional NbSe2 is a van der Waals
layered material and a member of the remarkabl e

transition metal dichalcogenide family. A metal at room

temperature, NbSe2 undergoes a charge density wav e

(CDW) transition at about 33 K and a superconductin g

transition at about 5 K . This CDW transition is interestin g

on many fronts, not least as it is an incommensurate ,
continuous phase transition and the CDW phase remain s
incommensurate right down to the formation of th e
superconducting phase [1] .

In the study of dynamics, a variety of techniques ,

including inelastic neutron scattering and He scattering ,
have either concentrated on the surface or the bul k
properties . Inelastic X-ray scattering offers the uniqu e
possibility to study surface and bulk dynamics in a singl e

experiment . This is achieved by setting the sample i n

grazing-incidence condition thus holding the incomin g

X-rays below the critical angle of total external reflection .

In this case, the incident electromagnetic field display s
an exponential decay in the sample bulk . In this
geometry the scattering depth is about 4 nm [2], and th e
topmost four atomic layers contribute 50% to the
scattered signal . By increasing the incidence angle

beyond the critical angle one can penetrate deep into th e
sample bulk . This surface sensitive setup was realise d
on ID28 by inserting a deflector mirror in front of th e
sample . Thanks to the small vertical beam size at th e
sample position, the experiment could be conducte d

a)

HIGHLIGHTS 2005 ESRF



HIGH RESOLUTION AND RESONANCE SCATTERIN G

with an overall energy resolution of 3 meV, even in thi s
flux-demanding geometry.

By varying the angle of incidence above and below th e
critical angle of total external reflection we have measure d
surface and bulk NbS e2 energy transfer spectra, from -2 0
to 35 meV, at a number of points in momentum space (se e
Figure 2) . The predominantly longitudinal E1 w 1 and T1 w2
modes are intense . In addition, small contributions fro m
some of the F3 branches, predominantly of transvers e
nature, are also visible . We use a damped harmoni c
oscillator (DHO) model function to extract peak position s
and so determine surface and bulk phonon dispersio n
curves shown in Figure 3 . In both configurations th e
longitudinal 11 (02 mode displays significant softening i n
energy at 2/3 of the reduced Brillouin zone . This points t o
a strong interaction between the phonons and th e
conduction electrons. The increased anomaly at the
surface is evidence that some change is occurring in th e
topmost layers. One possibility is that the surface
electronic state cuts the Fermi surface at a different
position from that of the bulk Fermi wave vector, a s
predicted by Benedek et al . [3] . Another possibility would

involve an increased electron-phonon interaction, which i s
consistent with the change of symmetry and coordinatio n
of the upper atomic layers with respect to that of the bulk .

0 .2

	

0 .4

[foo] wave vector 4irJ l3a

Fig . 3 : Room temperature surface ( ) and bulk (A)

phonon dispersion curve of 2H-NbSe 2 here 5 = 2 - h i s

in reciprocal space units . The £1 w1 , £1 w2 modes ar e

shown. A shift to lower energy is seen in the surface

data at = 0 .33 (lines are a guide to the eye) .

In summary, we have measured the bulk and surfac e

phonon dispersion relations for 2H-NbSe 2 at 300 K, by

selecting between surface- and bulk- sensitive geometry

by means of grazing-incidence inelastic X-ray scattering ,
and varying depth sensitivity from 4 nm to 100 nm. Our

results indicate that the anomaly for the surface mode

occurs at a lower energy than that measured in bul k
sensitive geometry in the same experiment, showing

evidence of a modified behaviour in the uppermost
layers . We demonstrate that inelastic X-ray scattering i n
grazing-incidence conditions provides a unique tool t o
selectively study either surface or bulk lattice dynamics
in a single experiment .

References
[1] D . E . Moncton, J . D . Axe, and E. J . DiSalvo, Phys. Rev.
B 16, 801 (1977) .
[2] H. Dosch, Phys . Rev. B 35, 2137 (1987) .
[3] G. Benedek, L . Miglio, and G. Seriani, in Helium Atom
Scattering from surfaces, edited by E . Hulpke, Springer
Series in Surface Science, 27, 208 (1992) .
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Phys . Rev. Lett. 95, 256104 (2005) .
(a) Institut für Experimentelle und Angewandte Physik,
Christian-Albrechts-Universitat, Kiel (Germany)

(b) CCLRC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington (UK)
(c) ESR F
(d) ILL

Resonant Atoms in a Cavity: A Boost
for Coherent X-ray Scattering

Remarkable effects occur upon the resonant interaction o f
light with matter, if the radiating atoms themselves ar e
embedded in resonant structures like cavities o r
waveguides: When the incident radiation couples to a
resonant mode of the cavity, one can observe a substantia l
decrease in the radiative lifetime, if the atoms are located
in an antinode of the standing wave . This is caused by a
strong modification of the photonic density of states in th e
vicinity of reflecting boundaries . As already discussed by
Purcell in 1946 [1], this leads to an enhancement of the
spontaneous emission rate of the radiating atoms . The
fundamental interest in this phenomenon and the potentia l
applications in optical information technology have led to
intense research activities, constituting the field of cavit y
quantum electrodynamics . Experiments in this field are
typically performed in the microwave or optical regime o f

the electromagnetic spectrum . Due to a growing interest i n

the study of ultrafast processes using pulsed X-ray
sources, it is appealing to study the effect of confinin g
environments on the spontaneous emission of X-rays a s
well . With decreasing wavelength of the radiation, however,
the coupling efficiency of the spontaneous radiation int o
the cavity modes drastically decreases, so that the effec t
on the spontaneous emission rate is negligibly small . This
situation improves significantly if the emission is highl y

directional with a wavevector ko that coincides with a

wavevector of a cavity mode . In general, such a situatio n
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occurs when an ensemble of resonant emitters, rather tha n

a single atom, is excited coherently by a directiona l
radiation pulse with wavevector ko . Due to the collective
nature of the excitation, the subsequent radiative decay o f
this state proceeds into the direction of the inciden t

wavevector ko . The excitation of Mbssbauer nuclei by

pulses of synchrotron radiation allows one to prepare suc h

a collectively excited state with a well-defined wavevecto r

ko in the X-ray regime. This provides a very efficient

mechanism to funnel the spontaneous (re)emission o f

X-rays into a selected photonic mode of a waveguide o r
cavity where the resonant nuclei are located .

Angle of incidence [mrad ]

Fig . 4 : Coherent enhancement of the specula r
reflectivity from a 57Fe probe layer that is embedded i n
a waveguide [2], as sketched in the inset . At 4 .4 mrad
the first-order guided mode is excited . The solid red
line is a theoretical simulation . For comparison, th e
dashed red line displays the angular dependence o f
any incoherent signal from the 57Fe nuclei, e.g . ,
fluorescence radiation .

b )

Fig. 5 : (a) Time spectra of the specular reflectio n
recorded at different angular positions around th e
peak in Figure 4; (b) The angular dependence of the
nuclear decay rate (normalised to the natural deca y
rate) as derived from the time spectra, together with a

theoretical simulation (solid red line) .
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In this experiment we have studied the influence of a plana r
single-mode waveguide on the radiative decay of a n
ensemble of 57Fe nuclei . These nuclei are located as a n
ultrathin layer in the centre of the guiding layer . The sampl e
used here is sketched in the inset of Figure 4 . The guide d
mode is excited at an incidence angle of of c pm = 4 .4 mrad ,
where a strong boost of the radiation resonantly reflecte d
from the 57Fe nuclei is observed . This is a result of the
strong enhancement of the photonic density of states in
the waveguide [2] . To investigate the effect of the cavit y
resonance on the nuclear lifetime, time spectra at differen t
angular positions around the guided mode were recorded .
A selection of these spectra is shown in Figure 5a where a
drastic variation of the decay constant on the angle o f
incidence is visible . (The oscillation period reflects th e
energetic separation of the hyperfine transitions that
results from a magnetic hyperfine field of B = 33 .1 T at the
nucleus .) Figure 5b shows the dependence of the nuclea r
decay rate on the angle of incidence . The 6-fold
acceleration of the decay at the peak position and th e
overall shape of the curve is well described by the
simulation shown in Figure 4 (solid line) .

The phenomena described here rely on the mode structur e
of the vacuum field as it is modified by the medium tha t

surrounds the radiating atoms. The corresponding
temporal alteration of the photon-matter interaction migh t
be particularly relevant for time-resolved studies o f
dynamics in nanoscale structures using short-pulsed X-ray
sources with pulse durations in the range of ps to fs . Since
these phenomena are final state effects of the scattere d
photon field, they do not require a high number of photon s
per mode in the incident beam .

References
[1] E . M. Purcell, Phys . Rev. 69, 681 (1946) .
[2] R . Rdhlsberger, T. Klein, K . Schlage, O . Leupold, an d
R . Rüffer, Phys . Rev. B 69, 235412 (2004) .
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(b) Universitât Rostock, Institut für Physik (Germany)
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Iron Self-diffusion in Amorphous and
Nanocrystalline Alloys using Nuclear
Resonance Reflectivity

Atomic diffusion in amorphous and nanocrystallin e
alloys has been a subject of great interest, as it govern s
the structural relaxation and associated changes in th e
physical properties in these alloys . Depth profiling
techniques like radioactive tracer and secondary io n
mass spectrometry are most widely used for suc h
studies, however, these techniques are limited by thei r
depth resolution which is of the order of a few tens o f
nanometres. This is a severe limitation in the study o f
metastable systems like amorphous and nanocrystallin e
phases, where diffusion lengths of more than a fe w
nanometres may be difficult to achieve, as annealin g
temperatures have to be kept low in order to avoid
structural changes . Dynamic techniques like Mdssbaue r
spectroscopy or nuclear forward scattering on the othe r
hand are limited by the time window over which they ar e
sensitive to atomic diffusion . For example, diffusivities
accessible using 57Fe Mdssbauer spectroscopy lie in the
range 10-12 to 10- 13 m 2 /s .

In the present work we demonstrate the possibility o f
using nuclear resonance scattering from isotopi c
multilayers for studying self-diffusion of Mdssbaue r
isotopes over a wide range of diffusivity. For a

reasonable range of annealing times, a diffusivity rang e

of 10-26 m 2 s- 1 to 10- 18 m 2 s-1 could be made accessible .

At the same time, this technique is sensitive enough t o
measure diffusion lengths as small as 0 .1 nm, which is
more than an order of magnitude larger than th e
sensitivity of conventional depth profiling techniques .
The systems selected for present studies are amorphou s
and nanocrystalline alloys of iron .
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Fig . 6 : Nuclear resonance reflectivity of th e

[57FeNZr (4nm)/FeNZr (3nm)] 20 multilayer taken at the

Mdssbauer resonance energy of 57 Fe (14.413 keV), as a

function of annealing time at 393 K .

Figure 6 shows nuclear resonance reflectivity of isotopi c

multilayer of nanocrystalline FeNZr having structure

[ 57FeNZr (4nm)/FeNZr (3nm)] 20 . The film is chemicall y
homogeneous, however, scattering contrast betwee n

adjacent layers emanates due to the nuclear resonanc e
scattering of 14 .413 keV X-rays from 57Fe isotope .
Measurements were done at beam line ID22N .

A Bragg peak around q Z = 0.9 nm- 1 is observed due t o
isotopic periodicity . As the multilayer is annealed, iro n
atoms diffuse across the isotopic interfaces, and the
intensity of the Bragg peak decays with annealing time ,
yielding the diffusion length through the relation ,
In[I(t)/I(0)] = - 47r2 n2Ld2/d2 , where I(t) is the intensity of the
Bragg peak after annealing time t, n is the order of Brag g
reflection, Ld is the diffusion length and d is the bilayer
periodicity. Figure 7 gives Ld as a function of annealin g
time at three different temperatures . It increases initiall y
at a faster rate and after a certain annealing time the rate
becomes constant . The initial faster increase in the
diffusion length is associated with the structura l
relaxation in the system, similar to amorphous alloys .
This relaxation is associated with the relaxation of th e
highly disordered grain boundary region, stres s
relaxation in the film and annealing out of the defect s
inside the nanocrystals . After sufficiently long annealin g
time, the diffusion length increases linearly wit h
annealing time and the diffusivity was obtained by a
linear fit using the relation : Ld2 = 2D(T)t .

4

3

c 2

o

Fig . 7 : Evolution of interdiffusion length L d as a
function of annealing time at different temperatures .
The inset shows the Arrhenius behaviour of diffusion
coefficient with isothermal annealing temperature ,

yielding the activation energy and pre-exponent factor

for self-diffusion of Fe .

The diffusivity follows Arrhenius type behaviour wit h

temperature, as shown in the inset of Figure 7 . The solid

line in the figure is a fit to the experimental data obtained

using the relation D = Doexp(-E/keT), where E is th e

activation energy and Do is the pre-exponential facto r

which contains the details of the diffusion mechanism .

The obtained values of activation energy and pre -
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exponential factor are E = 0 .8 ± 0.01 eV and Do = exp

(-28.67 ± 0 .23) . The activation energy for self-diffusion o f

Fe in the present system is significantly lower than tha t

in the amorphous FeN of similar composition [1] . Thi s
result is in general agreement with the earlier studie s
where the low activation energy for diffusion i n
nanocrystalline alloys has been attributed to a highe r

density of grain boundaries . Further, the observed value s

of Do and E suggest that the mechanism of diffusion i n

this system is similar to that in amorphous alloys [2] .

It may be noted that the high sensitivity of the presen t
technique enables one to clearly see the initial variation
in the diffusivity because of the structural relaxation i n
the system even at temperatures as low as 393 K ,
although the typical diffusion lengths involved are of th e

order of 0 .1 nm .
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Magnetis m

The Unusual Magnetic Properties of
Samarium and its Compounds

Interest in the study of the lanthanides has recently bee n
enhanced by the observation in some of thei r
compounds of unconventional superconductivit y
appearing in the vicinity of a quantum critical point ,
where the magnetic order is destroyed . The originality o f
samarium, within the lanthanides, lies in two facts : i) the
competition between its two stable valence states ,
nonmagnetic Sm 2+ and magnetic Sm3+ , can lead to the
formation of intermediate valence compounds, showin g
peculiar electronic properties [1], and ii) the presence o f
low-energy excited multiplets for Sm 3+ can lead to a
ground state which is not an eigenstate of the tota l
angular momentum J (J = 5/2 for the ground multiplet) .
Moreover, the charge state can be tuned towards

30 0

100

0
0 . 6

o .o

-1 . 2

-1 . 8

Fig . 8 : Temperature dependence of the magneti c
hyperfine field B hf and of the electric quadrupol e
interaction AEQ of SmMn 2 Ge 2 . The full circles refer t o
the magnetic component while the full triangles refe r
to the nonmagnetic one, which is present only fo r

T> 100 K .

trivalency by the application of pressure, with th e
expected onset of long-range magnetic order owing t o
the fact that Sm 3+ has an odd number of 4f electron s
(e .g ., it is a Kramers ion) . We have investigated thes e

aspects by 149 Sm Nuclear Forward Scattering (NFS) o f

synchrotron radiation on beamlines ID18 and ID22N .

An intriguing intermetallic compound of samarium i s
SmMn 2 Ge2 , which has two magnetic sublattices (M n
and Sm) and shows multiple magnetic phase transitions
with temperature (ferromagnetic for T < 100 K and 15 0
< T < 350 K, antiferromagnetic for 100K < T < 150 K an d
350 K < T < 385 K, and paramagnetic for T > 385 K) [2] .
The role of samarium in these transitions is not clear ,
because of difficulties in separating its small magneti c
moment from that of Mn by neutron diffraction . Ou r
149 Sm NFS investigations were performed on beamlin e
ID18 . Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence o f
the hyperfine magnetic field and of the electri c
quadrupole interaction at the 149Sm nuclei . These result s
show that Sm is in a trivalent state with fairly pure J = 5/ 2
character (magnetic moment - 0 .65 PB), contrary to
most other Sm compounds . They give the first direc t
evidence that samarium has an ordered magneti c
moment at all temperatures between 4 and 250 K ,
spanning the three main magnetic phases, and rule ou t
the possibility that the antiferromagnetic -*
ferromagnetic phase transition at 100 K could be due t o
the ordering of the samarium sublattice . However, abov e
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temperature range is favoured by the non-vanishing
molecular field created by the Mn moments at about hal f
of the lattice sites occupied by Sm .

p [GPa]

Fig. 9 : The phase diagrams of SmS and SmB 6 as a
function of temperature and pressure, with the
magnetically-ordered phases as discovered by Nuclea r
Forward Scattering . Legend : SRMO = short-range

magnetic order, LRMO = long-range magnetic order,

S = semiconductor. The shaded region betwee n

50 and 100 K in the phase diagram of SmB 6 indicate s
the smooth transition between the SRMO and th e
paramagnetic phases .

Examples of intermediate valence Sm compounds ar e

the high pressure `golden' phases of the S m
monochalcogenides (SmS, SmSe and SmTe) and SmB 6 .
They belong to the class of Kondo insulators or narrow-
gap semiconductors, which behave at high temperature
like an array of independent localised moment s

interacting with itinerant conduction electrons, whereas

at low temperature they develop clear narrow-ga p
properties . Pressure was shown to increase the S m
valency in all of these compounds, so it was guesse d
that a trivalent state could be reached, where magneti c
order would appear at low temperatures . However this

compounds . The NFS measurements as a function of
temperature and pressure on SmS and SmB 6 powders
were performed on beamline ID22N . Our results are th e
first direct proof that pressure induces a magneticall y
ordered state for both compounds . This order likely
appears when the semiconducting gap closes, fo r
pressures which are unexpectedly much lower tha n
those required to reach the fully trivalent state . The
importance of short range magnetic correlations in th e
semiconducting phases could also be evidenced thanks
to the use of a local probe like NFS . The phase diagrams
which could be established for the two compounds by
our and previous measurements are shown in Figure 9 .

Our investigations show that NFS can be an invaluable
tool for the study of magnetism of strongly correlate d
electron systems, thanks to its high sensitivity and its
compatibility with the diamond anvil cell high pressur e
technique .
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Magnetic Properties of EuS and EuS e
at Extreme Pressures

The divalent Eu-chalcogenides EuX (X = 0, S, Se, Te) are
well-known model substances for Heisenberg
magnetism because of the spin-only J = S = 7/2 4f -
moment of the Eu e+-ions and their simple NaCl structure .
The variation of the magnetic ordering temperature s
within the chemical series is described by th e
ferromagnetic J 1 exchange between neighbouring Eu -
ions and the mostly antiferromagnetic J2 exchange via
the chalcogen ligands . High pressure studies of the EuX
series with 151 Eu-Mbssbauer spectroscopy and othe r
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methods [1,2] have contributed important information o n

the magnetic interactions of EuX in their NaCl phases .
Here we report on the first study of the magneti c
properties of EuS and EuSe in the CsCI-type high -
pressure phase at pressures up to 120 GPa using the
151 Eu nuclear forward scattering (NFS) techniqu e

developed at the ESRF [3] .

0

		

50

Time [ns ]

Fig . 10 : 151 Eu-NFS spectra of EuS at 120 GPa below an d
above T M = 295 K (note intensity in log scale) .

Microgram samples of EuS and EuSe were pressurise d
in a special diamond anvil cell designed to fit into th e
cryomagnet at ID22N [3] ; the NaCl to CsCI phase
transitions occur around 20 and 15 GPa, respectively .
For both samples we measured at each pressure a
variety of NFS spectra at various temperatures (see
Figure 10), from which we determined the magneti c
ordering temperature TM and the saturation magneti c
hyperfine field B hf (T - 0 K) . Above TM we measured th e
isomer shift S i s using an additional reference absorbe r
[3] . Additional NFS-studies in external magnetic field s
revealed the ferromagnetic nature of T M as well as th e
sign of Bhf, similar to a previous study of EuTe a t
pressures up to 22 GPa [3] . The p-V relationship for Eu S
and EuSe was measured with energy-dispersive X-ra y
diffraction [4] to derive the interatomic distances used i n
Figure 11 .

The present data on TM , B hf and S is for EuS and EuSe i n
the CsCI-phase are compiled in Figure 11 together wit h
the corresponding data in the NaCl phase . Within th e
NaCl structure a strong increase of the magneti c
interactions is observed with decreasing Eu-Eu distance,
reflected by the strong increase of T M and B hf . In the
CsCI structure, we observe a further dramatic increas e
of TM up to 295 K for EuS at 120 GPa and up to 300 K

p

300

20 0

15 0
I-

100

50

300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460

Eu-Eu distance [pm]

Fig. 11 : Magnetic ordering temperature TM, magneti c

hyperfine field B hf and isomer shift S IS of EuS an d

EuSe (this study) together with EuTe [3] as a functio n

of the Eu-Eu distance in the CsCI- and NaCl-structure .

for EuSe at 77 GPa. The corresponding hyperfine field s
B hf exhibit a markedly different behaviour in the CsC l

phase. One observes first much smaller and initiall y
decreasing values of B hf . We attribute this to an
alteration of the J 2 exchange, which contributes now ,
due to the different coordination and exchange paths ,
ferromagnetically (and therefore positively) to th e
negative values of B hf [4] .

Above 50 GPa for EuS and 60 GPa for EuSe, marked by
vertical lines in Figure 11, a drastic change in the pressure
dependent slope of S ls and B hf was observed . The
strong increase of S is towards trivalent Eu indicate the
onset of a mixed valence, more pronounced for EuS tha n
for EuSe . The concomitantly observed increase of B hf i s
attributed to admixtures of higher magnetic states wit h
J = 1, 2 of the Eu3+ 4f6 ( 7 FJ _ 012) multiplet to the
wavefunction of the mixed-valent Eu-ions . Details of thi s
mechanism are described in [4] . From the additiona l
strong increase of the isomer shift we estimate th e
valence v' of the Eu-ions in EuS at 120 GPa as v' = 2 .5(1 )
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and in EuSe at 77 GPa as v' = 2 .2(1) [4] . Most
interestingly, the variation of T M, Bhf and S i s seems to
saturate for EuS at that high pressures, while for EuSe a
further strong increase of TM well above 300 K i s
expected from the slopes of T M , B hf and Si s .

This first study of CsCI-type EuS and EuSe yielded a
wealth of information about the magnetic and electroni c
properties at these ultrahigh pressures . To the best of ou r
knowledge there are no comparable studies of rare-earth
systems in the 100 GPa range . The observation of th e
coexistence of strong ferromagnetic order and mixed
valence in EuS in the CsCI-phase is completely different t o
the behaviour of EuO in the NaCl-phase [1], where a strong
decrease of T M in conjunction with the onset of a mixed
valence was observed . Therefore similar high-pressure
151 Eu-NFS studies of EuO in the CsCI-phase are asked for .
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New Applications

Hard X-ray Photoemission
Spectroscopy from Solids with Hig h
Energy Resolution and Bulk
Sensitivity

Photoemission spectroscopy (PES) is a powerful tool t o

investigate the electronic properties of materials, with

impressive technical achievements in terms of energy,

momentum, and angular resolution . Over the last two

decades, PES experiments with synchrotron radiatio n

exploited one of the key features of this technique, i .e . it s

surface sensitivity . By tuning the kinetic energy Ek of

photoelectrons to the minimum of their mean free path X .

in the solid, the measurement is sensitive to the topmost

atomic layers only . However, this poses sever e
limitations to the investigation of bulk electroni c
properties . The use of hard X-rays (5-10 keV) is a
possible route to perform volume sensitive PES . Afte r
the pioneering experiment by Lindau et al. [1], the
development of Hard X-ray PES (HAXPES) has bee n
restrained mainly by the poor resolving power of bot h
photon source and electron analyser . Technica l
conditions have since improved considerably on moder n
high-resolution/high-flux beamlines, giving new impetu s
to the measurement of bulk sensitive PES spectra [2] .
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Fig . 12 : Au Fermi level (circles) measured a t
hv = 5934 eV with pass energy E p = 20 eV and analyse r

slits s ;,, = 0 .4 mm . The acquisition time was 150

minutes and the counts correspond to an integratio n

over 8 mm of detector active area . The overall energ y

resolution, as obtained from the fit of the Fermi edg e

(solid line), is about 71 meV FWHM (50 meV photon s

+ 50 meV analyser) .

We have developed a new electron spectromete r

(VOLPE: VOLume PhotoEmission from solids) dedicate d
to HAXPES experiments and now fully operational a t

beamline 1016. During the commissioning phase, we

tested the performance of our spectrometer in term s

of energy resolution and probing depth, usin g

polycrystalline noble metals and wedge-shaped thi n

layers grown on Silicon substrates, respectively.

Figure 12 shows the Fermi level of polycrystalline A u

measured at T = 18 K and hv = 5934 eV. The total widt h

of the Fermi edge is given by the temperature broadene d

Fermi distribution, convoluted with a Gaussian whose

FWHM equals the overall experimental resolutio n

(electron analyser + photons) . The best fit (solid line i n

Figure 12) was obtained using a FWHM of 71 ± 7 meV,

corresponding to a resolving power of 8x10 4 . The photon

energy resolution was measured independently to be 5 0

meV, giving, for the analyser alone, an energy resolutio n

of 51±8 meV (resolving power of 1 .2 x 10 5) .

We have also determined k over the 4-6 keV range of

electron kinetic energy E k , using the so-called overlayer

method (see Figure 13a), i.e ., measuring the intensity o f
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determination of the mean free
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substrate and overlayer core level peaks vs . the
overlayer thickness [3] . Experimental values of X for Co ,
Cu, Ge and Gd2O 3 are shown in Figure 13b . In the case
of Cu, for instance, we find = 62 A at E k = 6 keV, to be
compared with X = 8 A at 600 eV. These values lead t o
some important remarks :
a) the information depth (defined as the thicknes s
producing 95% of the total signal) is - 200 A at 6 keV,

against - 24 A at 600 eV ;
b) the contribution to the total intensity coming from th e
first atomic layer (= 2 A) is 3% at 6 keV and 25% at 600 eV ;
c) photoemission from a 10 A thick layer buried unde r
100 A of Cu will still be measurable at 6 keV (-3 x 10- 2
reduction), but not at 600 eV (-3 x 10- 6 reduction) .

To conclude, our HAXPES measurements on ID16 se t
realistic conditions for photoemission in terms of bot h
energy resolution and bulk sensitivity. The large probin g
depth achieved will have an immediate bearing on the
measure of electronic properties in strongly correlate d
systems .
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Improving X-ray Crystal
Spectrometers with Position-sensitive
Detectors

Inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) spectrometers are ofte n
based on analyser crystals operating in the Rowland circl e
geometry . The crystal is used to select a desire d
bandwidth of radiation scattered by the sample an d
simultaneously to focus the gathered radiation onto a n

X-ray detector. To achieve the focusing properties, the

crystal wafers are typically bent to have a spherical o r
cylindrical shape . Bending, however, increases th e
bandpass of the crystal due to elastic deformations . This i s
desirable in many applications where high flux is preferre d
over a high energy-resolving power . In cases where th e
resolving power is needed to exceed 10 5, these elasti c

deformations may become too large and other solution s
need to be sought . For instance, in many very high energy
resolution applications so-called diced analyser crystal s
are utilised . In this scheme, thousands of small flat crystal s
(dices or cubes) are arranged to mimic the shape of th e
spherical surface . Since each crystalline is flat, it behave s
as a perfect single crystal with a very narrow reflectio n
width . However, the price to pay is that the finite size of th e
cubes causes a geometrical contribution to the resolution
function, of the form AE/E = c/R cote, where c is the dice
size (typically c = 0 .7 mm), R the crystal curvature radius ,
and e the Bragg angle .

So far, this cube-size contribution was considere d
inevitable . The only ways to minimise this effect have been
reducing the cube size c, increasing the bending radius R ,
and selecting a photon energy and the reflection as clos e
to backscattering as possible. These constraints have fo r
instance forced the construction of very large experimenta l
stations (e.g. at ESRF ID16 R = 6.5 m and e = 89 .98°) . In a
recent study at ID16 it was found that the cube-siz e
contribution can be eliminated by noting that i t
corresponds to a dispersion of photon energies within th e
spatial focus . The focus of the analyser was found to be a
square with dimensions 2c x 2c, with a position-energy
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Fig . 14 : A diced analyser crystal acts like a prism, i .e . i t

sorts out the spectrum of scattered radiation in space .
This enables an analysis of the photon energy by

observing its position in the focus .

relationship such that constant-Bragg-angle contours
were observed . When c/R « sin(20), only a small part o f
the ring-like contour is observed and the position-energ y
dependence is close to linear (see Figure 14) . The detecto r
used in this experiment was a CMOS-based Medipix2
photon-counting pixel detector with a pixel size of 55 p m
and sensitive area of 14 x 14 mm2 [1] . Using this setup wit h
R = 1 m, an unprecedented spectrometer resolutio n
of 23 meV was achieved at 9 .9 keV, and 10 meV at
13.8 keV, utilising the Si(555) and Si(777) reflections ,
respectively (see an example of a phonon spectrum i n
Figure 15) . Without this method the resolution would have
been 190 meV and 250 meV, respectively. This can be
compared to the resolution at 7 meV achieved typicall y
with a 6 .5-m Rowland circle spectrometer at a photon
energy of 13 .8 keV.

Energy transfer [meV]

Fig. 15 : Phonons in aluminium measured with 10 me V
resolution with a IXS spectrometer based on 1- m
Rowland circle and a position sensitive detector .

It was thus demonstrated that new photon-countin g
position-sensitive detectors can be used to enhance th e
resolution of IXS spectrometers considerably . The
presented method allows for a marked increase i n
resolving power, while preserving all counted photons so

that the improvement in resolution is not accompanied b y

any loss of signal intensity. This gives new possibilities fo r

the construction of a much more powerful and compac t

high-resolution IXS instruments than has been possibl e

this far, which may affect the design of future non -

resonant and resonant IXS spectrometers .
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Phonon Density of States Probed by
Inelastic X-ray Scattering

The shape of the frequency distribution function g(w) o f

the normal modes of vibration of a crystal determines a n
important part of its properties, since it contains man y
relevant elastic and thermodynamic information . From
the overall spectrum, temperature dependencies of th e

lattice contribution to the specific heat and the internal
energy, the vibrational entropy, the mean force constan t
and the Debye temperature are obtained, whereas fro m
the low frequency part the Debye velocity can b e
derived, giving access to aggregate elastic properties .
Experimentally, g(w), or the vibrational density of state s
(VDOS), is commonly determined by inelastic neutro n
scattering (INS) or by nuclear inelastic scattering . Here ,
we show that inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) offers a n
alternative experimental method .

In analogy to coherent INS, inelastic scattering spectr a
of polycrystalline samples have to be recorded over a
large range of momentum transfers (Q), but due to the Q -
dependence of the atomic form factor, this samplin g
range needs to be optimised . We have developed semi -
quantitative criteria, which are independent of an y
specific lattice dynamics model, and result only fro m
simple symmetry considerations. The advantage of thei r
use is that no a priori knowledge of the lattice propertie s
is needed . The validity of our approach was checke d
by comparison of results for diamond with ab initio
lattice dynamics calculations [1] and thermodynami c
measurements .

The experiment was performed on ID28, utilising th e
silicon (9 9 9) setup, providing a total energy resolution o f
3 .0 meV. The momentum resolution was set to 0 .7 nm- 1
both in horizontal and vertical directions. As the
spectrometer arm is equipped with five analysers, the
spectra were recorded for two angular settings of th e

Diced analyser consistin g
of small flat crystal s

q H [110], Iql=0 .97 a .u .

— Si(777) e = 88 .5

AE =10meV

-100 50 10 0
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Parameter

	

Calculated from

	

Other experimental dat a

VDOS

	

[3,4]

60 - high temperature

	

1930 K

	

1860 K

00 - low-temperature limit

	

2250 K

	

2240 K

	

Table 1 : Selected macroscopi c

Debye velocity

	

13550 m/s

	

13455 m/s

	

parameters for diamond .

spectrometer arm, thus covering a Q-range from 60 t o

75 nm- 1 (approximately) and yielding ten IXS spectra.

The total acquisition time per point was - 235 s with a

maximum inelastic count rate of .- 2 .5 s- 1 . The sample
was polycrystalline diamond with an average grain size

of 3-5 tam, and the resulting effective scattering volum e

amounted to 0.08 mm 3. For the data treatment we

followed the same approach as for nuclear inelasti c

scattering, where the multiphonon term is eliminate d

simultaneously with the deconvolution of the data wit h

the instrumental function [2] .

Figure 16 shows the VDOS obtained, together with th e

result of an ab initio calculation [1] . The agreement is quite

remarkable : the position of special points is nearl y
identical, and the high-energy peak, due to the

overbending of the optical phonon branch, is clearly visible .
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ab initio
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	 111111111	
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Fig. 16 : Reconstructed vibrational density of states o f
diamond vs . calculated ab initio results [1] .

The excellent quality of our experimental VDOS allowe d
the determination of several macroscopic parameters
such as the specific heat at constant volume, the low-
and high-temperature limit of the Debye temperature OD ,
and the Debye velocity V 0 . Table 1 shows a selection o f
our derived macroscopic parameters, compared to othe r
experimental results .

The VDOS data were complemented by IXS
measurements in the low-Q region which provide th e
orientationally averaged longitudinal acoustic dispersion .
The resulting sound velocity V L = 18.24 km/s, combine d
with the Debye velocity V0, allows the extraction of th e

effective shear velocity Vs = 12 .43 km/s . These values
give an appropriate description of the macroscopi c

aggregate elasticity of diamond .

Further experiments were performed on MgO, B N

(zincblende and wurtzite polymorphs) and various ic e

polymorphs. The general applicability of the method fo r

the study of elementary solids is easily estimated ,

showing that the VDOS can be determined with a n

appropriate accuracy for essentially all elemental solids .

One of the potential applications of this novel techniqu e

is the VDOS determination of samples submitted to ver y

high pressures . In this case the signal level for element s

heavier than, say, scandium should be sufficiently high t o
allow measurements on tiny amounts of samples as in a

diamond anvil cell .

It is worth noting that with respect to INS, the amount o f

material needed is 3-5 orders less, and anomalou s

absorption (like for B, Cd, Gd . . .) or anomalously hig h

cross-sections (H) are not present . Since the scatterin g

strengths for neutrons and X-rays are essentiall y

different, it opens the possibility to extract directly th e

partial densities of states in at least binary systems fro m
combined measurements .
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Further Experiments

Lattice Dynamics of MgO at High
Pressure: Theory and Experiment

The experimental determination of the phono n
dispersion at high pressure constitutes an important
ingredient for the characterisation of the physica l

properties of materials at extreme conditions . It gives
access to valuable quantitative information concernin g
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elasticity, thermodynamic properties, and the dynamic s

of phase instabilities . Furthermore, the experimenta l

data provide important tests for the accuracy o f

theoretical lattice dynamical models . Among these the
most advanced ones are ab initio quantum mechanica l

calculations, using density functional perturbatio n

theory. Critical inputs are the appropriate choice of th e
potential (all-electron or pseudopotential approaches )
and the correct description of the exchange-correlatio n
term. If a good agreement with the experimental phono n

dispersion is observed, these calculations can then b e
used with increased confidence to describe the physica l
properties at very high pressures beyond the reach o f
current experimental methods .

Here we present experimental and theoretical results on
MgO, a prototype oxide due to its simple structure an d
the large stability field (in pressure and temperature) o f

the NaCl structure . MgO is furthermore an important
ceramic for industrial applications, and of great interes t
for Earth sciences, since it is a major mineral phase o f
the Earth's lower mantle . A doubly polished single crystal
of MgO of (100) orientation, 30 x 50 pm size and a
thickness of 20 pm was loaded in a diamond-anvil cel l
with He as pressure transmitting medium . The IXS
experiment was performed on beamline ID28 with an
overall energy resolution of 3 meV. Theoretical phonon
dispersion curves were calculated using density -
functional perturbation theory using the pseudopotentia l
plane wave code ABINIT [1] . Details on the calculation s
can be found elsewhere [2] .

Fig . 17: Phonon dispersion of MgO along the F-X
direction at 35 GPa . Experimental data are shown b y
symbols (full circles : LA branch; full squares : LO
branch) . Results of the ab initio calculations, whic h
include the transverse acoustic and optic branch, ar e
shown as solid lines .

Figure 17 shows the accordance between the tw o
longitudinal phonon branches, acoustic and optic ,
measured along the F- X direction at 35 GPa with thos e
calculated by ab initio methods . The fact that characteristi c
features in the phonon dispersion are well reproduced by
calculations gives confidence that ab initio predictions of

thermodynamic properties of MgO at high pressure will b e

accurate . The determination of a thermodynamic propert y

at high pressure requires experimental determination of th e

thermal expansion and bulk modulus, which are recast int o
an equation of state (EOS). Such EOS data are very few
and when available, the data usually requires larg e

extrapolation . Thermodynamic properties at high pressure

may be calculated from a combination of calorimetri c

data at 1 bar and the volume integral with changin g

pressure and temperature [3] . Using the availabl e
thermodynamic data we obtain Cv = 30 (+/-5) an d

AS = 20 .68 (4-1) Jmol- 1 K -1 . From the calculated phono n

density-of-states at 35 GPa we determine Cv = 31 .71 an d

S = 20 .04 Jmol- 1 K- 1 . The two data sets match within th e

errors of experimental data .

In summary, we demonstrate the ability of modern theory
to reproduce experimental data on lattice dynamics of a n

inorganic compound at very high pressure . Expandin g

such tests to other, more complex systems could b e
beneficial for the development of both theory an d
experiment . These tests, validating the approximation s
done in the calculations, will allow the reliabl e
determination of the thermodynamic properties o f

materials at high pressure, which are otherwis e
extremely difficult to assess by experimental methods .
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Non-ergodicity in Locally-ordered
Systems in the Proximity of the Glas s
Transition

When a simple liquid is cooled below its meltin g
temperature, each particle becomes trappe d
progressively in the transient cage formed by its neares t
neighbours, and partakes in correlated collision s
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inducing a strong damping of the motion . Successiv e

diffusion out of the cage needs a cooperativ e

rearrangement of many particles and provides long -

range transport motion, which lessens drastically as th e

temperature is lowered . This cage effect mechanism ca n

be regarded as the microscopic origin of the eventua l

structural arrest of the liquid occurring at the glass-

transition . In more complex systems like associated an d

covalent liquids, the ubiquitous class of liquids includin g

water and silica, the cage effect manifests a differen t

nature since molecules are trapped in energetic cages o f
hydrogen or covalent bonds, and bond breaking and
formation is needed for diffusion to occur . Finding a
common paradigm to explain the structural arrest in th e
different classes of liquids represents an importan t
challenge for condensed matter physics .

The mode coupling theory (MCT) was introduced to give a

self-consistent description of the density-fluctuatio n

dynamics and of the particle caging in liquids [1] . The
derived equations of motion for the density-fluctuations
lead to a bifurcation of the long-time limit of the densit y
correlators, the so-called non ergodicity factor fo, if a
control parameter like temperature crosses a critical value ,
Te . Within MOT, specific predictions are advanced for th e
temperature and wave vector dependence of f(Q,T) : i) A

square-root temperature behaviour below Tc , i .e., fV (n =
foc + ho JTZ - T/Tc , where fo c is the critical non-ergodicity
parameter and ho the critical amplitude at a fixed
wavevector Q; ii) A Q-dependence of fo c and of ho that
follows the oscillations of the static structure factor S(Q) .

While a large number of experimental and theoretica l
studies have been devoted to the verification of the MCT
predictions in Van-der-Waals molecular liquids, not as
much attention has been devoted to associated an d
covalent liquids, and the results are often mutuall y
conflicting. In these liquids, the local order extends ove r
several neighbouring molecules reflecting a non-trivial Q
behaviour in the low-Q region of the static structure
factor, S(Q) . This Q regime has only recently been mad e
accessible to experimental investigations thanks to
development of the high-resolution inelastic X-ray
scattering (IXS) technique .

The molecular system of interest here, m-toluidine, is
characterised by a spatial organisation of the molecule s
induced by hydrogen bonds extending over severa l
molecular diameters and giving rise to nanometre-siz e
clusters [2] . The non-ergodicity factor of supercooled
and glassy m-toluidine has been measured, through IX S
experiments performed at beamline ID16, in the
mesoscopic Q range between 1 and 10 nm- 1 , around the
prepeak in the static structure factor related to the loca l
order (O pp = 5 nm- 1 ) .

We show that the basic general predictions of MCT
about the non-ergodicity factor are verified in m-toluidine

50 100 150 200 250 30 0
T [K ]

Fig . 18: Temperature dependence of the non -

ergodicity factor fQ of m-toluidine for different value s
of the exchanged wavevector Q . The solid lines are

the best fits obtained using the square-root function
predicted by the MCT.

(see Figure 18 and Figure 19), providing experimenta l

evidence that the signature of the ergodic to non-ergodic
transition, valid for simple liquids, lives on in clusterin g
systems . The present findings indicate that the early
stage of the cooperative rearrangements, where th e

cage effect dominates the molecular dynamics, exhibits

a universal character, common to simple liquids an d
liquids with a local order. This generality is not s o
obvious, because it puts on the same level the structura l
arrest in simple and in locally ordered liquids ,
notwithstanding that cage formation is controlled b y
different mechanisms . This picture opens the way to th e
investigation of the fast dynamics of a wider class o f

clustering systems, including network forming polymers ,

8
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Fig . 19 : X-ray diffraction pattern (left axis) of liquid
m-toluidine at ambient temperature taken fro m
Ref . [2], compared with the parameter f Q c (right axis )
obtained from the fit of the experimental f Q(T) data
(open circles) ; full squares indicate the values of f Q at
T = 263 K — a temperature in the plateau region o f
fQ(T) — for all the available Q .
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where the structural arrest is controlled by irreversibl e

bond formation . 0 .05
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Intrinsic Double-plasmon Excitations
in Simple Metals

The plasmon is a unique and well understood collective
excitation in the interacting electron gas . More than three
decades ago the simultaneous excitation of tw o
plasmons was predicted as a special correlation effect
[1]. The quantitative theoretical treatment of this intrinsi c
plasmon-plasmon (pl-pl) excitation has to conside r
effects beyond the so-called random-phas e
approximation, which has explained the single-plasmon
excitation reasonably well . Thus, a calculation of th e
intrinsic pl-pl excitation for arbitrary momentum transfe r
q and energy transfer w was accomplished only recentl y
[2]. These calculations predict that this manifestation o f
a pure correlation effect becomes experimentall y
observable in the high energy-loss tail of the dynamic
structure factor S(q,w) of simple metals .

Inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) is the favourabl e
technique to study the high energy tail of the dynami c
structure factor for large momentum transfers because
multiple scattering does not affect the experimenta l
spectra in contrast to electron energy loss spectroscopy ,
where extrinsic plasmon losses can obscure th e
information on electron correlations . IXS measurement s
of the dynamic structure factor were performed fo r
aluminium single crystals and polycrystalline sodium a t
different momentum transfer around the plasmon cut-off
vector qc at beamline ID16 utilising the Rowland-typ e
spectrometer . The experimental results of aluminium fo r
q II [100] are presented in Figure 20 . The dominatin g
feature in the spectra is the single-plasmon excitation
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Fig. 20 : Measurements of the dynamic structure facto r

of aluminium for different momentum transfer. Th e

inset highlights the intrinsic double-plasmon feature

in the tail of the plasmon excitation .

around an energy loss of 20 eV. Nevertheless, in the hig h

energy-loss tail a structure around 35 eV is visible whic h
is highlighted in the inset of this figure . This structure i s
extracted from the slowly decreasing tail of the plasmo n

excitation and is presented in Figure 21 . The theoretica l

pl-pl excitation spectra calculated using many-bod y

perturbation theory of the homogeneous-electron-gas
model beyond the random-phase approximation [2] are
shown in the inset of Figure 21 for comparison . Based o n
the q-dependence of both the intensity and the pea k
position of this feature it could be unambiguousl y

attributed to the predicted intrinsic pl-pl excitation when

compared to theory . The experimental and computed pl -
pl spectra exhibit also the same shape but the theor y
overestimates the energy-loss position of the pl-p l
excitation by 2 eV which could be related to ban d
structure and correlation effects beyond this theoretica l
approach . Moreover, the measurements for q II [100] an d
q II [110] on aluminium single crystals show n o
significant q-orientation dependence of the intrinsi c
double-plasmon feature even though the shape S(q,w) i s
strongly q-orientation dependent . The pl-pl excitatio n
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was also measured in the high energy-loss tail of th e
dynamic structure factor of polycrystalline sodium an d
was found to be in good agreement with theory.

In conclusion, new structures in the high energy-loss tai l
of the dynamic structure factor of simple metals ,

aluminium and sodium, have been found and could b e

clearly attributed to intrinsic pl-pl excitations . Thes e

structures are a unique manifestation of electro n
correlation and are hardly influenced by lattice effects .
Therefore, intrinsic double-plasmon excitations offer a
new testing ground for the theoretical description o f
correlation effects for systems which closely resembl e

the jellium model by means of a diagrammatic expansio n

of the polarisability.
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Photosynthetic Dioxygen Formation
Tracked by X-ray Experiments with
Microsecond Resolution

In plants, algae and cyanobacteria, electrons an d
protons are extracted from water molecules in a light-
driven process denoted as photosynthetic wate r
oxidation . Thereby the atmospheric dioxygen (0 2) is
formed. The reactions are catalysed by a tetra -
manganese complex bound to the proteins of
photosystem II (PSII) . For more than 30 years, the
paradigm for understanding 02 evolution has been the
S-state cycle model [1] of water oxidation involvin g
transitions between five states (So, S 1 , . . .S4) of the Mn
complex . Dioxygen is formed in the S 3 = So transition . A
crucial intermediate of this transition, the S 4-state ,
remained enigmatic .

One round of the S-cycle requires four light quanta .
Here, these were provided by successive laser flashe s
that drive isolated PSII particles through the reactio n
cycle. Each light flash leads to the formation of an

oxidised tyrosine residue (Tyrz•) which then extracts an

electron from the Mn complex . We monitored the redox

processes of the protein-bound Mn complex by

fluorescence-detected X-ray absorption spectroscop y
(XAS) at the Mn K-edge in real time [2] . Facilitated by the
high flux and stability of the X-ray beam at beamlin e
1026, for the first time we could follow changes in the Mn
X-ray fluorescence after laser-flash illumination of PSI I

samples with a time resolution of 10 ps thereby directl y

watching the S-transitions (Figure 22a) . At an excitatio n

energy of 6552 eV, for S1 -* S2 (first flash), S 2 - S3

(second flash), and So - S 1 (fourth flash), the exponentia l
absorption decrease indicated oxidation of the M n

complex with the halftimes shown in Figure 22 .
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Fig. 22 : (a) Oxidation and reduction of the Mn complex
of PSII monitored by time-resolved X-ray measurements .
Nanosecond flashes (20 ms duration) of green Laser ligh t
initiated the S-state transitions in PSII samples monitore d
by X-ray fluorescence (excitation energy of 6552 eV) . Th e
time course of the Mn Ko,-fluorescence was recorded
with a time resolution of 10 ps per data point . Solid line s
represent simulations . (b) X-ray fluorescence change o n
the 02-evolving transition induced by the third laser flas h
(X-ray excitation at 6556 eV) . The lag phase of - 250 p s
duration can be assigned unambiguously to intermediate
formation . The simulation (line) involves two successiv e
reaction steps .
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The third Laser flash induced the S3 to So transition . An

absorption increase due to Mn reduction by th e

substrate water upon 0 2 formation was observed . The

absorption increase was preceded by a lag phase o f

about 250 us duration (Figure 23) . This lag phase
suggested a kinetically resolvable intermediate .
However, a minor fraction of PSII that undergoes th e

S2 - S3 transition on the third flash (due to PSII whic h
did not turn over on the first laser-flash) might mimic a

delay phase in the S 3 = So transition . A time-resolved

XAS experiment at 6556 eV clarified the situation sinc e
no change in the X-ray absorption is observed fo r
S 2 - S3 at this energy . A sizable lag phase still was
present (Figure 22b), proving the existence of a
kinetically resolvable intermediate . The intermediate i s

formed prior to the Mn-reducing/0 2-forming step and

thus represents the long-searched-for S 4-state .

Fig . 23 : Extension of the classical S-state cycle o f
photosynthetic oxygen evolution . The half-times of
the S-transitions were determined by the X-ra y
experiment at the Mn K-edge . Existence and formatio n
rate of the S4 state have been uncovered in th e
present investigation . S 4 is not formed by electro n
transfer to Tyrz•, but by a deprotonation reaction an d
represents the starting point for O-O bond formation .
S 4 ' denotes a hypothetical intermediate where fou r
electrons have been extracted from the Mn complex ,
but O2 has not been formed .

Further characterisation of the intermediate enabled u s
to identify the chemical nature of the S 4-state. We
propose a `proton-first' reaction sequence on th e
oxygen-evolving transition, where the Tyrz• radica l
induces, likely electrostatically, the deprotonatio n
reaction which is a prerequisite to the subsequen t
electron transfer from the manganese/water complex to
Tyrz. Our identification of the S4 state will spur furthe r
investigations on this key step in photosynthetic wate r
oxidation . It leads to an extension of the classical S-stat e
cycle because the deprotonation must be followed b y
electron transfer to Tyrz, this implying an S 4 '-state

(Figure 23) . The described progress was facilitated by a

novel time-resolved X-ray experiment . This represent s
another step forward towards a structural biologist's

dream: watching biological function in real time .
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Iron Oxidation State in Impact Glass
by High-resolution XANES
Spectroscopy: Implications on th e
Formation Conditions

An impact event marking the limit between th e
Cretaceous and Tertiary (K/T) ages resulted in th e
formation of a - 180 km wide impact crater and possibl y
triggered the K/T mass extinction event . The impac t
event distributed a huge mass of ejecta materia l
worldwide, including impact glass spherules resultin g

from the quenching of molten target rock . While most o f
the glassy spherules worldwide are almost completel y
recrystallised, fresh unaltered impact glass can b e
recovered at few sites, e .g., at Beloc, Haiti and Mimbral ,
Mexico . Three glass varieties have been found so far a t
Haiti : black, yellow, and HSiK impact glass . Black impact
spherules consist of silicate glass of andesiti c
composition (63 wt% SiO2, 7 wt% CaO), whereas th e
much rarer yellow variety consists of silicate glas s
(49 wt% SiO2) with high Ca (about 25 wt% CaO) and S
contents (0 .5 to 2 wt% S) . The HSiK glass is represente d
by a single sample with very high Si content (86 wt %
SiO 2) and especially low Ca content (0 .38 wt% CaO) .
Although several studies on the chemical and isotopic
composition of these impact glasses exist, almost n o
studies on the Fe coordination number and oxidatio n
state have been reported . Such studies are however o f
utmost importance to reconstruct the oxygen fugacit y
conditions prevailing during impact melt formation .
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We examined the iron local environment in a suite o f

impact glasses (Figure 24) from the Cretaceous-Tertiary
(K!r) boundary section at Beloc spanning the widest

possible variety of glasses (9 black impact glasses, 5

yellow impact glasses, and the only HSiK impact glas s

available so far) by Fe K-edge high-resolution X-ray

Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) spectroscop y
at the ID26 beamline . The very high intensity an d

collimation of the X-ray beam allowed us to collect dat a
on glass samples as small as 100 micrometres . The pre -

edge peaks of our XANES spectra (Figure 25) displa y
noticeable variations which are indicative of significan t

changes in the Fe oxidation state, spanning a wide rang e
from about 20 to 100 mol% trivalent Fe . All data plo t
along a trend, falling between two mixing lines joining a

point calculated as the mean of a group of tektite s

studied so far (consisting of 4- and 5- coordinated Fe 2+)

to [41Fe 3+ and [5 1Fe3+ , respectively . Thus, the XANES
spectra can be interpreted as a mixture of [ 41Fe 2+ , [ 51Fe 2+ , 0 .2 5

[4 1Fe3+ and [51Fe3+ . There is no evidence for six-fold
coordinated Fe ; however, its presence in small amounts
cannot be excluded from XANES data alone . Our
observations are explained by a very large variety o f
oxygen fugacity conditions prevailing during mel t
formation . Furthermore, there is a clear positiv e
relationship between the Fe3+ /(Fe2+ + Fe 3+) ratio and the
Ca content of the studied glasses, suggesting that the

	

0 .1 0

Fe oxidation state was affected by the variabl e
contribution of the Ca-sulphate bearing sedimentary
rocks overlying the target rock at the impact site .
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Fig. 24 : Microphotograph of black impact glas s

spherules .
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Element Specific Vibrational
Dynamics in Filled Skutterudites

Thermoelectric devices convert thermal energy into
electric energy and vice-versa through the Seebeck an d

Peltier effects, respectively. These devices ar e

environmentally friendly and highly reliable . Because
their efficiency is relatively poor when compared t o
conventional power plants or compressor-base d
refrigerators, present use is limited to critica l
applications, such as deep space probes an d

submarines . During operation, the thermoelectri c

material must sustain a temperature gradient and thus ,

its thermal conductivity must be low. In contrast, th e

thermoelectric material must exhibit a high electrica l

conductivity to minimise energy dissipation or maximis e
the current . Thus, a suitable thermoelectric material
must behave [1] as a "phonon glass and an electron
crystal" . One way to achieve the reduction in therma l
conductivity of a crystal, without significant reduction o f

the electrical conductivity, is to insert loosely boun d
atoms into voids or cages of a crystalline solid .

Fig . 26 : The crystal structure of EuFe 4 Sb12 . The gree n
and blue spheres are europium and antimony ,
respectively. The iron atoms are at the centre of th e
red octahedra .

The lattice of the CoSb3 skutterudite provides voids that
can be filled with rare-earth elements, R, to form filled
skutterudites, RM 4Sb 12 , where M is Co or Fe . Figure 26
shows the crystal structure of EuFe 4 Sb12, in which
europium ions are loosely bound in their Fe-Sb cage an d
are believed to be responsible for the observe d
reduction in thermal conductivity. The experimenta l
characterisation of the vibrational modes of the fillin g
europium and of its cage is instrumental i n
understanding the role of the filling element in reducin g
the thermal conductivity. Among the availabl e
techniques, only nuclear inelastic scattering provide s
access to the partial, element specific, density of

vibrational states of an atom that must have a

Mbssbauer active nuclide . Fortunately, all three element s
in EuFe 4Sb 12 fulfil this condition .
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Fig. 27 : (a) The europium partial DOS in EuFe4Sb 1 2
obtained at 25 K by europium-151 nuclear inelasti c
scattering . (b) The calculated La, green, Fe, red, an d
Sb, blue, vibrational DOS in LaFe4Sb 12 . (c) The iro n
partial DOS in EuFe4Sb12 obtained at 295 K by iron-5 7
nuclear inelastic scattering .

The europium-151 and iron-57 partial vibrational densit y
of states (DOS) obtained from nuclear inelastic scattering ,
measured at ID22N and 1018, are shown in Figure 27 ,
together with the calculated La, Fe, and Sb vibrationa l
DOS in LaFe 4 Sb12 . The iron partial DOS consists of two
main peaks at ca. 29 and 33 meV and smalle r
contributions at 9 and 15 meV, in excellent agreement wit h
the calculations that predict two main peaks at ca .
27.5 and 31 meV in LaFe4 Sb12 . The europium partial DO S
was fitted with three Gaussian peaks with energies of
7 .3 ± 0 .1, 12.0 ± 0.4, and 17.8 ± 0 .5 meV, with relative
areas of 3 .4 ± 0 .2, 1 .1 ± 0 .2, and 0 .5 ± 0 .1, and with
linewidths of 3 .2 ± 0 .2, 4 .4 ± 0 .7, and 4 .4 ± 0 .7 meV. These
energies are in excellent agreement with the calculate d
energies of 7 .1, 12 .4, and 18.5 meV in LaFe 4Sb 12 . The
peak at 7 .3 meV is characteristic of the Einstein oscillato r
behaviour of the europium in EuFe 4Sb12 . Its experimental
width of 3 .2 meV corresponds to a natural width of
2 .7 meV, when the experimental resolution of 1 .6 meV i s
taken into account . This small width indicates that there i s
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at most a weak hybridisation between the europiu m

vibrational mode at 7 .3 meV and the iron vibrational mod e

at 9 meV. The peaks at 12 .0 and 17 .8 meV result from a

small hybridisation of the europium vibrations with th e

antimony vibrations .

In conclusion, the europium-151 and iron-57 nuclea r
inelastic scattering experiments on EuF e 4 Sb12 reveal th e
localised nature of the europium vibrations at 7 .3 meV,
the strong decoupling of the iron and europiu m

vibrations, and the weak coupling of the europium an d

antimony vibrational modes . Hence, nuclear inelasti c

scattering has proven to be a powerful technique for th e
investigation of the lattice dynamics of the fille d
skutterudites, compounds in which this lattice dynamic s
strongly influences their thermoelectric properties .

Antimony-121 nuclear inelastic scattering experiment s

will soon be undertaken at ESRF and are expected t o

complete the picture of the lattice dynamics i n

EuFe4Sb12. To date, the filled skutterudites probabl y

provide the best example of an Einstein oscillator [2] .
However, the precise mechanism by which the additio n
of this filling atom, that essentially behaves as a
harmonic oscillator, yields a significant reduction in th e
thermal conductivity of the filled skutterudites is still t o
be understood .
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Oxidation State of Vanadium in Natura l
V-bearing Titanomagnetite

Vanadium is a widely spread element in nature, whic h
may occur in three different redox states, from trivalent
to pentavalent, in terrestrial magmatic systems. Its
abundance in rock forming minerals is a valuabl e
geochemical indicator, holding information on th e
oxygen fugacity (i.e . oxidative) conditions prevailing

Fig . 28 : High-temperature extraction of vanadiu m

from vanadiferous titanomagnetite in South Africa .

Insert: Structure of titanomagnetite . Ti occurs in th e
octahedral sites whereas Fe occupies both tetrahedra l

and octahedral sites of the spinel-type structure .

during the formation of igneous rocks . Vanadium is also

an element of significant industrial importance, being a

component of high-performance steels (Figure 28) .
However, ore minerals with vanadium as the primar y
metal rarely occur in nature . Rather, vanadium i s
extracted from V-rich titanomagnetite (Fe 3_XTi X O4)

cumulates in the upper part of layered basic intrusions .

The largest vanadium ore deposits in the world are foun d

in the Bushveld Complex (Republic of South Africa) ,
which hosts more than one-third of the world's vanadiu m
reserves. In this giant (450 x 370 x 7 km3) layered
intrusion, about 2 billion years old, the metal i s
encountered in 2 to 10 m thick layers of massiv e
titanomagnetite . However, the chemical form of th e

vanadium (i.e . oxidation state) in these magnetites i s
largely unconstrained . Its accumulation in only a fe w
magnetite layers, among 25 identified in the upper par t
(2 km thick) of the complex, together with th e
mechanisms leading to the formation of metre-thic k
monomineralic magnetite layers, are still poorl y
understood . Experimental vanadium partitioning data
between magnetite and iron-bearing silicate liquid s
suggest that V-rich magnetites may result from th e
partial crystallisation of a basaltic melt in a narrow rang e
of oxygen fugacity [1] .

To understand the factors controlling the incorporation o f
vanadium in magnetite, we have investigated the crystal -
chemistry of vanadium in natural titanomagnetit e
samples from two magnetite seams of the Bushvel d
complex using X-ray absorption near-edge structure s
(XANES) (Figure 29) . We focused on the pre-edg e
features observed in the X-ray absorption spectra at th e
V K-edge, which depend on the valence state an d
coordination number of transition elements . However, Ti
K-fluorescence makes it difficult to obtain high quality
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Fig. 29 : (a) V K-edge XANES spectra of a titanomagnetite
sample (Bierkraal borehole) . Arrow: position of pre -
edge features . (b) Pre-edge peaks of titanomagnetit e
samples after baseline subtraction. For comparison ,
the pre-edge of a tsavorite crystal, a referenc e
V 3+ -bearing garnet, is reported at the bottom .

The V concentration of titanomagnetite increase s
from bottom to top . (c) Pre-edge area as a function of
vanadium concentration in the Bushveld samples .

XANES spectra in titanomagnetite with a conventiona l
fluorescence setup. The use of the high energy -
resolution emission spectrometer installed on the 102 6
beamline, based on a spherically bent Ge (331) crysta l
analyser, made it possible to resolve this difficulty b y
selecting the V Kai fluorescence line, hence obtainin g
the first high energy-resolution XANES spectra of V-
bearing titanomagnetite samples at the V K-edge . The
resulting sharper pre-edge features [2] show tha t
vanadium is mostly in the trivalent state, by compariso n
with crystalline references . However, the modification of
the pre-edge shape and intensity in the more
concentrated samples suggests that they contain a
small but significant (- 10 %) fraction of V4+ (Figure 29) .
Low magnetite/melt partition coefficients show a
preferential trapping of V4+ in the structure of th e
magmatic liquid. The measured fraction of V4+ thus
indicates relatively oxidising conditions during th e
crystallisation of V-rich titanomagnetite . The occurrenc e
of small quantities of V4 + in the vanadium-rich
titanomagnetites of the Bushveld Complex is consisten t
with previous petrological modelling [1], which show s
that extreme enrichments of vanadium in magnetite wil l
only occur for a relatively small range of oxygen fugacity

conditions, close to the Ni-NiO buffer. Valence-selective

XANES spectroscopy of vanadium in magnetite may

thus provide unique information on the redox condition s

prevailing during the formation of large-scale magmati c

vanadium ore deposits .
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Characterisation of the Glass
Transition in Vitreous Silica by
Temperature-scanning SAXS

Vitreous silica is a key material for fiber optic s
communication, technology and science [1] . For pure

SiO 2 only incomplete information is available for the
transition from the supercooled liquid to the frozen glas s
state . The hysteresis that glasses typically exhibit as
they are cooled and heated through the glass transitio n
had never been observed for SiO 2 , mainly due to the
high temperatures involved .

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) by liquids an d
glasses, extrapolated to the zero angle (q = 0), reveal s
static and dynamic density fluctuations . Density
fluctuations in liquids depend only on temperature ,
whereas the glass state depends also on the history o f
the material . A high-temperature molybdenum furnace
and a CCD camera were used in conjunction with th e
D2AM experimental setup to measure the SAXS as a
function of temperature . The camera continuousl y
recorded the X-rays scattered by 1 .0 mm thick glas s
plates that were heated and cooled at fixed rates .

The scattered intensity, extrapolated to q - 0 (the centre
of the CCD image), is shown in Figure 30a for two
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Fig . 30: (a) X-ray scattering intensity, extrapolated t o
q = 0, as a function of temperature . GE 124 contain s
2 wt . ppm H 2O, and Corning 7980 contains 900 wt . ppm
H 2 O. (b) Temperature derivatives of 1(0), obtained fo r
GE-124 upon scanning the temperature at differen t
rates . Full and open symbols show cooling and heating
data, respectively. (c) Temperature derivatives of 1(0 )
data obtained at 40 K/min for GE-124 and Corning 7980 ,
and heat flow upon heating a sample with 120 wt . ppm
at 40 K/min .

commercial glasses . The curves show the stron g
influence of even small amounts of residual water on the
glass transition temperature, Tg . The hysteresis of th e
density fluctuations can be seen clearly in the 1(q = 0)

curves and in their derivatives (Figures 30b and c) .
These differentiated signals match to the signature of th e
glass transition seen by calorimetry (Figure 30c) . The
slopes of the 1(q = 0) curves above and below Tg agree
with the slopes found by light scattering experiment t o
within 14% [2] . This is interesting as light probes th e
structure of the material at length scales that are larger
by about a factor of 100. Standard kinetic parameters
like the Kohlrausch stretching exponential have bee n
obtained from the data by fitting . The fits are shown a s
solid lines in Figures 30b-c .
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In conclusion, temperature-scanning SAXS resolved th e

glass transition in vitreous silica . A higher amount o f

residual water decreases Tg , and broadens the glass

transition .
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Materials science and materials
engineering involves the investigatio n
of structure property relationships and
the use of these findings to produce
materials with predetermined properties .

Studies of this type play a major role a t

the ESRF and span a wide range o f
applications from chemical bonding ,
electronic applications, and nove l
synthesis to studies of grain growth ,
dynamic evolution of materials properties
and design and understanding o f
catalytic processes . All aspects o f
materials science studies cannot be
covered by this brief showcase . The
trend in materials science researc h
at the ESRF is that microfocussing ;
time-resolved studies in situ and
the application of combinations o f
techniques are on the rise . In order to
illustrate these trends we have chosen a
few examples in the categories : extrem e
conditions, stress and strain studies and
some general applications of X-ray
diffraction to problems in material s
science .

Enormous advantages in examinin g
materials under non-ambient conditions
such as high pressure or hig h

temperature have been made due to
developments in diamond-anvil cells ,
large-volume presses and laser heating in

combination with the third-generatio n
X-ray source at the ESRF.

The physical properties of materials ca n

be dramatically changed under non-

ambient conditions. In two studies
of sulfur it is shown that non -
incommensurate structures can exis t
at high pressures and that sulfu r
behaves like its group VI neighbours .
It is also shown that molecular S6
is only formed under high pressure at

high temperatures. These findings
can explain the change in properties
such as resistivity. In a study o f
neodymium/calcium manganites it was
found that shear strain is of importance
for the structure/property relationshi p
in colossal magneto resistance . In a
series of studies of actinides unde r
high pressure it was found that a
new structure of curium (Cm-III) is
stabilised by magnetic interactions . An
experimentally challenging study of
hydrogen at high pressures reveals the
structure of the high pressure phase II o f
D2 showing that a combination of
neutron and X-ray diffraction can now
determine complicated structures eve n
at high pressures in diamond anvil cells .

X-ray diffraction and tomography are
non-destructive methods providing data

on bulk materials . A combination of these

methods has revealed that void growt h

kinetics in bulk samples of CuZn 40 Pb2
brass can be studied and that void size
and shape evolution can be followed

during creep .

Control of relaxation processes an d
nucleation are important for the tailoring
of materials to the desired properties . X-
ray diffraction in situ is rapidly developin g
into an essential tool in this process . Bul k

metallic glass, for instance, is an

interesting new class of constructio n
material and the control of the ductility i n
the nanocomposites are essential for th e
usefulness of these materials . In a
temperature dependent diffraction stud y
of Pd based metallic glasses th e
important relaxation processes of th e
excess free volume have been studied .

The crystallisation processes durin g
solidification has been studied in a time-
resolved diffraction of Al with solute T i
and TiB2 particles and the first in situ

information on growth kinetics an d
nucleation of individual grains durin g
solidification has been obtained . These
processes govern the basic propertie s
such as ductility and hardness . During
deformation of metals and alloy s
dislocations are introduced and during
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subsequent annealing the stored energ y

is released . The 3D X-ray microscopy
technique at ID11 was used to study the

in situ recovery of cold rolled Al durin g
annealing on a sub grain level .

High-resolution powder diffraction has
proven to be a very useful tool in many

materials science applications . A study of

a C60 based polymer (L i4 C60) revealed a
new mixed bonding scheme for fulleride s
showing both [2+2] cycloadditions an d
single C-C bridging motifs indicatin g
routes to the synthesis of new polymers
with interesting properties . A combined

X-ray diffraction/mass spectrometry
study of anaerobic methane CH 4
combustion explains the catalytic steps
when CH 4 under high temperature ,
using CeO 2/Fe 2O 3 solid catalysts, i s
transformed to H 2. Information of thi s
type is of importance for the development
of new, clean routes to the use of
hydrogen as fuel .

A high resolution study of ferromagneti c
La 1_X CaX MnO 3 manganite has provided
information on the poorly understood
ferromagnetic insulating state suggestin g
that a specific orbital ordering take s
place.

X-ray diffraction at synchrotron facilitie s
gives the possibility of obtainin g
information on the site occupancy b y
chemically different cations in powder.
Examples of the determination of th e
cation distribution in bicationic zeolites
illustrates the power of the resonant
contrast diffraction .

A. Kvick
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High Pressure

Incommensurate Metallic Sulfur
above 100 GPa

The physical properties of a material at high pressur e

can be dramatically different to those observed at

ambient conditions . For example, sulfur at ambient

pressure is a yellow molecular insulating solid . Unde r

compression, its resistivity decreases rapidly, until it
becomes a metallic superconductor above 90 GPa . The

superconducting temperature increases from Tc = 10 to

14 K over the pressure range 90–160 GPa [1], and at stil l

higher pressures there is a further structural transition t o
another superconducting phase with a maximum T, of
17.3(5) K at 200 GPa .

The crystal structure of the metallic phase of sulfur a t
100 GPa has long been reported to be orthorhombic ,
and isostructural with the high-pressure phases of th e
other group Vla elements selenium (Se-IV) and telluriu m
(Te-III) . However, using high-pressure diffractio n

techniques at both the ESRF and the SRS, we hav e
recently shown that both Se-IV and Te-III are in fac t
monoclinic, with incommensurately modulated atomi c
coordinates [2] . Using X-ray powder diffractio n
techniques on beamline ID09, we have now investigate d
the structures and transitions in sulfur up to 101 GP a
with the aim of determining whether the metallic phase i s
also incommensurately modulated . We used an X-ra y
wavelength of 0 .418 A focused down to a beamsize o f
10 µm x 10 µm, and the 2-dimensional (2D) diffractio n
patterns were collected on a MAR345 image plate befor e
being integrated azimuthally to give standard 1 D
diffraction profiles .

To obtain the highest quality diffraction data, we loaded
powdered sulfur with helium as a pressure transmittin g
medium, which made it possible to determine th e
pressure of the illuminated part of the sample from th e
helium's diffraction pattern and known equation of state .

Fig. 31 : Micrograph of the metallic sulfur sampl e
at 101 GPa, as viewed through one of the diamon d
anvils of the pressure cell . The schematic diagram

identifies (i) highly reflecting sulfur in contact with
the diamond face, (ii) sulfur with helium betwee n

it and the diamond, and (iii) some of th e
transparent helium pressure medium illuminated

from behind .

The structural phase transition to the metallic phase was
observed to start at 75 GPa, somewhat lower tha n
previous studies, and single-phase profiles were observe d
above 95 GPa . A micrograph of the sample at 101 GPa ,
which had the approximate dimensions 30 µm x 30 pm x
5 pm at this pressure, is shown in Figure 31, and illustrates
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the highly reflecting nature of the metallic phase . A

diffraction pattern from the sample at the same pressur e

is shown in Figure 32, and is very similar to that observe d

previously from incommensurate Se-IV and Te-III . A

Rietveld refinement to the same incommensurat e

structure is shown in Figure 32, and gives an excellent fit .

All the diffraction peaks can be accounted for by the 4 D
superspace group l'2/m(OgO)s0, with the incommensurat e

wavevector q = 0.281(1) at 101 GPa and a single ato m

located at (0,0,0) .

R

•~
C

c

pressures, and suggest that further such structures wil l

be found in other elemental systems at very hig h

pressures .
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Fig . 32: Rietveld refinement of incommensurate sulfu r
at 101 GPa . Tick marks show calculated positions o f
main and modulation peaks: asterisks identify som e
modulation reflections . The difference between th e

observed and calculated profiles is shown below th e
tick marks . Inset : four unit cells of the modulated
structure viewed down the a axis . The modulatio n
wave is indicated with dashed lines .

Four unit cells of the structure of S-Ill at 101 GPa are
shown as an inset to Figure 32 . In the absence of th e
incommensurate modulation, all would be identical .
However, the modulation, which has a wavelength of 1/q
unit cells as shown with a dashed line in the inset t o
Figure 32, is incommensurate with the unit cell repeat ,
and thus the atomic coordinates in each unit cell are
different .

On pressure decrease from the incommensurate phase ,
we found a previously unknown phase of sulfur below 9 0
GPa. The similarity of the diffraction patterns with those
obtained previously from Se-III and Te-II shows that al l
three phases have the same triclinic structure [3].

In conclusion, we have shown that sulfur joins its group
Vla neighbours selenium and tellurium in having a phase
with an incommensurately modulated crystal structure at
high pressure, and is the first element observed to hav e
such a structure above 100 GPa . The results show tha t
incommensurate structures are not limited to lower

Alternating Sequence of Ring and
Chain Structures in sulfur at Hig h
Pressure and Temperature

The behaviour and structure of sulfur under hig h
pressure and temperature conditions is currently th e
subject of a renewed research effort [1,2] . However, ther e

still exist disparities between the data and interpretation s
of results coming from the use of different techniques . I n
view of this, we have reinvestigated the structures o f
sulfur formed though direct transformation at pressure s
between 6 - 11 GPa and from room temperature t o
1000 K . Over this same pressure range, in experiment s

conducted at room temperature, there is spectroscopi c
evidence for the existence of both non-molecular helica l
sulfur and a molecular S6 forms of sulfur, yet even the
most recent diffraction experiments, also conducted at
room temperature, show no evidence for any suc h
structures in sulfur at pressures exceeding 25 GPa .

In conducting our experiments, we have encountere d
the non-molecular forms of sulfur previously observed as
trigonal helical by Crichton et al. [1] and tetragona l
helical by Fujitsa et al. [2] . In addition, we observe a n
intermediate structure, which does transform reversibly
and is described as identical to the molecular S 6 form
that can be prepared by chemical methods at ambien t
conditions . The positions of the transitions from trigonal -
S6 and S 6-tetragonal structures have been delineated .
Rietveld refinement of data collected in situ at 7 .2 GPa
and 950 Kelvin (Figure 33), with the Paris-Edinburg h
large volume press, resulted in an R-3 symmetry, wit h
18 atoms per unit cell located at x = 0 .17581(5) ,
y = 0.19250(5) and z = 0 .15027(5) . This results in an S- S
bond length of 2 .1762(1) A and torsion angle of 78.82° .

15 2 0
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With regard to other members of the Group VI elements ,

it is now clear that the structure S 6 described here i s

similar to that of See; a phase that metalises at hig h

pressure. In sulfur, Brazhkin et aI. [4] describe

metalisation of liquid sulfur at a pressure of 8 GPa ,

around a maximum in the melting curve, indeed in th e

region where we observe the solid S 6 phase.

Considering this, it would be interesting to look at th e

structure of the liquid in this region, to identify whethe r

the liquid has a molecular nature like the solid phas e

below the melting curve .
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Fig. 33 : Diffraction pattern of the S6 rhombohedra l
phase. Refinement results on the diffraction patter n

obtained from in situ measurements at 7 .2 GPa an d
950 K; the data are represented by blue crosses, th e
red line corresponds to the Rietveld refinement and
the black line to the difference between the observe d
and calculated data .

The existence of this S 6 phase is important as it shows
directly that the S 6 phase can only be observed, vi a
direct transformation, at high temperature . Therefore, i t
explains why X-ray diffraction experiments conducted at
room temperatures are unable to confirm the results o f
several independent Raman measurements .

Given that the temperatures that we have observed th e
transitions to trigonal, S 6 and tetragonal phases are to o
high for Raman lasers to induce, and that there is als o
evidence that if sulfur is illuminated with weak laser light
no transition is observed up to at least 10 GPa, othe r
mechanisms must be proposed for the Rama n
observations . Considering the pressure dependent red
shift of the optical absorption edge of the S 8 molecule ,
Eckert and Steudel [3] explain the room temperature S 8
to trigonal phase transition, only observed in Rama n
studies, suggesting that the absorption of laser light ca n
furnish the activation energy necessary to break the S 8
molecules promoting polymerisation to, for example, th e
trigonal helical phase . This mechanism is furthe r
complicated by the fact that the optical absorption can
change with pressure and at each phase transition .
Nonetheless, within this framework of laser-induce d
transition it is also noted that the sequence S 8 -4

polymeric S 6 observed by Raman spectroscopy at
room temperature corresponds to the same sequence
observed by X-ray diffraction at high temperature and i n
the same pressure range. This indicates that, the photo -
induced phase transitions observed by Rama n
measurements correspond to existing structura l
transitions in the phase diagram . It is most likely that th e
effect of suitable laser illumination and temperature is t o
induce these transitions by overcoming the high kineti c
barrier related to the breakdown of the S 8 molecule .
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Shear Strain in Nd0 5Ca0 5MnO3 at

High Pressures

Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) indicates that th e
electrical resistance of a material changes dramaticall y
on application of a magnetic field . This property i s
related to a phase transition involving both magnetic an d
lattice degrees of freedom that may be triggered b y
changing either temperature or magnetic field . An
important class of CMR materials is formed by th e
manganites L 1_XA,MnO3 (L = trivalent rare earth ; A =
divalent alkaline earth ; 0 < x < 1) with a distorted
perovskite-type structure [1] . Depending on compositio n
and temperature, rich phase diagrams have bee n
discovered, involving phases with differently distorte d
crystal structures interacting with various states of
magnetic order and charge order. The intricat e
relationship between spin, charge, orbital and lattice
degrees of freedom is generally recognised as the origi n
of this wide variety of properties within this class of
simple compounds [2] . However a quantitativ e
understanding has not yet been achieved betwee n
physical properties of CMR manganites and thei r
chemical compositions and crystal structures .

In order to uncover the delicate variations of atomi c
arrangements, we have studied the pressur e
dependence of the crystal structure of the half-doped
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Fig. 34 : Pressure dependence of (a )

lattice parameters, and (b) lattice strai n

(WD) .

3 .35

5 .2 5

manganite Nd 0 .5 Ca0 .5MnO3 . A polycrystalline sampl e
was loaded into a diamond anvil cell (DAC) . X-ray
powder diffraction was measured at beamline ID9a ,
employing a MAR image plate detector . Diffraction has

been collected at selected pressures up to p = 15 GPa .
Both the lattice parameters and the atomic coordinates
were determined at each pressure by Rietvel d
refinements against the diffraction data . The lattice
strain of the orthorhombic structure can be
characterised by a distortion index WD, that is defined
as WD = 1/3 Ela ;-a 0 l/a ; with ao = (a 1 a2a3) 113 and a ,
(i = 1,2,3) being the appropriately scaled lattice
parameters. The pressure dependence of WD has a
minimum at p* = 7 GPa, that is the same pressure a t
which a crossover occurs from a > c for p < p* towards
a < c for p > p* (Figure 34) . These results suggest tw o
regimes . For p < p" increasing pressure reduces th e
distortion, while for p > p` increasing pressure enhance s
the distortion .

Distortions of crystal structures of CMR manganites ar e
usually characterised by tilt rotations and Jahn-Teller (JT )
distortions of the MnO 6 octahedral groups . Lattice strai n
is considered to be the result of combining both modes

of distortion . Figure 35a,b shows that Mn-O bond length s

evolve towards each other up to p = p', indicating a

decrease of the JT distortion on increasing pressure . Fo r
p > p` the JT distortion is small and independent fro m
pressure . As the tilt does not depend on pressure, these
results fail to explain the increase of WD for pressure s
beyond p". Instead, the off-diagonal components of th e
local strain tensor indicate that shear strain of the MnO 6

groups develops for p > p` (Figure 35c,d) . Shear strain

corresponds to bond angles O-Mn-O being differen t
from 90 degrees (see the publication for details) . It i s
thus found that a single state of lattice distortion (singl e
value of WD) can be achieved alternatively by
compressive strain (JT type distortion) of MnO6 groups
at low pressures or by shear strain at high pressures .

Fig . 35 : Pressure dependence of (a )
bond lengths of the two equatorial Mn -

O bonds, (b) the apical Mn-O bond ,
(c) diagonal elements of the local strai n

tensor (e ; ;), and (d) off-diagona l
elements e ;i .
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In conclusion, we have found that shear strain of MnO 6

octahedral groups develops at high pressures i n

Nd 0 .5 Ca0 .5 MnO 3. Shear strain is important, because i t

necessarily leads to a decrease in the overlap between e g

orbitals of Mn and p orbitals of oxygen, and hence i t

provides a mechanism for the localization of th e

conduction electrons in CMR manganites . Therefore ,

shear-type distortions would always lead to more

insulating behaviour, but they could also affect th e

magnetic interactions that involve eg and t2g orbitals o n

Mn, and p orbitals on O . Thus, any amount of shear strai n
will be important for the correct understanding of structure -
properties relations in CMR manganites . The precise rol e
of shear strain in other manganites is yet to be established .
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A High-pressure Structure in Curium
linked to Magnetism

The actinide series, elements after actinium an d
containing Th, U, Np, Pu, Am, Cm, etc ., are a fascinating

series that are characterised by the progressive filling o f

the 5f electron shell . Our understanding of thes e

elements is greatly advanced by modern theory that ca n

simulate the complex electron interactions in the solid .

However, studies of these materials under extrem e

conditions, such as pressure, test such theories . As the

materials are compressed and the atoms move close r

together the interactions increase, resulting in dramati c

changes in crystal structure and other properties . A

challenge is to determine such structures and compare

them with theoretical predictions .

Enormous advances in examining materials at hig h
pressures have been possible because of the
development of diamond-anvil technology and the third -

generation synchrotron sources, such as the ESRF.

However, the application of this technology t o

radioactive (and toxic) materials is far from
straightforward . These experiments have bee n
performed up to 100 GPa at the ID30 beamline on

protactinium (Pa), uranium (U), [1] americium (Am) [2] and

latterly on curium (Cm) .

Figure 36 shows that the compressibility (variation of
VN O with pressure) at low pressure of Am and Cm, o n
the one hand, and U and (Pa, not shown but similar to U )

on the other hand, are quite different . This is because, fo r

the early actinides Pa to Pu, the 5f states contribute to
the "bonding" and they make the atomic volumes small ,
and the materials "hard" . For the heavier actinides, Am
and beyond, the 5f states are "localised" and thes e
materials are subsequently "soft" . However, at a certai n

pressure the 5f states actually change their character,

and we see a "harder" material developing, as in th e
case of Am [2] at 18 GPa, and Cm above 36 GPa .

There is no reason that Am and Cm should be differen t
(except that Cm should be slightly less compressible), bu t
it can be seen that Cm has five phases up to 100 GPa ,

0

Fig. 36 : Relative volume versu s
pressure for curves of a-U [1], A m

[2] and Cm (this work) .
Inset shows ambient pressur e

atomic volumes (solid circles, left -
hand side) and bulk moduli (ope n

squares, right-hand side) acros s
the actinide series .
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whereas Am has only four. It was quickly established that

the first two and last two phases of both elements are
identical . The odd phase is Cm-Ill, which exists between 36
and 56 GPa. The diffraction pattern for this phase i s

complex ; the structure has a low monoclinic symmetry wit h
space group C2/c . This structure has never been found for
any element with f electrons. The diffraction pattern ,

together with the Rietveld fit are shown in Figure 37, wit h

the monoclinic structure of Cm III in the inset .

5

	

7

	

8

	

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 6

Degrees (2 Theta )

Fig . 37: Rietveld refinement of Curium III at 45 GPa
showing calculated reflection tick marks, principa l
reflections and difference profile . The insert shows a
model of this monoclinic (s .g . C2/c) structure .

With the structure identified, the question became wh y
this phase should appear in Cm and not in Am? Modern
calculations, while unable to predict structures from firs t
principles for heavier elements, are able to compare th e
ground-state energies from different crystal structures . I n
these calculations for Cm, an unusual situation emerged .
It appears that the Cm-Ill phase is stable because of th e
special half-filled nature of the 5f shell, and the
associated magnetism present in Cm, and which is no t
present in Am or any of the preceding actinide elements .
Am, for example, has 6 5f electrons that fill the j = 5/2
subshell and result in no ordered magnetism . Normally,
magnetic interactions have small energies compared t o
structural terms, but this is a rare case in which th e
energy added by the magnetic interaction is sufficient t o
stabilise a completely new structure .

With the discovery of the Cm-III structure and th e
prediction that it is stabilised by magnetic interactions, a
new perspective is opened on the heavier actinides and
by inference (although certainly at even higher pressures)
also on the heavy rare-earth metals .
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The Broken Symmetry Phase of Solid
Deuterium

The solid hydrogens (H 2, D2, HD) are considered

essential for the discovery of new quantum many-bod y

effects of density . Numerous calculations of excitin g
properties of dense hydrogen have been made, such a s
the recently predicted `metal superfluid' state [1] .
However, experimental verification presents technica l

challenges and often the observed properties are mor e

subtle than predicted . Determination of the structure o f

phase II of deuterium is a clear illustration of the specia l

status of the solid hydrogens .

From spectroscopic studies, three phases of soli d

hydrogens have been discovered up to the maximu m

pressure achieved, 320 GPa . The solid hydroge n

compounds D 2, HD and H2 remain quantum molecular
solids up to the 100 GPa range. A remarkabl e
macroscopic consequence is the existence of a
pressure-induced broken symmetry phase (BSP )
transition from phase I to phase II, in which th e

molecules go from a spherical rotational state to an
anisotropic rotational state . The high temperature phase
I consists of a closed packed hexagonal lattice of freel y
rotating molecules . Despite many theoretical studies, th e
nature of phase II remained unknown .

Solid D2 is the isotope for which the BSP transitio n
occurs at the lowest pressure (at T = 4K, 28 GPa for D 2 ,
69 GPa for HD and 110 GPa for H2) . However, X-rays are
almost insensitive to the individual positions of D atom s
in the molecules and to orientational ordering because
D 2 has no inner electronic shells, and X-rays ar e
scattered by electrons in molecular orbitals . Also ,
because of the very small scattering power of a
hydrogen crystal in a diamond-anvil cell, the use of a
third-generation synchrotron source and the growth of a
single crystal in helium were previously needed t o
measure the EOS of D 2 to 120 GPa in phase I [2] . Thi s
X-ray approach has been extended here to low
temperature . Contrarily, neutrons are scattered b y
individual nuclei, and therefore can be used to determin e
the individual positions of D in the structure, as well as
the orientations of the molecules. Owing to the lo w
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intensity of neutron sources, the high pressure neutro n

study of solid D2 is even more challenging .

Consequently, a combination of X-ray and neutro n

measurements were needed to solve the structure .

The X-ray work at beamlines ID9 and ID27 was usefu l

to study the change of the unit cell at the BSP transition ,
to explore a large domain of P-T and to detec t
the appearance of a superstructure, to test th e

reproducibility of the observation on various samples ,

the effect of strain and to orient the single crystal for th e
neutron experiment . Four different D2 crystals were
studied by X-ray diffraction : two of them embedded i n
helium pressure transmitting medium . The neutron stud y
was performed on one D 2 single crystal in helium at a
constant pressure of 38 GPa to measure the change o f
intensity of the various peaks at the BSP transition .

y'' .
first run 1

	

T
4'f ~ ♦

Fig. 38 : (a) Single-crystal of D 2 in helium; Phase diagra m
(b) and the P-T paths of the X-ray (c) and neutro n
measurements (d) . The evolution of the 002 d-spacing
(X-rays) and the intensity of the 010 reflectio n
(neutrons) show the changes at the I-II phas e
transition upon cooling .

The (100), (010), (1-10) (101), 110), (1-10) and (002 )

reflections were collected in the X-ray and neutro n

experiments. The Figure 38 presents the precision of both

X-ray and neutron data that were achieved . From X-ray

measurements, we find that the I-II transition does no t

affect the diffraction peak of the hcp lattice, except fo r

a very small volume discontinuity (a AV/V= -10- 3 i s

measured) . The quality of the crystal at 38 GPa (rockin g

curve of 1°) allowed an accurate determination of the

intensity of the various peaks . The integrated intensity of the
various reflections changes very weakly at the transition, i n
contrast to the more than 20% intensity change for th e

strongest candidates of the structure of phase I I

(orthorhombic modifications of the hexagonal phase I) . To

explain the data, we followed a theoretical prediction tha t

the BSP transition could be purely rotational forming fou r
sublattices with molecular axes directed perpendicular t o

the four different faces of a tetrahedron . This structure i s

shown in Figure 39 and it explains most of the intensit y

changes measured . But this type of local order has a
topological frustration when built in a hexagonal lattice .
That is resolved in developing an incommensurate long -

range order. Indeed, incommensurate reflections are

observed in phase li both with X-rays and with neutrons .

Fig. 39 : Proposed structure for phase II of solid D 2 .
The unit cell is P-3 symmetry, with eight molecules .
Arrows point to the positive z-hemisphere, circles
depict molecules lying along the c-axis . The molecula r
axes of the molecules are locally directed towards th e
centre of a tetrahedron .

In addition to the resolution of the structure of phase II of
solid D2, this work opens new possibilities for hig h
pressure crystallography . Combining the X-ray an d
neutron structural studies has certainly been use d
previously to resolve complex structures near ambien t
pressure . The present work demonstrates that this is no w
feasible at very high pressure in a diamond anvil cell .
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Stress and strai n

Combined Diffraction an d
Tomography Reveal Creep Damage

In electricity—generating plants, steam and gas turbine s

and other machinery components are subjected t o
mechanical loading at elevated temperatures . Under
constant mechanical stress these components will show
a progressive elongation, referred to as cree p
deformation. Depending on the magnitude of both the
mechanical loading and the temperatures components

encounter, they can fracture after creep times betwee n
minutes and several hundreds of thousands of hours .

On the level of the material microstructure creep
processes are characterised by diffusion, dislocatio n
movement, grain boundary sliding and creep-induce d
cavity growth, which controls the service lifetime of th e
component . In order to quantify the remnant lifetime o f
creep-loaded components, many different models hav e
been proposed, which are based on assessing damag e
by cavity and crack growth . Creep damage, however,
could only be determined from two-dimensional image s
obtained e .g. using optical and scanning electro n
microscopy . Since microscopical methods als o
necessitate cutting the sample, only a snapshot of th e
damage evolution was available .

In contrast, synchrotron X-ray tomography is non -
destructive and it provides data of damage in the bulk,
which often significantly differs from damage at th e
surface [1] . It also reveals the chronology of damag e
events and it shows damage location in a defined
volume. Diffraction using high-energy synchrotro n
radiation is also non-destructive and it provide s
complementary information to tomography, e.g. abou t
texture (orientation distribution of the crystallites) ,
changes in domain size, dislocation density and interna l
strains/stresses . Using both white high-energ y
synchrotron radiation and monochromatic high-energ y
synchrotron radiation the advantages of allowing a
fast simultaneous recording of several reflections

respectively and providing reflection profiles with high
angular resolution could be combined .

Combining for the first time tomography and diffractio n
within the same experiment, the creep void evolution i n

CuZn40Pb2 brass (an a/(3-brass) and its correlation to

texture and microstructure development was studied .
Sample and experimental conditions were selected i n
such a way that the timescale of the creep process i s
much longer than the time required for collecting th e

microtomography data and the diffraction data . A novel

miniature creep device was developed where the path o f

the incoming and the emerging X-rays over a complete

180° turn of the sample is identical . The experimenta l

setup at beamline ID15A consisted of three detectio n

systems, which allowed us to sequentially perform whit e

beam tomography [2], energy-dispersive diffraction and

angle-dispersive diffraction without further alignment o r

calibration procedures during the experiment (Figure 40) .

Fig . 40 : The experimental setup at beamline ID15A .

The results of the tomography showed that the sampl e
(initially pre-deformed 4 .47% at room temperature)
contained some small voids oriented in the longitudina l
direction of the sample . With increasing creep time ,
further voids nucleated and the number and size of th e
voids increased (Figure 41) . In longitudinal slices voi d
chains are visible that form void networks preferentially
oriented app . 90° to the sample longitudinal axis ,
presumably along grain boundaries and along phas e
boundaries between a and 13-brass . Voids coagulate d
and subsequently micro cracks became visible . Detaile d
investigations revealed that the void volume versu s
creep time obeyed an exponential growth law .

Analyses of the integrated intensity of the a and 13-brass
reflections revealed the formation of a fibre texture
during the creep process, which became strong once th e
pore volume increases substantially . The diffractogram s
obtained with white high energy synchrotron radiation
revealed that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) o f
all reflections decreased in the early stage of the cree p
processes due to an annihilation of the dislocation s
produced by the pre-deformation of the sample . Later,
the FWHM remained constant revealing an equilibriu m

monochromatic slit system s
beam (80 keV)

scintillato r

Tomography
camera

white bea m
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X-ray Diffraction in Material s
Scienc e

Excess Free Volume AVf in Metallic

Glasses Measured by X-ray Diffractio n

In 1960, Simmons and Balluffi [1] measured th e

concentration of lattice vacancies Cv(T) in crystals . They

used the lattice parameter change Aa (T)/ao measured b y
X-ray diffraction to remove the part of the length-chang e
due to the thermal expansion of the lattice measured b y

dilatometry AL (T)/Lo. What remains of AL (T)/Lo then

yields the increase in vacant lattice sites .

b) 322 mi n

d) 376 mi r

a) 296 mi n

c) 348 mi n

e) 409 min

	

f) 431 min

Fig. 41 : Progression of the voids (red) with increasin g
creep time within a sample of CuZn40Pb2 brass .

state of dislocation generation and annihilation . The
reflection profiles obtained using monochromatic high -
energy synchrotron radiation additionally showed grai n
growth with increasing creep time .

In conclusion the experiment revealed that usin g
synchrotron radiation tomography, void growth kinetic s
during creep could be studied in the bulk material in situ
for the first time . The access to three-dimensional bul k
information allowed a quantitative determination of voi d
size and void shape evolution during creep . Combined
diffraction and tomography experiments in future wil l
also allow observations of other damage processes suc h
as changes in the stress field and plastic zone around
growing cracks or load partitioning, deformation and
fracture in multiphase materials .
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Their experiments which contributed to the quantitativ e
understanding of point defects in solid-state physic s
were based on :

} (1 )
Lo

	

a o

where Aa (T) /ao = ath (T) * (T-To) / ao , Lo and ao are th e
crystal length and lattice parameter at a referenc e
temperature T o, and ath (T) the linear coefficient of
thermal expansion .

The quenched-in free-volume, AV f , controls atomic
mobility in metallic glasses like vacancies do in crystals .
Hence, for the present experiment, our aim was to
discover whether quenched-in free-volume takes th e

form of atomic-sized holes in the glassy state as i n
crystals . To discover this, a combination of dilatation an d
X-ray diffraction measurements would be needed t o
determine A Vf in the same way as for vacancies C V(T) i n
crystals . On the other hand, computer simulatio n
predicts [2] atomic size holes or vacancies in the glass
are unstable and the quenched-in free volume in liquid s
and glasses is randomly distributed . If this were th e
case, then eq.(1) of Simmoms and Balluffi would not
apply, AV (T) No would be equal to 3AL(T)/L o and the
mean atomic volume and the sample dimensions woul d
evolve together with temperature .

Using diffraction in transmission, we determined th e
evolution of the "average" interatomic distance and th e
excess free volume AVf from the difference between th e

C v(T) =3{
(AL(T)

	

Aa(T)
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Fig . 42 : (a) Calorimetri c

data of a Pd-based glas s

[3] ; (b) Reduced volum e
per atom measured b y
XRD showing relaxatio n
in the as-quenched stat e
and after heav y

deformation of the glass

towards the sam e
relaxed glassy state at Tg.

interatomic distance versus temperature curve s
(dilatation) during initial heating to the supercooled liqui d

state above the glass transition Tg (see Figure 42a) of

the quenched glass (containing AVf) versus the secon d
heating of the then relaxed glass having already bee n
heated to Tg (with AVf annealed out) . AV f were found to
be about 2000 ppm in quenched metallic glasses .

Deformation-induced AVf was also measured (abou t

5000 ppm). Dilatation curves (see Figure 42b) were found

to be identical to those obtained by dialatometry t o
within experimental error (see ref . [3]) . This indicates that ,

contrary to the Simmons and Balluffi formulation eq .(1 )
for crystals, the situation is different for metallic glasses ,
AL(T) /Lo = Aa(T) l a g , and atomic-size holes are unstabl e
with AVf distributed randomly, as predicted by simulatio n
[2] . The measured thermal expansion coefficients ath
were the same as for dilatometry. The glass transition Tg

appeared as a break in the value of 6th at Tg .

Metallic glasses are of the "fragile" type correspondin g
to an activation energy E for relaxation that increase s
with T (a non-Arrhenius behaviour) as expected, fo r
example, for a Vogel-Fultcher-Tamman viscosit y
relation . If during isothermal relaxation, the temperature
is abruptly changed at time t* from T1 to T2, the
activation energy E can be obtained from the slop e
change according to [4] :

dV f (T 1 ,t*) / dt

	

E

	

1

	

1
In	 	

{

	

}

	

(2)
dVf (T2 , t`) / dt

	

R

	

T 1

	

T2

Figure 43 shows the result of such experiments . E
increases from 92 kJ/g .at near 400 K to 114 kJ/g at near
500 K . Our new understanding of relaxation kinetics ha s
allowed us to perform in situ fabrication of bulk metalli c
glasses (BMG-based) nanocomposites with enhance d
ductility for structural applications .
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Fig . 43 : Isothermal relaxation kinetics of excess fre e
volume AV f in heavily deformed glassy foil when th e
temperature is abruptly changed at time t* from T; to
T +~ . Activation energy E can be obtained from the slope
change dV1 (T1 , t*)/dt to dV1 (T2 , t*)/ dt according to eq .(2) .
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View on Grain Nucleation and Growth
Kinetics during Solidification

Understanding the crystallisation process durin g

solidification is an essential step in order to tailor th e

mechanical properties of solidified materials . The

physical processes that govern crystallisation are grai n

nucleation and the subsequent grain growth [1] . In the
industrial production process of aluminium alloys th e

addition of TiB2 particles along with solute titanium i s

widely used to enhance the nucleation rate and contro l
the grain growth during solidification [2] . This procedure
is generally referred to as grain refinement . Although th e
mechanisms responsible for grain refinement wer e
studied extensively during the last few decades, a

comprehensive understanding is still lacking due t o
experimental difficulties in monitoring the grai n
nucleation and growth in situ . A question of particular
interest is how added TiB2 particles along with solute
titanium results in grain refinement, while no grai n
refinement is observed if one of the two is missing .

Our present study investigates the nucleation an d
the growth of individual aluminium grains durin g
solidification . An aluminium alloy with solute titanium (0 . 1
wt .%) and added TiB 2 particles (0 .1 wt .%) was chose n
as a model system . Time-resolved X-ray diffractio n
measurements during solidification of this alloy wer e
performed at ID11 . The evolution of 2D diffractio n
images during solidification is shown in Figure 44 .
Before solidification, the short-range order in the liqui d
gives rise to diffuse scattering, indicated by two broa d
rings L1 and L 2 on the 2D image . During solidification, we
observe the appearance of bright spots, whic h
correspond to Bragg peaks from individual grains of th e
solid phase that grow within the liquid phase .

Fig . 44: X-ray diffraction patterns of the aluminiu m
alloy with solute titanium and added TiB 2 particles at
different stages of the solidification process durin g
continuous cooling: (a) the liquid phase, (b) the mixe d
liquid-solid phase, and (c) the solid phase .

Extraction of quantitative information was performed b y
monitoring the number and intensity of individua l
diffraction spots during solidification . By counting th e
number of spots as a function of time, the evolution of th e
nucleation rate of the solid aluminium grains was obtained .
The scaled intensity variation in the first liquid peak (L1 )
provides information about the evolution of solid phas e
fraction . The growth behaviour of individual aluminium

grains is determined by continuously monitoring th e

intensity of the each diffraction spot during solidification .

In Figure 45a the time evolution of nucleation proces s

and the solid phase fraction is shown for solidificatio n

during continuous cooling at rate of 1 K/min . The result s

demonstrate that the nucleation process is limited to th e

initial stage of the solidification and is complete at a solid

phase fraction of about 20% . In fact the growth o f

nucleated grains leads to a significant release of laten t

heat that limits the undercooling available to activate

later nucleation events as the transformation proceeds .

Figure 45b shows the evolution of the grain radius of a n

individual aluminium grain as a function of temperatur e
during solidification . The observed growth behaviour o f

the aluminium grains is controlled by the diffusion o f

solute titanium and the release of latent heat . As titaniu m
has a strong affinity for the solid phase, its concentratio n
in the melt decreases as the solidification proceeds . A
careful analysis of the measured diffraction pattern s
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Fig. 45 : Grain nucleation and growth in the aluminiu m
alloy during solidification . (a) Total number o f
nucleated grains in reflection and the correspondin g
solid phase fraction as a function of time . (b) Grai n
radius of an individual aluminium grain and a n
individual TiAl 3 grain as a function of temperature
during the same solidification experiment .
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shows a limited number of weak diffraction spots ,

originating from a TiAl 3 that appears before the start of

the solidification process . In Figure 45b the evolution of an

individual TiAI 3 grain is shown . The TiAI 3 phase is foun d
to form about 10 K above the experimental solidificatio n

temperature of aluminium . At the nucleation temperature

of the aluminium, the intensity of the TiAI 3 grain starts t o

decrease, and finally vanishes near the end of the

transformation. Due to its better nucleation efficiency, the

formation of the TiAI 3 phase in the presence of bot h

solute titanium and TiB 2 particles was long proposed, bu t

due to the meta-stable nature of the TiAI 3 phase there

was no experimental evidence available [2] .

These experiments provide the first in situ informatio n

about the nucleation and growth kinetics of individua l
grains within the melt during solidification and confirm
the mechanism responsible for grain refinement durin g
solidification for the investigated aluminium alloys .
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Observing Dislocation Structures
Evolve During Annealing of Deforme d
Metals

When metals or alloys are deformed plastically, lin e
defects - dislocations - are introduced . The dislocations
typically self-assemble into structures, where dislocatio n
walls separate small dislocation-free crystals - the sub -
grains (see inset in Figure 46) . During subsequent
annealing the stored energy in the structure is release d
by two processes : recovery (coarsening of the sub -
grains) and recrystallisation (nucleation and growth o f
new grains) [1] . These processes govern basic propertie s
such as hardness and ductility .

The 3DXRD microscope situated at beamline ID1 1
enables comprehensive 3D characterisation of th e
dynamics of grains within millimetre-thick polycrystallin e
specimens [2] . In this work the methodology is extended
to the sub-micrometre scale for studies of sub-grains
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Fig . 46 : Recovery of 38% cold-rolled Aluminium .

Histograms of subgrain size (equivalent spherical radii )
obtained from 500 diffraction spots in the as-deforme d

state (blue) and after 3 min (white) and 181 min (red) o f

in situ annealing at 300°C . Inset : Transmission Electro n

Micrograph of the as-deformed material .

during recovery. The number of simultaneousl y

illuminated sub-grains is reduced by focusing the beam t o

7 x 7 p m 2 and by studying a foil . (When the foil thicknes s

is at least 10 times the sub-grain size, the sub-grains at

the centre of the foil can be considered as representative
of bulk.) In this way, distinct and non-overlappin g
diffraction spots from sub-grains as small as 70 nm ca n
be observed . By monitoring the variation in position an d
intensity of any such spot, the evolution in orientation ,

strain, and volume of the sub-grain of origin can be
inferred . Some results are shown in Figures 46 and 47 .
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Fig . 47: Recovery of 38% cold-rolled Aluminium a t
300 °C . Growth curves for 9 selected sub-grains a s
function of annealing time .
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Crystal Structure of Ferromagnetic
Insulated La 1,CaxMnO3

The manganese perovskites (L1_XAX MnO3 , where L i s
rare earth and A is alkaline earth) provide an idea l
physical system for the elucidation of a variety o f
fundamental physical questions related with th e
magnetic, electronic and structural properties o f
condensed matter in a strongly-correlated electroni c
system [1] . The most important topic to emerge fro m
studies of manganites' physics is the competitio n
between localising and delocalising effects in close
connection with lattice, spin and charge degrees o f
freedom . The ferromagnetic metallic ground state has
been partially explained, with consideration of a doubl e
exchange mechanism . However, the nature of the
ferromagnetic insulating state (FMI) in lightly doped
La 1_XAX MnO 3 (A = Sr, Ca, x = 0.1-0 .2) manganese
perovskites continues to offer significant challenges fo r
the understanding of the physical properties of thes e
materials . Typically, insulating compounds of thi s
category are antiferromagnetic, and ferromagnetism i s
associated with a metallic behaviour that arises from
doping and double exchange . The FMI state can b e
achieved with a certain orbital ordering, favourable fo r
ferromagnetism [2] .

The interplay of orbital, charge, spin and lattice degree s
of freedom in these materials produces small structura l
changes, in comparison to the high temperatur e
structure . Consequently, high-resolution X-ray diffractio n
data, in stoichiometric samples are necessary . Th e
required resolution is offered by the high-resolution
powder diffractometer of beamline ID31 .

We have studied the crystal and magnetic structures o f
the L a 1_X Ca X MnO 3 compound for (0 .115 x 5_ 0 .175) using
stoichiometric samples . La1_XCaX MnO3 samples wer e
prepared by thoroughly mixing high-purity stoichiometri c
amounts of CaCO3, La203, and MnO2 . The mixed
powders reacted in air at temperatures up to 1400°C, fo r
several days, with intermediate grinding . Finally, th e
samples were slowly cooled to 25°C. These samples ar e
cation deficient [3] . In order to produce stoichiometri c
samples, additional annealing in a He atmosphere wa s
used .
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Fig. 48 : Rietveld plot of Lao .85 Cao.15 MnO 3 compound at
T = 5K. The experimental pattern was measured wit h
the high-resolution diffractometer (wavelength 0 .05
nm) on ID31 . Shown are details of the diffraction
peaks where the characteristic peak splittin g
compatible with P2 1 /c space group is expected .

For x < 0.13 the ground state is insulating cante d
antiferromagnetic . Thanks to the excellent resolution of
ID31, we discovered that the high temperature (Pnma )
crystal structure undergoes a monoclinic distortion for
0.13 <- x <_ 0 .175, below the Jahn-Teller transitio n
temperature (TJT) . Figure 48 shows a representativ e
Rietveld plot for Lao.85Cao .15MnO3 sample at T = 5 K . The
crystal structure can be described with the P 2 1 /c space
group, which contains two Mn sites . The unit cell strai n
parameter s = 2(a-c)/(a+c) increases for T < TJT, taking th e
maximum value at the Curie point, and then decreases .
Below TM/M// = 60 K, s abruptly changes slope and finall y
approaches T = 0 K with nearly zero slope (Figure 49a) .
The change of s at TM/M// is connected to a characteristi c
feature in the magnetic measurements . As x increases
towards the ferromagnetic metallic boundary, the
monoclinic structure is preserved although s is reduced
appreciably. The low temperature monoclinic structur e
contains two distinct Mn sites (Figure 49b) and in relatio n
with the Mn-O bond lengths one could consider that a
specific orbital ordering takes place in the ferromagneti c
insulating regime . Using the Kanamori- Goodenough -
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Anderson rules, a reasonable interpretation of th e

ferromagnetic insulating ground state can be given .

Fig . 49 : (a) Ferromagnetic insulating part of the phase
diagram of La 1_X CaXMnO3 compound. The light yellow
region corresponds to the canted-antiferromagneti c
regime, and the light blue to the ferromagnetic -
insulating regime . The symbols 0*, 01, 011, MI and M il

have the following meaning : 0* orthorhombic Pnm a
symmetry with c > a > b / J2 ; 01, (O") orthorhombi c
Pnma symmetry with a > c > b //2 and stron g
(intermediate) anisotropic bond lengths and [Mi, (Ml)
monoclinic P 2 1 /c symmetry with a > c > b / i2 and
strong (intermediate) anisotropic bond lengths] . Tm/mil
is defined at the temperature where the slope of th e
a(T) and b(T) curves change slope abruptly upo n
heating from T = O . The TIT curve is defined at the
temperature where the m(T) curves display a jump -
like or slope-change behaviour . The Tc and T N are
both estimated from neutron and magnetisation data .
(b) Projection of the unit cell of the monoclini c
structure of Lao .85 Ca 0 .15 MnO3 compound, along the
b-axis .
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Mixed Interfullerene Bonding Motifs
in C60-based Polymers

An unexpected discovery in fullerene chemistry has bee n

the ease with which C 60 units can covalently bon d
together to give rise to polymerised fullerene network s

with a variety of structural architectures . Such fullerene-
bridged arrays display varying dimensionality an d
intriguing electronic (metallic behaviour) and magneti c
(ferromagnetism above room temperature) properties .
The predominant interfullerene bonding structural motifs
are either 4-membered carbon rings arising from [2+2]

cycloaddition reactions (Figure 50a) or single C-C
covalent bonds (Figure 50b) bridging together adjacen t
molecules and propagating in one (1 D chains) or two (2 D
layers) dimensions [1] .

Fig. 50 : Schematic drawing of the interfullerene C-C
bridging structural motifs in polymeric fullerides .
(a) [2+2] cycloaddition in AC 60, (b) single C-C covalen t
bonds in Na 2 RbC 60, and (c) mixed bonding in Li4C 6Q .

A prominent example of a fulleride polymer network i s
Li 4 C 60 whose structure has remained a subject o f
debate . When we probed its structural properties b y
high-resolution X-ray powder diffraction on beamlin e
ID31, we found that Li 4 C 60 adopts a layered polymeri c
structure . However, unexpectedly, and in contrast to al l
other known fullerene polymers, each C 60 unit in Li 4 C 6 0
bonds to its four nearest neighbours in the layers usin g
both the [2+2] cycloaddition and the single C-C bridgin g
motifs (Figure 50c), thereby giving rise to two types o f
differently-bonded chains running perpendicular to eac h

a)
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other. The resulting unprecedented 2D fulleride networ k
has neither been observed before experimentally nor
been anticipated theoretically.

The X-ray powder diffraction profile of Li 4 C 60 obtained

at ambient temperature (Figure 51) revealed that it s
structure was body-centred monoclinic with lattic e
parameters, a = 9 .3267(3) A, b = 9.0499(3) A ,
c = 15 .03289(1) A, and [3 = 90 .949(3)° (space group 12/m) .
A notable feature of this result is that Li 4 C G0 is strongly
anisotropic with the closest centre-to-centre contact s
between the C60 units of - 9 .33 A, - 9.05 A, and - 9 .9 5
A along the a and b axis and the body diagonal ,
respectively. While the latter contact is comparable t o
those encountered in monomeric fullerenes an d
fullerides (- 10 .0 A), the one along b is reminiscent of
that in monoclinic polymerised AC 60 (- 9 .11 A) in which
there are two bridging C-C bonds between C 60- ions
(Figure 50a) . In addition, we note that short C-C contacts
are also implied along the a axis, with the interfulleren e
distances comparing with those in fullerides with singl e
C-C interfullerene connections (Figure 50b) . The high -
resolution synchrotron X-ray diffraction data allowed a
detailed structural characterisation . Through a series of
Rietveld refinements combined with Fourier analysis w e
were able to determine both the molecular bondin g
geometry and the precise location of the intercalated Li +
ions . Perspective views of the refined structure of Li 4 C 6 0
highlighting the different bonding motifs on the ac and
bc basal planes are shown in Figure 51 (inset) .

The origin of the different structures adopted by Li 4 C 6 0

and the related polymeric fullerides, Na2 RbC 60 (chain s
bridged by one C-C bond) and Na4 C 60 (layers bridged
by four C-C bonds) is of considerable interest . The
stability of polymeric fulleride structures is strongl y
associated with the charged state of the fulleride ion s
and the steric influence of the alkali ions . The small size
of Li + (0 .60 A) is of paramount importance in minimisin g
steric crowding and allowing the incorporation of two Li +

in the space surrounding the pseudo-octahedral site . I f

Na 2RbC60 or Na 4 C60 were to adopt structures similar to

that of the L i 4 C60 polymer, severe steric hindrance would

be encountered . The Rietveld refinements indicate a

Li doping level of x = 3.49(7) . Considering the usua l

behaviour of Li for partial electron donation to th e

fullerene units, a formal charge smaller than -4 i s

expected for the C 60 n - anions . This is again inconsistent

with the adoption of the 2D Na4C 60 structure, favoured

for n = -4 .

In this work, we have shown that the ground state of
Li 4 C 60 is a two-dimensional polymer with monoclini c
crystal symmetry and an unprecedented architecture ,

combining both the [2+2] cycloaddition and the single
C-C bridging motifs . This tightly-packed structure ,
whose salient features we have now confirmed by NM R
and Raman spectroscopy [2], is the first example of a
fullerene polymer with a mixed mode of interfulleren e
bridging and opens the way for the synthesis and stud y
of new C60-based polymers where different types of
bonding geometries can coexist and interconvert by th e
application of external stimuli such as light irradiation o r
high pressure .
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In situ Study of Methane Anaerobic
Combustion on Iron Oxides: Towards
a Clean Hydrogen Production Process

Hydrogen will be one of the most important fuels in a

future sustainable economy. In the medium term ,

hydrogen production will still rely on fossil fuels, whos e
environmental impact has to be lowered both by
modifying actual technologies and/or developing new

ones capable of mitigating CO 2 emissions . ENI is

developing a clean process for H 2 production from fossi l

fuels based on the properties of selected oxides that ,

once reduced with hydrocarbons, are capable of being
re-oxidised by splitting H 2 O into H 2 and [0], which in tur n
re-oxidises the solid closing the loop [1] .

4MexO y + CH 4 —* 4Me XO ly_11 + 2H20 + CO 2

4MexO iy_ 1i + 4 H 2O - 4MexOy + 4H 2

CH 4 + 2 H2O - 4H2 +CO 2

	

AH = 39 .5 Kca l

A redox solid circulating among three fluidised bed
reactors is the asset developed to exploit the reaction
scheme (Figure 52) .

Fig . 52: Conceptual reactors design to exploit the redox
concept on iron oxide based circulating solid . A
concentrated stream of CO 2/H 2O (ready to be buried )
is produced in reactor 2, when the solid is reduced b y
methane (Fe2O 3 /FeO) . A stream of H 2 (virtually carbo n
free) is produced in reactor 1, when the solid is partl y
oxidised with water (FeO/Fe 3 O4 ) . Thermal balance i s
achieved in reactor 3, where the solid is full y
reoxidised (Fe 3 O 4/Fe2 O 3 ) .

We carried out a combined X-ray diffraction (XRD) / mas s
spectrometry (MS) experiment at the Italian CRG BM0 8
"GILDA" beamline, to study the structural evolution of an
iron based solid exposed to methane under anaerobi c
combustion conditions as a first step of such a redox cycle .

The CeO 2 /Fe203 solid investigated was exposed to a

high temperature (- 1000 K) CH 4 reducing flux followed

by a re-oxidation in air. The sample was contained in a n

open quartz capillary . One side was connected to a ga s

injecting system (CH4/Ar mixture, air and Ar for purging

cycles), the other to a mass spectrometer (MS) . X-ray

powder diffraction was collected by a translating imag e

plate system with a time resolution of one minute .
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Fig 53: Evolution during the reduction cycle :
a) Quantitative phase analysis ; b) Evolved gases; c) Plot
of the CeO2 cell parameter.

All the collected powder patterns were analysed by th e
Rietveld method, obtaining a complete structur e
characterisation of the process in terms of quantitativ e
analysis of the crystal phases involved (see Figure 53a) .
As soon as the C H 4 enters the capillary, a series of redo x
reactions take place . Iron present as Fe 3 + in Fe 2O 3 i s
progressively reduced to F e+2 F e +3 2 O 4 (magnetite), F e +2 O
(wuestite) and finally to Fe . The appearance of metalli c
iron in the XRD signal coincides with the H 2 emission an d
the decrease of the flow of outgoing CH 4 (Figure 53b)
detected by MS . This is direct evidence of methan e
cracking (CH 4 -+ C + 2H 2) catalysed by iron . The carbon
produced by this reaction appears two minutes later as
Fe3C, which replaces iron in catalysing the cracking, an d
as a polymorph of graphite . We have clear evidence tha t
CeO 2 participate to the reduction process . It is know n
that in a reducing environment ceria may convert into a
non-stoichiometric reduced form (CeO2_x), whose crystal
structure has the same symmetry but a larger unit cell .
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By mapping the variation of CeO 2 unit cell parameter, a
small jump corresponding to CH 4 injection and a large

jump corresponding to H2 emission can be detected .
The latter change is simultaneous with a splitting of th e
ceria diffraction peaks that can be interpreted as a
mixture of two reduced ceria phases with different
defectivity (Figure 53c) . The stoichiometry of th e
reduced ceria is proportional to the unit cell variation an d

seems to be temperature independent [2] . The estimated
compositions are CeO 1 .99 after the CH4 injection and
CeO 1 .88 for the most reduced form appearing after H 2
emission . Peak shape analysis demonstrates that durin g
CH 4 combustion CeO 2 undergoes re-crystallisation
since the full width half maxima of CeO 2 peaks

constantly decrease . The oxidation follows the reverse
path of the reduction except for the direct oxidation o f

Fe 3C to FeO without the intermediate formation of iron .
The final solid has the same composition as the startin g
mixture demonstrating that the cycle is totally reversible .
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Resonant Contrast Diffraction fo r
Direct Localisation of Atoms in Mixe d
Occupancy Powders

Describing detailed atomic order in complex powders
such as natural samples or industrial materials (minerals ,
cement, catalysts) remains a challenge because X-ra y
powder diffraction discriminates poorly betwee n
elements with close atomic numbers occupyin g
neighbouring sites. Here, we apply resonant contras t
diffraction to complex powders via new methodologie s
of anomalous difference patterns for multi-wavelengt h
refinement to accurately localise atoms, and produc e
dispersive difference maps to directly visualise them .

Resonant scattering variations near an absorption edg e
are used in Diffraction Anomalous Fine Structure (DAFS )
[1], and to solve the structure factor phase problem i n
biocrystallography. The present contribution focuses o n
a third application, Resonant Contrast Diffraction (RCD) ,
using the chemical sensitivity of resonant diffraction t o
extract the contribution of a single element to eac h
crystallographic site .

The specificities of RCD were demonstrated on powders

in the nineties [2], but ab initio structure determinatio n
using partial Patterson density maps and "maximu m
entropy methods" becomes inefficient for comple x

powders due to reflection overlap [3] . Partial structure
factor analysis on the other hand, is efficient in studyin g

poorly crystallised or amorphous samples [4] . Here, we

develop resonant scattering for highly-crystallised solid s
of industrial interest : bicationic X zeolites .

Our methodology, using two methodological advances
and simultaneous refinement of several diffraction

patterns, was validated by the determination Sr2+ and Rb +

cation distributions in SrRbX . Since Sr2+ and Rb+ have

the same number of electrons (Z = 35 e .u .) and simila r
neutron scattering lengths (b(Sr) = 0 .702 x 10-12 cm ;

b(Rb) = 0 .709 x 10- 12 cm) this is a particularly difficul t

case for conventional X-ray or neutron diffraction .

Diffraction experiments (on BM2 using Debye-Scherre r
geometry) were performed 10 eV below the Rb and th e
Sr K edges and at 14.8 keV, far below both edges . An
initial Fourier map calculated using the known zeolite

structure (Figure 54a), gave rough and non element
selective localisation of extra-framework atoms (cations ,
water molecules, etc) . These are introduced as electro n
densities, with no assumption of the atom type, on sites
I, I', II, II' and Ill (Figure 54b) .

Fig. 54 : The X zeolite structure : (a) the main cationic sites i n
the unit cell, (b) Intersection of two <111> axes defines th e
Fourier map section, (c) Dispersive difference map of Rb,

(d) Dispersive difference map of Sr .

Resonant diffraction gives dispersive difference ma p
between electron densities determined at Rb and Sr
edges, with amplitudes proportional to the variation o f
the real resonant contribution (Af ), allowing resonan t
cation localisation (Figures 54c and 54d) .
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This selectivity can be seen directly in anomalou s

difference patterns calculated from data at EK_sr - 10 eV

and EK_sr - 1300 eV (and at EK_Rb - 10 eV and

E K_Rb - 400 eV), used in the refinement . Calculated an d
measured patterns, highly-sensitive to resonant ato m
location and occupancy, present close agreement afte r
adjusting resonant atom occupancies (Figure 55) .

— I( EkRb-10ev)-I(EkRb-400eV)_measure d

— I(EkRb-10eV) -I(EkR b-400eV)_calculate d

Rb K edge

	

tf(Rb) = 4 .3 e .u .

Fig. 55: Measured and calculated anomalous differentia l
patterns (difference between diagrams obtained at
different energies) at Rb- (a) and Sr- (b) K absorptio n
edges, using the same intensity normalisation .

Using Resonant Contrast Diffraction, cation distributio n
was determined in several bicationic zeolites (SrRbX ,
SrCaX and CaRbX) . Sr2+ occupies preferentially sites I',

II and III whereas Rb+ occupies mainly site II and (i f

enough Rb + is present) supercage site Ill . Ca t+ shows

strong preference for sites I' and Ill . In all solids, site II' i s

mainly populated by water molecules .

In conclusion, resonant scattering enables accurat e

localisation of atoms in powders via dispersiv e

difference maps in real space to locate resonant cations ,
and anomalous differential diffraction patterns i n

reciprocal space to quantify the structural model . Usin g

this new methodology, Resonant Contrast Diffractio n
becomes an easily applicable key method to analyse sit e
occupancies by chemically different cations .
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Introductio n
Highlights from the Soft Condense d
Matter (SCM) Group and CRG beamlines
show the large spectrum of scientifi c
topics, which reaches into neighbourin g
disciplines such as materials science and
in particular biological science . These

results rely on a constant upgrade an d
refurbishment program of beamlines an d
annex facilities . Thus refractive len s
optics are becoming an ubiquitou s
focusing tool at all SCM beamlines . The
contribution by Schroer et al., shows that

50 nm focal spots by refractive optics has
become a reality and a further reduction i s
technically possible. Such optics wil l
initially find use at the 1013 beamline's
nanofocus extension hutch, which will b e
commissioned starting at the end of
2006. Promising results have also bee n
obtained with the MEDIPIX 2 pixe l
detector chip on ID02/ID1OA . Thanks to
this, the dream of a large area detector
with small pixel size, single photo n
counting capability, high dynamic range
and submillisecond readout time i s
getting closer. The upgrade of SCM -
laboratories with large-scale equipment ,
such as a Brewster angle microscope

(ID10B), an optical microscope fo r
micromanipulation (ID13) and a light-

scattering setup (ID02/ID10) has
continued during 2005 although space i s
increasingly becoming a problem . A
future option for joining forces with
external groups in a partnership mode l
could provide the space and freedom for

a new level of supporting laboratories . A

workshop organised by the SCM grou p
at the end of 2004 in collaboration wit h
the ILL provided the occasion fo r
discussing possible partnership model s
with a number of external groups .

C. Rieke/
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Dramatic Reduction o f
Surface Tension of Wate r

Controlling the surface tension of water has been a
historical pursuit . Existing surfactants can lower it eithe r
as a monomolecular layer on water surface (Langmui r

monolayers) or by forming microemulsions . In the former,
the bulk water composition is unchanged but the surface
tension can be reduced from 72 mN/m to only about
20 mN/m . The microemulsion can make the interfacia l
tension go to 1 pN/m but changes the water composition .
We have shown, through measurement of capillary wav e

amplitudes using diffuse scattering of X-rays, that a bi -
molecular layer of a three-tailed amphiphile, preformed
ferric stearate (FeSt), on water surface [1], lowers the
surface tension to about 1 mN/m .

Diffuse X-ray scattering experiments, using an 8 .04 ke V

X-ray beam at grazing incidence, i.e. below the critica l
angle for total external reflection from water, were carried
out at beamline ID10B . Preformed FeSt in chloroform
solution was spread on water in a Langmuir trough, under
He atmosphere, with the diffractometer centre lying on th e
water surface in the trough . Two different scatterin g
geometries were used, one employing a `point' Nal detecto r
collected the scattered intensity in a vertical plane while th e
other, using a vertically mounted position-sensitive detecto r
(PSD), collected the vertical scattered intensity profile at
different positions on the horizontal plane . Intensity profil e
along the PSD as well as that collected by the `point '
detector is proportional to the out-of-plane structure facto r
of the film and intensity integrated over the PSD profile is
proportional to the surface fluctuation spectrum integrate d
along propagation direction .

Figure 56 shows the vertically-scattered intensity profile s
from water, stearic acid monolayer on ferric chloride
solution and film of preformed ferric stearate on water.
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Fig. 56 : X-ray scattering in the vertical plane fro m
water (open squares), stearic acid film at ir = 20 mN/m
over aqueous solution of ferric chloride (ope n
triangles) and preformed ferric stearate film at sam e
surface pressure over water (open circles) .

Whereas the acid monolayer behaves exactly as othe r
Langmuir monolayers [2], the preformed fatty-acid salt fil m
shows a split peak. The average structure factor of FeSt

film in the total scattering function yields electron density

profile along film depth (Figure 57) . It corresponds to th e

bi-molecular layer shown in schematic, composed o f
molecules in symmetric configuration, on top of molecule s
in asymmetric configuration with ferric ions in contact wit h
water. The most interesting feature, shown in Figure 56, as
well as in the integrated in-plane scattered profile, is th e

enhancement by about two orders of magnitude, of th e

diffuse scattered intensity of the FeSt film at high surfac e
pressure, i .e . high coverage . We ascribe this difference t o
enhanced conformal capillary wave height fluctuations a t
air-film and film-water interfaces . The only other possible
source of large off-specular scattering is scattering fro m

bimolecular domains, which was estimated from AF M

measurements on FeSt films transferred onto Si substrate s
at low film coverage and was found to be much lower tha n
the observed scattering . We fitted our data using th e
correlation function for a liquid surface, which gave
excellent results over almost four orders of magnitude wit h

surface tension = 1 .3 mN/m .
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Fig . 57: Electron density of compressed ferric stearat e
film on water, extracted from the X-ray scatterin g
profile shown in Figure 56 . Inset : schematics of bi -
molecular film with (COO) 3Fe (circle) and COOH
(square) groups .

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a bi-molecula r
layer of a three-tailed amphiphile drastically enhance s
capillary wave fluctuations on water surface due to a
reduction in surface tension to 1 mN/m . Unlike the usua l
Langmuir monolayers, this bi-molecular layer does no t
rupture under compression, but becomes thicker. This
behaviour mimics folding of a membrane on a liqui d
surface and is closely related to the cohesive interactio n
brought by ferric ions .
This work was carried out under Project 2504-2 of th e
Indo-French Centre for Promotion of Advanced
Research (IFCPAR) . We would like to thank IFCPAR fo r
financial assistance .
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Microrheology of Polymeri c
Solutions using X-ray Photon
Correlation Spectroscopy

Polymeric solutions exhibit a wide range of viscoelasti c
properties which are crucially important for their biologica l
behaviour and a number of industrial applications e .g.
muscular contractions, blood clotting and colloida l
stabilisation . Microrheology is a field which considers th e
measurement of the viscoelasticity of materials as a
function of length scale. Recently, a number of new
microrheological techniques have been developed wit h
numerous advantages over conventional rheologica l
measurements ; they are sensitive to a wider range of
frequencies (- 10-4 -106 Hz), they only require minute
quantities of polymer (10 lJL) and they apply extremel y
small forces (pN), which enables the examination o f
delicate biological molecules [1] .

Mic a
capillary -

-Partiall y
coherent X-ra y
beam

.:---Comb
polyelectrolyt e

Fig. 58 : X-ray photon correlation spectroscop y
microrheology examines the viscoelasticity o f
polymeric solutions using the motion of embedde d
probe spheres . The polymer solutions were containe d
in capillaries (- 10 NL) and mixed with 0 .5 pm silico n
probe spheres . The incident X-ray beam is partiall y
coherent and the scattering volume must be restricte d
to the size of the coherence volume for the techniqu e
to work . An auto-correlator device is used to calculate
g(2)(t), the temporal auto-correlation function of th e
scattered intensity, at various momentum transfers .

Based on X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

(XPCS), we have developed a new microrheolog y

technique to probe the dynamics of opaque materials i n

solution . XPCS exploits a partially coherent X-ray beam

to quantify the motion of materials by monitorin g

fluctuations of the scattered intensity (Figure 58) . In XPCS

microrheology, probe spheres are embedded in th e

material of interest and the mean square displacement o f

the spheres is measured as a function of time an d

momentum transfer. The motion of the probes i s

sensitive to the viscoelasticity of the surroundin g

medium and can be quantitatively analysed to provide

the shear moduli as a function of frequency (Figure 59) .
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Fig . 59 : The viscoelastic shear moduli for opaque com b
polyelectrolyte (filled symbols) and gellan (ope n
symbols) solutions calculated from XPCS microrheolog y
experiments . The circles show the elastic shear modul i
(G') and squares the dissipative shear moduli (G") .

XPCS microrheology was performed at the TROIKA
beamline ID10A to probe the viscoelasticity of
biomimetic comb polyelectrolytes [2] and gellan ( a
bacterial polysaccharide) . The X-rays are mainl y
scattered by the probe particles, e .g. colloidal silica ,
embedded in the samples . A wide range of materials ca n
be examined by XPCS microrheology, since colloida l
probes form stables phases in many polymeric and
biological solutions . The XPCS measurements of the
viscoelasticity of polystyrene sulphonate com b
polyelectrolytes at low concentrations (Figure 59) were
in good agreement with video particle trackin g
microrheology results on similar samples . The side -
chains of the combs cause a dramatic effect on th e
viscoelasticity of the polyelectrolytes, inducing entangle d
dynamics immediately above the semi-dilute overla p
concentration, and the viscosity is a strong function o f
the polymer concentration (n - c1 .5) [2] . Such comb
materials are interesting because of possible application s
in tissue engineering as a treatment for osteoarthritis .
With gellan the elasticity of the network of double helica l
junctions is observed in the dominant contribution of th e
elastic shear modulus (G' > G") at lower frequencie s
(Figure 59) . Gellan is used as a thickener in foo d
materials such as yoghurts, drinks and sauces .
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In conclusion, XPCS microrheology offers a ne w

scattering technique to probe the dynamic properties o f

biological and soft-condensed matter materials . It has a

large dynamic range, modest requirements on sampl e

volume and does not suffer from constraints on sampl e

opacity, which restrict analogous optical techniques (e .g.

optical tweezers) .
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X-ray Intensity Fluctuatio n
Spectroscopy (XIFS) Studie s
of Ordering Kinetics in a
Cu-Pd Alloy

A number of studies have used XIFS (also known as X-ray
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy, XPCS) to examin e
fluctuation dynamics particularly in soft condensed matter,
but few have attempted to use it to probe the kinetics o f
phase transitions . Here we report a XIFS study of th e
ordering kinetics in the classic long-period superlattice (LPS)
alloy Cu-Pd using the ID10A "Troika" beamline . In such LP S
alloys there can be an equilibrium periodic modulation of
the atomic order in one or two dimensions, giving a
complex alloy structure . In order to better understand th e
complicated ordering process, this study examines the two -
time pair-correlation function C(q,t1 ,t2) during the orderin g
process on length scales of 10 1 -10 3 nm and time scales of
10 2 -104 sec. This corresponds to the regime of late-stage
domain coarsening in the alloy . This two-time correlation
function contains information beyond that available from th e
structure factor S(q,t) obtained from traditional time-resolve d
X-ray scattering experiments . In contrast to the situation fo r
equilibrium speckle measurements, the two-time correlatio n
function is necessary due to temporal evolution of the
nonequilibrium system .

To investigate the behaviour of C(q,t1 ,t2), the evolution o f
both superlattice and satellite peaks, which are sensitive
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Fig . 60 : Speckles in the superlattice peak after 35991 s

of ordering . Dark regions around the image edge are

due to masking of the scattered X-rays .

to local order and modulated order respectively, wer e

examined . Figure 60 shows a typical speckle pattern

obtained from the (100) superlattice peak during th e
ordering process. Theory and simulations [1] suggest
that, with increasing time, the speckles themselve s

become longer lived . Indeed comparison of the differen t

experimental speckle patterns taken as the domai n

coarsening progressed shows that individual speckles
develop with lifetimes comparable to the duration of th e
experiment . Interestingly, the peak centres move a smal l
amount during the coarsening process, but examinatio n

of the speckle patterns shows that the speckle s

themselves do not follow this motion . This unexpecte d
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Fig . 61 : Half-width decay time T of the normalised two -
time correlation functions C„orm(q,tm,At) for th e
superlattice and satellite peaks in x- and y- direction s
as a function of the mean transformation time tm . Als o
shown are lines with the 2-d Langevin slope and data
fit slope .
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phenomenon may be due to the elimination of lattice

distortions distributed inhomogeneously in the sample at

domain boundaries 2 during the ordering process .

In the coarsening regime, the two-time pair-correlatio n
function, C(q,4t,tm) with 4t = It2 -t 1 l and tm = (t i+t2) / 2 ,

should obey scaling laws [1] . In particular, they predict

that close to the central part of the peak the

characteristic decay time of the two-time correlatio n
function is proportional to the mean coarsening time t m .

Figure 61 shows the experimental results . As predicted
by theory, the experimentally determined correlation

decay time increases linearly with t m .

One notable difference between predictions of

theory/simulation and these experimental results ,
however, is the significantly slower rate of growth of th e
correlation decay time r observed here . The r/tm slope i s

a dimensionless quantity . Langevin calculations an d

simulations give a r/tm slope of 1 .325 in two dimensions .

In three dimensions, the Langevin model would give a
slightly higher ratio . In contrast, the observed slopes i n
both the superlattice and the satellite peaks are
approximately 0 .50 . In the coarsening regime, th e
elapsed time is proportional to the square of averag e
domain size and the correlation time measures the rat e
of structural rearrangements in the crystal . This slop e

therefore might be viewed as measuring how efficientl y
structural rearrangements lead to average domai n
growth with increasing coarsening . The low measure d
slope suggests that the growing average domain siz e
leads to more structural rearrangement than is the cas e
in the Langevin model . However, it is difficult t o
understand why this would be the case, and this remain s
an issue for future exploration .
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Structural Basis of th e
Regulation of Cell Adhesio n
in Brain Development an d
Disease

The neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) is one of th e

most abundant adhesion proteins in the central nervou s

system. It is critical in brain development, directing cel l

growth and forming adhesive contacts between neura l

cells . The polypeptide chain folds into seven linearl y

arranged 3 .5-4 nm domains (Figure 62a) . NCAM mediates
intercellular adhesion by binding to identical proteins on

adjacent cells (Figure 62a) . One of the significant feature s

of NCAM is that it occurs in both adhesive and anti -

adhesive forms . The anti-adhesive form contains 1-2 linea r

polymers of sialic acid (PSA) attached to the fourth domai n

(Figure 62b) . This modification dramatically affects both th e

architecture of neural tissues and biological function [1] .

PSA-NCAM increases the spacing between cells in tissues ,
it increases neural plasticity, allowing cells to more easil y
break and form contacts, and the abnormal expression o f

PSA-NCAM in cancer increases tumour aggressiveness .

1
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Polysialic aci d

Fig . 62 : (a) Overall structure of NCAM on the cel l
membrane. The seven-domain protein binds to a n
identical NCAM on the opposing membrane to for m
cell-cell junctions. (b) PSA-NCAM is modified with u p
to two linear polysialic acid chains, which ar e
negatively charged .

One model for the molecular basis of PSA's biological
activity postulates that PSA increases the steri c
repulsion between cells, and counteracts protein binders
[1] . This requires that the excluded volume of PSA b e
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sufficient to prevent the approach of adhesion protein s

on adjacent cells . X-ray reflectivity studies at the Troika

beamline at ID10B quantified the effect of PSA on th e

hydrodynamic volume of NCAM, and tested th e

hypothesis that the excluded volume of the PSA acts as

a steric modulator of NCAM's adhesive function .
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Fig. 63 : (a) Electron density profiles of NCAM and
PSA-NCAM monolayers bound to lipid monolayers .
The peak at - 2 .5 nm is due to the lipid monolayer.
The NCAM box extends 20 .6 ± 0 .7 nm from the lipid
monolayer (blue dash) . The PSA-NCAM box extend s
29 .1±0 .5 nm from the membrane in 100 mM NaNO 3
(black line), but the box thickness drops to 19 .0 ± 0 .7 n m
in 1 M NaNO3 (red dash) . (b) Cartoon (mode l
interpretation) of PSA-NCAM enveloped by swollen PS A
in 100 mM salt . (c) Cartoon of PSA-NCAM wit h
collapsed PSA at high salt .

The electron density profile of an oriented NCA M
monolayer immobilised on a lipid monolayer at th e
liquid-vapour interface of a Langmuir trough (Figure 63a)
revealed that the protein is bent or tilted at th e
membrane (Figure 63b) . The end-to-end length of th e
NCAM extracellular region is 27 nm, but the protein bo x
thickness was only 20 .6 nm . Neutron reflectivity profiles
of NCAM bound to a supported bilayer confirmed this .

The thickness of the PSA-NCAM monolayer wa s
substantially greater at 29 .1 nm (Figure 63a) [2] . The

electron density extends beyond the protein core, an d

thus shows that the hydrodynamic volume of the

polymer chain completely envelops the protei n

(Figure 63b) . This accounts for the dramatic impact o f

the PSA attachment on both NCAM function and cel l

adhesion . The extension of the chains normal to the

surface also suggests that PSA-NCAM could influenc e

the function of other cell surface adhesion proteins . PSA

is charged, so high ionic strength 1M NaCl screens th e

charges in the polymer backbone, causing the chains to

collapse (Figures 63a,c) and the thickness of the protei n

box to decrease (Figure 63a) . The latter finding reveals

the structural basis for the salt-dependent increase i n

adhesion between cells that display PSA-NCAM on thei r
surfaces . PSA collapse reduces the repulsion and th e
chain extension, enabling NCAM proteins to refor m

intercellular bonds .

In summary, these reflectivity studies provide uniqu e
insights into the structural basis for the modulation o f
NCAM adhesion by PSA, and the impact of PSA on cel l

adhesion and associated biological functions .
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Nanocrystal-induced
Organisation of a Langmui r
Phospholipid Monolaye r
A common attribute of quasi-two-dimensional system s
like amphiphilic monolayers is liquid crystalline-lik e
behaviour. At the air/water interface, in-plane ordering o f
such layers is generally limited to a subset of specifically
designed molecules . For biomolecules such as
phospholipids, the accessibility of an ordered phase
depends on the shape and size of the hydrophili c
headgroup and length of the hydrophobic alkane chains .
Detailed here is the induction of molecular alignment in an
inherently non-ordered phospholipid monolayer . Thi s
decrease of conformational entropy was achieved by th e
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adsorption of clay nanocrystals underneath the surfactan t

layer. The initiation of nucleation and growth in such a

quasi-two-dimensional organic system leads our thought s

towards the influence of charged surfaces on elasti c

properties and phase behaviour of organisations such a s

cellular membranes. Recently molecular dynamic s

simulations have revealed that surface charge is a n

important determinant of the inflammatory potential o f

crystals causing rupture of cellular membranes [1] . As a
model system, a combination of the Langmuir techniqu e

with X-ray surface diffraction was used to probe th e

interfacial issues of a lipid membrane in electrostati c

interaction with negatively charged nanocrystals .

The phase behaviour of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) monolayers was investigated using Langmui r
pressure/area isotherms . On aqueous solutions of clay

particles (hydrosols) an increase of the collapse pressur e
of the films was achieved . The slope of the isotherm and
the area/molecule indicate a condensed state for surfac e
pressures above 40 mN/m, which are not accessible i n
the absence of the nanocrystals . The general increase of
molecular interactions can be attributed to a reduction of
molecular motions within the film undoubtedly induce d
by the stiffening properties of the adsorbed nanocrysta l
layer. Grazing Incidence X-ray scattering Out of th e
Specular plane (GIXOS), a novel technique recentl y
developed at ID10B, was used as a powerful method to
investigate the organisation of thin films normal to the
liquid surface on the molecular level . The information
obtained is equivalent to electron density profile s
determined via conventional reflectivity but the tim e
needed for one spectrum is reduced from 1 .5 hours t o
seconds or minutes . This opens up the possibility to
investigate dynamic processes [2] or fragile systems, fo r
which the new method was imperative due to th e
existence of a metastable hydrosol subphase. From the
spectra (Figure 64), the tilt angles of the molecules wit h
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Fig . 64 : GIXOS spectra of the membrane with an d
without minerals . Inset: sketch of the system an d
model for the electron density profile in the presenc e
of mineral particles .

respect to the surface normal at 25 mN/m were found t o

be 50° and 42° in the absence and presence of th e

crystallites, respectively. For 50 mN/m on a sol the tilt

angle was found to be reduced to 23°, another indicatio n

of an ordered condensed-like phase of the monolayer.

No Bragg reflection from the membrane was observe d

from grazing-incidence diffraction (GID) experiments o n

a water subphase up to the collapse of the membrane at

around 30 mN/m . Conversely, in the vicinity of th e

crystallites at 50 mN/m, a Bragg reflection was observe d

that appeared to be richly featured in the reciproca l

space map (Figure 65) . The contributions due to th e

alkane chain lattice of the phospholipid monolayer and

due to the internal atomic structure of the nanocrystal s

were resolved by Bragg rod analysis . The Bragg

reflections originating from the biomembrane reflect th e

induction of an ordered phase by electrostatic binding t o

the nanocrystals .
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Fig. 65 : Reciprocal space map of the Bragg reflectio n
of the ordered membrane at 50 mN/m . The minera l
distribution (along the dashed line) could b e
separated by Bragg rod analysis . Inset : in-plane Brag g
peaks at a surface pressure of 50 mN/m in the vicinity
of minerals (red symbols) and at 30 mN/m on pure
water (blue symbols) .

In conclusion we have overcome the issue of wea k
interaction between individual molecules of an inherentl y
nonordered phospholipid monolayer and induced a
phase shift towards an ordered phase . This effect i s
caused by the stiffening properties of the crystals an d
the anchoring of individual molecules to the charged
surfaces of the nanocrystal templates .
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X-ray Diffraction Reveals a
New Mechanism of Muscl e
Contractio n

Muscle force results from the interaction of the globula r
heads of myosin molecules with actin filaments . The

structure-function relationship in the myosin motor wa s

studied with low-angle time-resolved X-ray diffraction i n
contracting muscle fibres where force generation was
triggered by temperature jump or length step . Both types
of perturbations induce simultaneous changes in th e
muscle force and in the extent of labelling of the acti n

helix by stereo-specifically bound [1] myosin heads at a
constant total number of attached heads [2] . The

generally accepted hypothesis [3] assumes that muscl e

force is generated solely by tilting of the light chai n

domain of the myosin head about its catalytic domain, or
by the lever arm mechanism . Data obtained suggest an
additional force-generating step : the `roll and lock '
transition of catalytic domains of non-stereo-specificall y

30°C
Temperature

Fig . 66 : Time course of mechanical and structura l
responses to the temperature jumps . Top to bottom :
averaged temperature, sarcomere length, average d
tension, /M3, and /Al . The smooth lines on IM3 and /A 1

data and the dashed line on the tension trace are th e
results of modelling . The vertical line marks the tim e
when the l ms—long T-jump was half-complete .

non-stereo-specific attachment

	

stereo-specific binding

Fig. 67 : Suggested scheme of the mechanism of forc e

generation by myosin heads . Attached states of a myosi n

head (blue or grey) bound to actin (green) are shown i n

two projections with the actin axis : (a) azimuthal and (b )
axial . Force or displacement is produced during both th e
'roll-and-lock' transition and the lever-arm tilting .

attached heads to a stereo-specifically bound state . A

suggested model quantitatively explains the data .

The temperature jump from 5°C to 30°C in permeabilise d
fibres from rabbit muscle induced a three-fold increas e

in active tension . Time course of changes in tension an d
in the 2D X-ray diffraction pattern collected at ESRF 100 2
with the RAPID detector (Daresbury Laboratory, UK )
from muscle fibres with 1 ms time resolution is shown i n
Figure 66 . It was found that the intensities of al l
recorded layer lines originating from the actin heli x

increase with temperature in parallel with tension . Whe n
myosin heads bind actin stereo-specifically they adop t
the symmetry of the actin helix so that the axial spacin g
of the layer lines remains the same but the intensities ar e
higher as they are determined by the number of head s
incorporated in the actin helix .

The apparent rate constants of the rise in tension and i n

'Al (intensity of the first actin layer line) were about 200 s - 1 .
The intensity of the third myosin reflection, IM3, droppe d
during the temperature jump and then increased with an
apparent rate constant similar to that for tension .
Temperature independence of fibre stiffness [2] indicate s
that the number of myosin heads attached to actin doe s
not change with temperature and that the increase i n
tension with temperature is caused by an increase in forc e
produced by each head . The significant increase in /A1 afte r
the temperature jumps must be caused by a stereo -
specific 'locking' of myosin heads on actin . The
contribution of non-stereo-specifically bound heads to the
layer line intensities is low because the distribution of thei r
electron density in space does not follow helical symmetry.

A kinetic and structural model (Figure 67) was suggested .
The structure-function relations obtained from time-
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resolved mechanical and structural data as well as th e
known kinetic data were integrated to link together th e

lever arm mechanism [3] with the idea of a preceding
stereo-specific 'locking' of the myosin molecule on th e
actin filament . The 'roll and lock' mechanism suggeste d
here and the kinetic and structural model based on this
mechanism quantitatively explain both the mechanical
and the structural behaviour of myosin heads i n

temperature jump experiments and specifies structural

and kinetic characteristics of the two-step forc e

generation by muscle myosin . An increase in 'Al after
muscle shortening predicted by the 'roll and lock' mode l
was verified experimentally. The two-step force generation
mechanism suggested here is consistent with the electro n
microscope tomography on insect flight muscles [4] where
myosin heads in configurations similar to those assume d

for attached states of our model were observed .
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Magnetic-Field-Induced
Nematic to Columnar Phas e
Transitio n
Rod-like nanometric objects such as molecules ,
polymers, aggregates and particles, either in pure form
or dispersed in a solvent, can form liquid-crystallin e

phases of various symmetries [1] . The transition s

between these phases generally occur because of a

change of temperature or concentration . Recently, at th e

ESRF, we discovered a case where the transitio n

between two liquid-crystalline phases can actually b e
induced by applying a magnetic field . We were
investigating the magnetic-field influence o n
suspensions of goethite (a-FeOOH) lath-shaped

nanorods of average dimensions 150 x 25 x 10 nm 3. I n

zero-field, these aqueous colloidal suspensions displa y
three different phases, depending on volume fraction .
Dilute suspensions form the usual isotropic liquid phase ;

upon increasing concentration, a transition is reached ,

leading to a nematic phase that shows long-rang e
orientational order but only short-range (liquid-like )
positional order. A further concentration increase lead s
to a transition to a columnar liquid-crystalline phase that
has 2-dimensional long-range positional order . All thes e

phase transitions are first-order (i .e. with phase
coexistence) .

The small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern of a
single domain of the nematic phase displays two diffus e
spots that arise from interferences between th e

nanorods in planes perpendicular to their commo n
alignment direction, called the nematic directo r
(Figure 68a) . The position of these diffuse spots is related
to the average distance (- 50 nm) between particles i n
planes perpendicular to the director while the width o f
the spots (along a radius) is related to the distance ove r
which the short-range positional order extends [2] .
Interestingly, when the magnetic-field intensity was
raised beyond about 1 Tesla, the SAXS pattern displaye d
sharp reflections that point to the onset of long-range

a) b)

Fig. 68 : a) Small-angle X-ray scattering pattern of a single domain of the nematic phas e
showing two diffuse spots . The goethite nanorods are aligned in the horizontal direction ,

perpendicular to the X-ray beam. b) Small-angle X-ray scattering pattern of the sam e
sample submitted to a strong magnetic field (B = 1 .5 T), in the columnar phase (The (20 )

reflections are overexposed) . The nanorods are aligned parallel to the X-ray beam .
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positional order (Figure 68b) . Goethite nanorods the n
assemble on a 2-dimensional lattice perpendicular to th e

director, which is typical of the columnar phase .

Moreover, instead of a "powder" (i.e. random)

distribution of small crystallites, a large single domai n

grew and gave rise to the pattern in Figure 68b . Thi s
large domain has grown in the so-called homeotropi c
orientation, i.e . with the nanorods main axis parallel to
the beam and perpendicular to the surfaces of the fla t

glass capillary that held the sample. The production o f

a single domain allowed us to determine the 2 -
dimensional space group (c2mm) of the columnar phase
and to understand its organisation (Figure 69) . Due to
their magnetic anisotropy, the nanorods orient their mai n
axis perpendicular to the magnetic field and thei r

thickness parallel to it . This orientation was confirmed b y

optical measurements . The 2-dimensional unit-cel l

parameters naturally depend on volume fraction, wit h

typical values of a - 100 nm and b - 70 nm. There are
two nanoparticles per unit cell . Since the particles cross -
section is not circular, the columnar phase ha s
rectangular rather than hexagonal symmetry . As

expected for a liquid-crystalline phase, no periodic orde r

could be detected in the direction perpendicular to th e
2-dimensional lattice . The phase transition is actuall y

first-order since SAXS patterns showing both th e
nematic diffuse spots and the columnar sharp reflection s
could be observed .

b

♦ — ----------- -

i
a

Fig. 69 : Schematic representation of the organisatio n
of the nanorods in the columnar phase, left : in the
plane perpendicular to the rods main axis, right : in a
plane parallel to the rods main axis .

This magnetic-field-induced phase transition is full y
reversible (possibly with some field hysteresis) as th e
sharp reflections disappear and the diffuse spot s
reappear when the magnetic field is suppressed .
Moreover, these experiments could be reproduced man y
times both with the same and with different goethit e
samples. The critical field required to achieve th e
nematic to columnar transition is a decreasing functio n
of the volume fraction . In other words, in a volume
fraction - field intensity phase diagram, the transition lin e
is clearly tilted towards lower volume fractions, which i s
very unusual for liquid crystals . This result means that ,
quite unexpectedly, the magnetic field affects not onl y
the orientational degrees of freedom but also th e
translational ones . To this date, we have no complet e
explanation for this unusual transition and understanding

its mechanism in detail remains a tantalising bu t

challenging theoretical question .
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Kinetics and Mechanism s
of Electric Field Induced
Alignment of Bloc k
Copolymer Solution s

The microphase separation of block copolymers ha s
been studied extensively over the past two decades
both experimentally and theoretically. In the ordered
state, these materials exhibit highly regular mesoscopi c

microdomain structures with characteristic length scale s

of the order of several tens of nanometres . Similar to
polycrystalline materials, typically small grains o f
microdomains are formed, the size of which may be o f
the order of micrometres . As a consequence, although a
single grain may have a highly anisotropic structure (e .g.
cylinders or lamellae), a bulk sample of a bloc k

copolymer typically exhibits isotropic material s
properties. If macroscopic anisotropies are desirable ,
additional efforts have to be made to create
macroscopic alignment of the microdomain structures .
In the past, external mechanical fields have bee n
successfully applied to orient block copolymer melts .

In addition to mechanical fields, the potential of electri c
fields for microdomain alignment has attracted
increasing interest in the recent past as it may also be o f
considerable technical interest . It has been shown that -
due to the differences in the dielectric constants (Ac) o f
the blocks - both lamellar and cylindrical block
copolymer microstructures orient parallel to the electri c
field vector when subjected to a DC electric field .
Cylindrical microdomains can in principle be aligned
along the field vector resulting in a single monodomai n
(i.e. a block copolymer "single crystal") . In a lamella r
microdomain structure, on the other hand, all lamella r
orientations containing the electric field vector within th e
lamellar planes are energetically equivalent .

25 n m-

10 nm
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Melt-based electric field procedures suffer from severe

limitations due to the high melt viscosities typical for hig h

molecular weight copolymers or copolymers of more
complex architectures and the chemical instability a t
high temperatures . In order to overcome thes e
limitations, we used concentrated block copolyme r
solutions, where a non-selective solvent is employed t o
induce sufficient mobility and investigated the kinetics

and mechanisms of the microdomain orientation under a

DC electric field by time-resolved synchrotron small -

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) . As a model system, we
use a lamellar polystyrene-b-polyisoprene bloc k
copolymer (PS-b-PI) dissolved in toluene [1,2] .
In order to quantify the orientation kinetics, th e
orientational order parameter P 2 was calculated for eac h

single scattering pattern acquired during the course o f

the experiment . The behaviour of P2 as a function of time
t could be fitted by a single exponential as described by :

P2(t) = P2,- + (P20 0 - P2,J
e-tit

	

(1 )

with P20 and P2, . being the limiting values of the orde r

parameter before application of the electric field and a t
late times, respectively, and i being the time constan t
(Figure 70) .
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Fig . 70 : (a-c) SAXS patterns of a 35 wt.-% solution of th e
lamellar PS-b-PI diblock copolymer in toluene taken at
room temperature prior (a) and after (b, c) application o f
an electric field (E = 1 kV/mm) . (d) Time dependence o f
the orientational order parameter P 2. The solid line is a
least-squares fit to the data according to Equation 1 wit h
P2 0 = 0 .52, P2 = -0 .32, and i = 5 sec.

In addition, from the azimuthal angular dependence o f
the scattering intensity, we could identify two differen t
microscopic mechanisms :

Close to the order-disorder transition (weakly phas e
separated system), i .e. at low concentrations and hig h
temperatures, microdomains aligned parallel to the

electric field grow at the expense of those aligned paralle l

to the electrodes. Intermediate orientations, however, ar e

not observed (Figures 70a-c and Figure 71a), but the the

isotropoic background scattering increases .
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Fig . 71 : Azimuthal angular dependence of th e

scattering intensity for different concentrations a t

1 kV/mm . (a) 35 wt .-%, (b) 50 wt .-% .

Further away from the order-disorder transition (stronge r

phase separated system), i .e . for high concentration s

and low temperatures, the scattering pattern seems t o
be preserved and merely shifts into the new orientation .

This observation points to the rotation of entire grains as
an alternative orientation process (Figure 71b) . In contras t

to the migration of grain boundaries, microdomai n

orientations intermediate between the original and th e
final orientations are observed . No increase in isotropic
scattering is observed during the transition .
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Hard X-ray Nanoprobe Base d
on Refractive X-ray Lenses

Hard X-ray scanning microscopy allows one to perfor m
X-ray analytical techniques, such as X-ray fluorescenc e
analysis, absorption spectroscopy, or diffraction, with hig h
spatial resolution . In this way, element distributions, th e
chemical state of an element, or the local (crystalline )
structure of a heterogeneous specimen can b e
determined. In combination with tomographic techniques ,
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Fig . 72 : (a) Scanning electron micrograph o f
nanofocusing lenses . A single lens and a nanofocusing
lens are outlined by dark shaded areas . (b) Nanoprob e
setup : the X-ray beam is focused onto the sample by
two crossed nanofocusing lenses .

local information from the inside of a sample can b e
obtained without destructive sample preparation . This i s
beneficial to many fields of science, such as chemistry ,
materials, earth, environmental, and biomedical science .
These hard X-ray scanning microscopy technique s
greatly benefit from the recent advances in X-ray optics
generating ever smaller and more intense nanobeams .
Today, a variety of X-ray optics is capable of generatin g
beams with a lateral beam size in the range of 100 nm an d
below. Among these are nanofocusing lenses (NFLs) [1,2] ,
on the basis of which we are currently developing a hard
X-ray nanoprobe station at beamline ID13 . This hard X-ray
scanning microscope can be operated in transmission ,
fluorescence, and diffraction mode . Tomographi c
scanning modes will allow one to obtain elemental an d
structural information from inside a specimen .

At the heart of the microscope are nanofocusin g
refractive X-ray lenses that image the synchrotro n
radiation source onto the sample position in a strongl y
reducing geometry. Their key strength is their short foca l
length that lies in the centimetre range . In this way, the y
can generate a sub-100 nm beam even at short sourc e
to experiment distances and do not require particularl y
long beamlines . In addition, the diffraction limit of thes e
optics typically lies well below 50 nm. In their current

design (cf . Figure 72a), these planar lenses generate a

line focus. The latest generation of these optics is mad e

of Si using lithographic processes optimised for 4" -

wafers . In this way, the fabrication parameters are wel l

controlled, reducing shape errors to a minimum. Severa l
lenses are placed side by side on the same wafer .
Figure 72a shows a scanning electron micrograph o f

part of such a set of lenses . Each of these lenses has a

slightly different focal length for a given X-ray energy . I n

the microscope, the X-ray nanobeam is generated b y

two crossed nanofocusing lenses that are aligned alon g

a common optical axis as shown in Figure 72b . The

common aperture of the lens system is defined by a

guard aperture .

During the first commissioning phase of the scannin g

microscope at beamline ID13 the nanobeam was

characterised . It was set up at 47 m from the in-vacuu m

undulator source . Using a pair of nanofocusing lenses

with a focal length of fh = 10 .7 mm and fv = 19 .4 mm
for horizontal and vertical focusing, respectively, a har d

X-ray beam (E = 21 keV) with a lateral extension of

47 x 55 nm 2 was generated (Figure 73) . The flux in this
beam is 1 .7 x 10 8 ph/s at a ring current of 200 mA,
resulting in a gain in flux density of more than 2 x 10 4 . I n
the future, this beam will be used for fluorescenc e

tomography and nanodiffraction .

Fig . 73 : (a) Horizontal and (b) vertical beam profil e
determined by fluorescence knife-edge scans.
(Reprinted with permission from [1] . )
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The main advantage of this setup is that extremely smal l

foci can be generated even at short beamlines . Using th e

available fabrication technology for a new lens schem e

(adiabatically focusing lenses [3]), beams as small as

20 nm are conceivable in the current geometry . I n

addition, using other lens materials, such as boron o r

diamond, the flux and focus size can also be significantl y

improved . Besides scanning microscopy othe r

techniques may profit from a small focus, such a s

diffraction with coherent X-rays and X-ray photon and

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy .
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Microradian X-ray Diffractio n
in Colloidal Photonic Crystal s
and Liquid Crystal s

Self-assembly of colloidal particles into variou s
crystalline and liquid-crystalline structures have been
widely studied as a model of crystallisation of atomic
and molecular systems as well as a route to photonic
materials . The application of X-ray diffraction (XRD) to
colloidal crystals is challenging due to many orders o f
magnitude difference between the size of a colloid an d
an X-ray wavelength . Angular resolutions of the order o f
a microradian are required to measure the intrinsic widt h
of the diffraction peaks. Recent experiments performed
at beamlines ID10A TROÏKA and BM26 DUBBLE met
the challenge .

	 2 p m

Fig. 74: (a) Diffraction pattern from a colloidal bct crystal ,

measured at the ID10A branch of the TROIKA beamline .

The angular resolution is 5 prad . (b) Projection of fou r

hexagonal crystal layers obtained with 3D confoca l

microscopy from the original colloidal bct crystal (allow s
for quantitative comparison with XRD) . (c) SEM image of
the same crystal after drying and silicon infiltration (3 D

microscopy is no longer possible) .

In particular, it is demonstrated that an angular resolutio n

better than 2 prad can be achieved with compoun d
refractive X-ray optics . For instance, microradia n
diffraction can now be used to study crystals wit h
spacings d larger than a micrometre . Such crystals can be
used as templates to fabricate photonic materials for near -

infrared telecommunication applications, which ca n
manipulate light in a way similar to semiconductor s
manipulating electrons [1] . Figure 74 displays a diffractio n
pattern from a crystal of silica spheres (diameter 1 .4 pm )
with a body-centred tetragonal (bct) structure. The
smallest diffraction angle of 20 110 = 69 prad correspond s
to d110 = 1 .35 pm. Despite the tiny diffraction angles, the
pattern is clearly resolved and the width of the diffractio n
peaks can now be determined . Another advantage o f
these large-spacing crystals is that they can be studie d
not only by XRD, but also — after index matching with a
suitable liquid — with 3D confocal microscopy, which i s
complementary to XRD. In addition, XRD can be applied
to crystals that are strongly scattering or absorbing in th e
visible . This makes microradian XRD a unique tool to
quantify stacking disorder, density of scattering centres ,
and the spatial extent of the positional order at differen t
steps of the fabrication process . These results can now b e
used to improve the quality of the resulting photoni c
materials .
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Moreover, correct identification of thermodynami c
phases in colloidal suspensions crucially depends on th e
resolution [2] . Figure 75 presents results obtained in a
concentrated suspension of colloidal gibbsite platelet s
(diameter 237 ± 49 nm, thickness 18 ± 3 nm), which for m

a columnar phase . The top part of the columnar phas e
consists of many small domains while a macroscopicall y
large single-domain is observed in the bottom part ,
which looks well ordered at first sight . This is surprisin g
since the particles have a very high diamete r
polydispersity. The nature of this surprising order is no w
seen clearly with the improved resolution . A radial peak

broadening, which increases with the diffraction order,

was detected . This indicates that the positiona l
intercolumnar correlations are gradually lost . Such a
fluid-like short-range positional order is typical fo r
hexatic ordering [2], which is a compromise between the
polydispersity-induced local frustrations and the long -
range order. The significant difference in the spatia l
extent of the positional order, as well as a jump in th e
compressibility suggests that the single-domain is in fac t
a new liquid-crystalline phase : the hexatic columnar
phase .

To summarise, small-angle X-ray diffraction fro m
photonic colloidal crystals and liquid crystals has bee n
performed with microradian angular resolution . This
permits detailed characterisation of the structure an d
long-range order in strongly scattering photonic crystal s
with spacings larger than a micrometer [1] . We have also

solved a long-standing problem of crystallisation i n

suspensions of highly polydisperse colloidal platelet-lik e
particles [2] .
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Introduction
The year 2005 has been an extremel y

busy and productive year for th e
Macromolecular Crystallography (MX )

Group . During the year we have seen the
installation and commissioning of th e
ESRF-EMBL sample changers on al l
seven end-stations that fall within th e
remit of the group . The sample changers
will fundamentally alter the way in whic h
the beamlines are utilised, and wil l
facilitate the investigation of increasingl y
complex systems via the screening of a
large number of samples . The latest
addition to the MX suite of beamlines
became available for users during the
autumn . This beamline (ID23-2) is a
microfocus beamline 100% dedicated
to MX . The beamline builds on in-house
experience with Kirkpatrick-Bae z
focussing optics to provide a focal spo t
size of 9 pm (ultimately to be 5 pm), and
is equipped with both a mini-
diffractometer and a sample changer. A
hectic year of beamline activity was
completed by the installation of ADS C
Q315r detectors on the beamlines ID23 -
1, ID29 and ID14-4 . Together with th e
increasingly reliable and sophisticate d
automated beamline alignment tools ,
these beamline developments are

outlined in more detail by X . Thibault o n
page 71 . The very busy year on th e
beamlines was complemented, in

October, by the completion of the MX
Group's wet lab in the new PSB building .
In January 2006 this building wa s
inaugurated in honour of our lat e
Director of Research Carl-Ivar Brànden ,
and the PSB building is now named i n

his honour.

The research programme in MX at th e
ESRF embraces that performed by the
external MX community on both th e
public and CRG beamlines and that
carried out by the ESRF in-house team .
This latter includes structural biolog y
and methods development as well as
the technical developments alread y
discussed .

As the highlights presented in thi s
chapter demonstrate, the trend toward s
the study of complex systems shows
no sign of abating . The mechanisms of
DNA repair in bacterial systems is
characterised by the action of the
complex of proteins known as recBCD .
The crystal structure analysis of recBC D
in complex with DNA has allowed
Singleton et al. (page 60) to propose a
mechanism for the process o f
homologous recombination in bacteria.
The outlier in terms of complexity
among these articles is the work of
Nelson et al. (page 61), where the ability

to investigate microcrystals of th e

amyloid cross- R spine has allowed the

investigators to propose a mechanis m

for the formation of amyloid fibril s
associated with neurodegenerativ e
diseases . The circadian rhythm is a
fundamental biological mechanism that
controls the functioning of our "bod y

clock" . The operation of this system is
the subject of the work of Yidiz et al .

(page 63), where they are able t o
propose the mechanism of interaction of
two of the key components in th e
circadian cycle of the fruit fly Drosophila .

Nature has evolved a number of

molecular motors to accomplish motility .

The myosin superfamily groups thos e
motors that progress along an acti n
filament by conversion of chemica l
energy into movement . Within this family
the action of myosin VI is anomalous
due to the inversed directionality th e

system produces . Ménétry et al.
(page 64) propose an explanation fo r
this apparent anomaly thanks to the
high-resolution crystal structure they
have obtained using ESRF MX facilities .

The strength of the science carried ou t
on the CRG beamlines is reflected in th e
contribution of two of the highlights
presented in this chapter. Pizarro et al.

(page 65) reveal the structure of Apica l
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Membrane Antigen 1 (AMA1), a

candidate for a malaria vaccine that i s
currently undergoing clinical trials . In th e
second, an example of combined
ESRF/CRG research, Dong et al.

(page 68) report the native structure of a
tryptophan 7-halogenase (PrnA) and the
structures of PrnA in complex with

substrate (tryptophan) and product

(7-chloro-tryptophan) . Together thes e
structures allow the authors to
propose a mechanism for the fantasti c
regioselectivity of these enzymes . Ou r
examples of research from the publi c
programme concludes with an exampl e
of the work that has for many years

tested the limits of MX at synchrotron

facilities : Wilson et al. (page 66) have
determined the X-ray structure of the
ribosome binding domain of RR F
(RRF-DI) bound to the large ribosoma l
subunit of the eubacterium Deinococcus
radiodurans and are able to propose a
mechanism for ribosomal recycling .

In-house research continues to develo p
the understanding of the physical an d
chemical processes underlying th e
interaction of X-rays with matter and two
highlights are presented here . In the first,
Nanao et al. (page 70) turn the "problem "
of radiation damage to macromolecula r
crystals into an opportunity for increased
phasing power. It is expected that thi s
method can be extended to become a
routine tool for the enhancement of
phasing information used in the de novo
solution of crystal structures . Finally,
Timmins et al. (page 68) present the
crystal structure and mechanism of
maltooligosyltrehalose trehalohydrolas e
(MTHase) from Deinococcus radiodurans .
A presumed forerunner of the extrem e
radiation tolerance of this organism to
ionising radiation is its tolerance to
desiccation . Trehalose appears to be th e
most effective stabiliser of dried protein s
and membranes with the availabl e
evidence suggesting that trehalos e
protects membranes and proteins by
serving as a water substitute. In thei r
report, the authors resolve key question s
concerning how this enzyme produce s
the trehalose that is critical to th e
extremophile nature of Deinococcus

radiodurans .

G. Leonard and S. McSweeney

RecBCD : A Molecular
Machine for DNA Repai r

The genetic integrity of all organisms is under constan t

threat from a variety of internal and external sources ,

such as radiation, chemical carcinogens and reactive

cellular species . Often, these agents damage DNA

directly . As a consequence, cells have evolved elaborat e

mechanisms to continuously scan for and repair suc h

damage .

One of the major DNA repair pathways is that o f

homologous recombination (HR) . In principle, this
pathway allows an error-free restoration of the origina l
genetic information . The repair process involves th e
copying of an undamaged strand of identica l
(homologous) DNA and splicing the resultant copy int o

the damaged strand . Taken as a whole, the process i s

quite complex, but a key step is the initial processing o f

the damaged DNA to generate free 3' single-stranded
tails [1] . In the bacterium E. coli, the RecBCD multi -
protein complex, mediated by an octameric DN A
sequence known as Chi (x), catalyses this process .

X

.03 '

, 5 '

0 5'

1
5'

Fig . 76 : Schematic diagram of the reaction catalysed
by RecBCD. The enzyme binds to a free duplex end (a )
and starts to unwind the DNA and digest the 3' stran d
(b) . Upon encountering the Chi site (c), the nuclease
activity is switched and the enzyme continues; now
digesting the 5' strand (d) . RecBCD is also capable of
loading RecA onto the exposed 3' strand to provid e
the substrate for the next step of homologou s
recombination (e) .
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The RecBCD enzyme binds at the broken DNA end and
rapidly unwinds the duplex in an ATP-dependen t
manner. As unwinding proceeds, the 3' terminate d

strand is continuously degraded by an endonucleas e

activity . This unwinding and digestion continues until the
Chi sequence is encountered, at which point the enzym e
pauses, and the nuclease switches to the other DN A
strand. The enzyme then continues unwinding th e
duplex, digesting the 5' terminated strand and loadin g
the RecA strand-exchange protein onto the 3' strand ,
now capped by the Chi sequence (Figure 76) i n
preparation for the next stage of HR.

Considerable amounts of biochemical and genetic data
have been obtained on the RecBCD system . Recent
results have shown that the enzyme has a bipola r
helicase activity, with one motor translocating alon g
each strand, each running with opposite polarity [2] . It
has been shown that the 3'-5' and 5'-3' helicas e
activities reside with the RecB and RecD subunits
respectively, the nuclease is associated with the C -
terminal domain of RecB and Chi recognition occurs i n
RecC .

We have recently determined the crystal structure of
RecBCD bound to a blunt-ended DNA hairpin using data
collected on ESRF beamlines ID14-1 and ID14-4 . The
structure was solved in the absence of ATP and so
represents an initiation complex prior to translocation
(Figure 77) . Despite this, the DNA substrate has been
partially unwound, with four base-pairs of the duplex
split .

Fig. 77: Ribbon diagram of the RecBCD complex . Rec B
is shown in orange, RecC blue, and RecD green . The
two strands of DNA (grey) are split at the top of th e
protein and enter tunnels directing the 3' tail to th e
RecC Chi-recognition site and nuclease, and the 5' tai l
to RecD . The active site of the nuclease is highlighte d
by a bound calcium ion, depicted as a red sphere .

As expected from sequence analyses, both RecB an d

RecD have folds characteristic of superfamily I DN A

helicases, with the C-terminal nuclease domain of RecB

attached by a long flexible linker . In the crystal structure
a calcium ion replaces the native magnesium ion in th e

nuclease active site . The RecC protein forms a plate-like

scaffold around which the RecB is tightly wrapped, whil e

RecD maintains a looser association . RecC has thre e

channels running through it ; a large central cavit y
responsible for binding RecB, and two smaller channel s

for each of the DNA tails . These channels guide the 3 '

and 5' tails towards the nuclease and RecD respectively.
Intriguingly, the 3' channel is partially formed from the N -

terminal domain of RecC, which also has a characteristic

helicase fold, a fact not apparent from the sequence .
This observation suggests that RecC is in fact a defunct
helicase, which has evolved the ability to recognise the
Chi sequence . In the current crystal structure, th e
nuclease is ideally positioned to accept the 3' tail of th e

DNA following its passage through RecC . Presumabl y
the Chi sequence induces some conformational switch ,
which alters the nuclease strand specificity as well as
activating the RecA loading process .

These structural studies have shown how two helicase s
can combine to form a highly efficient molecula r

machine and provide a basis for an elaborate regulate d
nuclease system. Unravelling the details of this contro l
mechanism should prove to be a rewarding exercise .
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The Structure fro m
Microcrystals of the Cross-0
Spine of Amyloid Fibril s
Decades of research by medical and biological scientist s
have established that neurodegenerative amyloi d
diseases, such as Alzheimer's, are each associated wit h
a particular protein that converts into fibrillar form .
Although these various proteins differ in sequence an d
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a

c

three-dimensional structure, their fibrils share common

properties : they are - 80-150 Â in diameter, highly
elongated and unbranched ; they bind flat dyes such a s
Congo Red and display a characteristic birefringence ,

showing that they harbour an apolar, periodically arrayed

environment ; they give a characteristic "cross-13"
diffraction pattern, reflecting extended protein (beta )
strands, perpendicular to the fibril axis, spaced abou t
4.8 Â apart . These similarities point to a commo n
structure for the spine of all amyloid fibrils, including th e

"amyloid-like" fibrils formed from globular proteins b y

removing them from their native conditions . Thi s

common structure resisted detailed elucidation in th e

past because of the difficulty of extracting atomic-leve l

detail from fibrillar samples, either by NMR or X-ra y

diffraction .

Our road to the atomic structure of the cross-[3 spine ha d
to surmount two major barriers . The first was crystals .
We selected the yeast protein Sup35 for X-ra y

crystallography because extensive studies in othe r

laboratories have shown that its formation of amyloid -
like fibrils is the basis of protein-based inheritance an d
prion-like infectivity. The fibril-forming tendency o f
Sup35 had been traced to the amino terminus of th e
protein and from this region we isolated a seven-residue ,
fibril-forming segment with sequence GNNQQNY [1] .

This peptide dissolves in water, and at a concentration o f
approximately 400 pM, forms amyloid-like fibrils in a fe w
hours . These fibrils display all of the commo n

characteristics of amyloid fibrils . When dissolved a t
higher concentrations (about 10-100 mM), GNNQQNY
forms elongated microcrystals, no larger than - 40 pm i n
length and - 1 pm in diameter. Although extremely small ,
these crystals were well ordered, and were the first trul y
crystalline form of amyloid-like substances eve r
discovered .

The second barrier to structure elucidation was how t o
collect single crystal X-ray diffraction data from suc h
small crystals. Progress came when Dr. Carl-Iva r
Branden, the former Scientific Director of ESRF put th e
UCLA amyloid group in touch with the ESRF team wh o
had developed the microfocus beamline 1013 . The
diffraction data collected yielded structures fo r
GNNQQNY and for its shorter version NNQQNY [2] .

The atomic structure of GNNQQNY revealed som e
features that were expected, and also some surprise s
(Figure 78) . As expected, each GNNQQNY molecule is an
extended beta chain, and each is hydrogen bonded t o
identical molecules above and below it forming standar d
parallel [3-sheets . Each sheet is related to a mating sheet
by a two-fold axis, and a translation along the fibril axi s
by one half the inter-strand separation . Surprising to u s
is that the two sheets are unusually close, with their side -
chains intermeshed, forming what we term a `steric

d)

c

Wet
interfac e
Dry
interface

	

++
++

Fig. 78 : Structure of GNNQQNY. Unless otherwise noted ,
carbon atoms are coloured in purple or grey/white ,
oxygen in red, and nitrogen in blue . (a) The pair-of-
sheets structure showing the backbone of each 13-stran d

as an arrow, with ball and stick sidechains protruding .

(b) The steric zipper viewed down the a axis . The amid e

stacks of the dry interface are shaded in grey at the
centre, and those of the wet interface are shaded in pale

red on either side . (c) The GNNQQNY crystal viewed
from the top of panel a, along the b axis . Nine pairs o f

13-sheets run horizontally. Peptide molecules are show n

in black and water molecules are represented by red + .

(d) The steric zipper: close-up view of a pair of

GNNQQNY 13-sheets from the same view as panel c,
showing the remarkable shape complementarity of th e
Asn and Gln sidechains protruding into the dr y
interface . 2Fo-Fc electron density is shown, and the
position of the central screw axis is indicated .

zipper' . This tight interface between the two sheets i s
utterly dry, with no water molecules and there are n o
hydrogen bonds from one sheet to its mate . It is this dry ,
closely-fitting steric zipper that holds the two sheet s
together. This same feature is found in microcrystals o f

other amyloid-forming peptides from protein s
associated with human diseases that we hav e
subsequently examined .

The biological implications of the structure of GNNQQNY
are: (1) A short peptide of a few (4-7 residues), rather
than an entire protein is sufficient to form amyloid-like
fibrils . That is, the spine of amyloid fibril has a simple r
structure than previously believed ; (2) The amyloid state
of protein is an unusually dry state; (3) The bon d
between the two sheets is extended, but formed b y
weak van der Waals forces . These suggest routes
towards developing therapies for terrible diseases suc h
as Alzheimer's and related amyloidoses .
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Crystal Structure o f
Drosophila Period Protein :
Insight into Circadian Cloc k
Regulation

Most organisms exhibit 24-hour activity cycles calle d
circadian rhythms (from the latin circa diem = about a
day) . Circadian rhythms are generated by circadian
clocks, which are operated by interconnecte d
transcriptional-translational feedback loops [1] . Period
(PER) proteins are central components of the Drosophila
and mammalian circadian clocks . Their function is
controlled by daily changes in synthesis an d
degradation, cellular localisation, phosphorylation as
well as specific interactions with other cloc k
components. In order to shed some light on these
molecular mechanisms, we have solved the crysta l
structure of a Drosophila Period (dPER) fragment
comprising two tandemly-organised PAS (PER-ARNT-
SIM) domains (PAS-A and PAS-B) and two additiona l
C-terminal a-helices (aE and aF) . To this end, we hav e
collected 3 .5 A SeMet-MAD data for experimenta l
phasing at beamline ID29 and a 3 .15 A native data set

Fig. 79 : Crystal structure of the Drosophila Perio d

(dPER) dimer. Moleculel is shown in red and grey ,

molecule2 in yellow and blue . PAS-A and PAS- B

denote the two PAS domains in each monomer. The
PAS-A dimer interfaces are highlighted by red circles .

for final refinement at beamline ID14-2 .

PAS domains represent a diverse and ubiquitous famil y

of sensory-, signalling- and protein-protein interactio n

modules, which consist of a five-stranded antiparalle l
B-sheet (BA-BE) covered on one face by several a -
helices (aA-aC) . The crystal structure of the dPER PAS
repeat region reveals a non-crystallographic dime r
stabilised by two sets of intermolecular PAS domai n

interactions (Figure 79) . The dimer interfaces are
mediated by interactions of PAS-A with a conserve d
tryptophan residue, Trp482, in the BD'-BE'-loop of PAS -
B (PAS-A-Trp interface, Figure 79 and Figure 80a) and
with the helix aF located at the C-terminal to PAS- B
(PAS-A-aF interface, Figures 79, 80b), respectively.

Interestingly, a point mutation which leads to extended
(29 hour) days in living flies (pe rL mutation) is located i n
the centre of the PAS-A-aF interface . The pert mutation ,
which corresponds to an exchange of Va1243 to As p

Fig . 80 : PAS-A dimer interfaces of dPER . Th e
PAS-A domain of molecule 1 is shown in red .
Helix aF and the PAS-B-13D'-BE' loop with
Trp482 of molecule 2 are shown in blue . The
two PAS-A orientations provide closeup view s
of (a) the PAS-A-Trp482 dimer interface an d
(b) the PAS-A-aF dimer interface. W482 an d
the perL mutation site V243 are labelled at th e
respective interfaces .
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(V243D), dissociates the dPER dimer in gel filtration
analysis, presumably by introducing a negative charg e
into this hydrophobic interface (Figure 8Ob) . Thus we

propose that the PAS-A-aF interaction plays a critical role

in circadian clocks and that the 29h phenotype of perr

mutant flies is caused by a destabilisation of this interface .

Site-directed mutagenesis studies, guided by ou r

structure, have allowed us to document the functiona l

significance of both dPER dimer interfaces . The strong

conservation of Trp482 in mammalian PER (mPER)
homologues suggests, that the PAS-A-Trp interface i s
also present in the mPER dimers observed in th e
mammalian circadian clock. Additionally, our structure
has led us to propose a model for dPER interaction wit h
Timeless, the second central component of th e

Drosophila clock. Future structural analysis an d
structure-based biochemical experiments shoul d
improve our understanding of the molecula r
mechanisms underlying circadian clock regulation .
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The Myosin VI Structure
Reveals the Mechanism of it s
Reverse Directionalit y

Nature has evolved a number of molecular motors whic h
accomplish motility by producing directed force alon g
cytoskeleton filaments . The myosin superfamil y
regroups the motors that progress along an acti n
filament by conversion of chemical energy (provided b y
ATP hydrolysis) into mechanical energy, while
transporting cargos and vesicles throughout the cell . The
current view of how myosins couple ATP hydrolysis an d
actin binding to movement is known as the "swingin g
lever arm hypothesis" . Briefly, the motor/ATP hydrolysi s
cycle is coupled to small movements within the moto r
domain, that are amplified and transmitted via the

"converter" subdomain to an elongated region, calle d

the lever arm. The lever arm (which consists of a targe t

helix and associated light chains) further amplifies th e

motions of the converter into large directed movements .

Myosin VI, like myosin V, has been described as a

dimeric processive motor, taking multiple steps along

the actin filament before detaching . However, myosin VI ,

in constrast to all other characterised myosins, move s

toward the minus (-) end of the actin filament [1] .
Perhaps because of its reverse directionality, myosin V I

has another unusual feature : it takes similarly sized step s
to those of myosin V, despite having a much shorter leve r

arm . This property cannot be explained in the context o f

the "swinging lever arm" theory since its step size is no t

proportional to its lever arm length. In addition, myosin V I
contains a specific, unique, insert of 39 residues locate d
between the motor domain and the lever arm . Together,
this evidence suggests that myosin VI produces forc e

using a mechanism different from that of other myosins .

Electron microscopy maps of the myosin VI motor bound
to actin gave the first indication that the unique 3 9
residue insert was involved in the myosin VI reverse

directionality. These maps reveal that an ADP-mediated

conformational change in the distal part of the moto r

occurred in the opposite direction to that observed fo r
other myosins and that the lever arm was directe d
toward the (-) end of the actin filament in both states [1] .
However, molecular engineering studies using myosi n
VNI chimera, in which the insert was added or removed ,
concluded that the motor domain, and not the uniqu e
insert, determined the direction of myosin motility . Quit e
unexpectedly, we have later shown that this uniqu e
insert corresponds to a novel target sequence fo r
calmodulin with calcium bound .

We have determined the structure of myosin VI in a
nucleotide-free state at 2 .4 A resolution data collecte d
on ID14, ID23 and ID29 (Figure 81) . This structure reveals

Actin filamen t

Fig . 81 : The structure of nucleotide-free myosin V I
compared to that of myosin V (left) . Note th e
difference in the position of the lever arm (IQ motif,
cyan) due to the unique insert (purple) and it s
associated-calmodulin molecule . The convertor
domain is highlighted in olive .
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only minor differences in the structure of the moto r

domain when compared to myosin V [2] . However th e

lever arm of myosin VI is directed in the opposit e

direction towards the (-) end of the actin filament and th e

unique amino acid insert is a helix that plays a crucia l

role in this reversal of direction . The proximal end of thi s

helix wraps around the converter rather than emergin g

as a straight helix while the distal part of the insert form s
a previously unseen calmodulin-binding motif .

Both the insert and its associated calmodulin make
specific interactions with the converter domain . The ne t

result of these interactions is that the lever arm is rotated
about 120° from the position of the lever arm found fo r
(+) end motors. This structure, which represents that at
the end of the powerstroke, largely accounts for myosi n

VI reverse directionality . In redirecting the lever arm, th e

insert creates a bias for the binding of the second hea d
towards the (-) end of actin filament . Modeling of th e
myosin VI conformation at the beginning of the stroke
using the motor domain of myosin II in its pre-
powerstroke state reveals that the stroke produce d
would be much smaller than that experimentall y
measured. In contrast, similar modeling for myosin V

fully accounts for its 7 nm stroke (Figure 82) .

Actin filament

Fig . 82 : Reversal of directionality mechanisms i n
myosins . Light chains are omitted for clarity. (R) Rigo r
state : a nucleotide-free high affinity state for acti n
filament following force production . (PPS) Pre-
powerstroke state : an ADP.Pi state of weak affinity fo r
actin filament that preceeds force production .

Myosin VI thus produces force using a different
mechanism to myosin V and we propose that a kinesin -
like uncoupling/docking mechanism could fully explai n
the movements of myosin VI . In this hypothesis, a
specific region (the SH1 helix) unfolds to uncouple th e
lever arm from the motor domain prior to forc e
generation . Its refolding upon force production woul d
impose a stroke that could be as large as 11 n m
(Figure 82) . However, to further understand how myosi n
VI works, the structure of this motor in othe r
conformations is needed .
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The Structure of a Leading
Malaria Vaccine Candidate:
Apical Membrane Antigen 1

Malaria is a global health problem that severel y
hampers economic and social development in man y

third-world countries . It results in more than 2 millio n

deaths each year and, along with HIV/AIDS an d
tuberculosis, is one of the three "diseases of poverty" .
Malaria is caused by the unicellular parasit e
Plasmodium, with the two species, P. falciparum and P.

vivax, being responsible for most cases of the diseas e

in humans [1] . With the growing problem of parasite
resistance to anti-malarial drugs, the search for an
effective vaccine has received much attention in recen t
years . A number of surface proteins from Plasmodium
show promise as vaccines and Apical Membran e
Antigen 1 (AMA1) is one such candidate currentl y
undergoing clinical trials . The precise biologica l

function of AMA1 is not known but it is essential fo r
invasion of the host liver and red blood cells by th e
parasite . Antibodies induced by AMA1 prevent invasio n
and provide the principal mechanism of protection
against the disease when used in immunisations [2] .

AMA1 is a type I membrane protein comprising an N -
terminal ectoplasmic region of about 450 amino acids, a
single transmembrane segment and a small C-termina l
cytoplasmic domain. The crystal structure of th e
recombinant soluble ectoplasmic region from th e
species P. vivax has been solved by MAD using a
platinum derivative (data measured on BM14 and ID14-4)
and refined at 1 .8 A resolution . The three-dimensional
structure of this region of AMA1 is divided into thre e
domains (Figure 83) . Although no structural similarity t o
known protein folds was anticipated from the amino acid
sequence of the antigen, both domains I and II wer e
found to have a fold belonging to the PAN (Plasminogen -
Apple-Nematode) motif . These two domains sho w
negligible sequence identity between each other, bu t
their structurally equivalent regions (a total of 8 3
residues) nonetheless superimpose with an r .m .s .
difference of 2 .7 A between the Ca positions . Domain II I
does not belong to any previously identified protein fold .
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Fig . 83 : Structure of the ectoplasmic region of AMA 1
showing domain I (blue), domain Il (yellow) and
domain III (red) .

Some regions of the AMA1 polypeptide chain are found
as large surface-exposed insertions on the basic PA N
core of domain I or domain Il ; these are essentially
devoid of any regular secondary structure and sho w
significant flexibility. Since AMA1 homologues are foun d
in other members of the phylum Apicomplexa, to whic h
Plasmodium belongs, we speculate that domains I and I I
derive from a gene duplication event that occurred earl y
in the evolution of this class of unicellular organism . Littl e
is known about general structure/function relationship s
of proteins bearing PAN domains, but one of their roles
is the adhesion to protein or carbohydrate ligands .

Many Plasmodium surface antigens, including AMA1 ,
have developed a high level of polymorphism (antigeni c
diversity) to escape the immune response of the host . I n
AMA1 from P falciparum, 52 residues of the ectoplasmic
region (12% of the sequence) are polymorphic . Most of
this polymorphism resides in domain I, suggesting tha t
this region plays a major role in camouflaging th e
parasite against the host's immune response . Curiously,
however, the distribution of polymorphic sites is highly
biased to one side of the molecule, implying that

antigenic variation on the other side is subject to stron g

functional constraints . Moreover, we have pinpointed a

functionally important region of AMA1 by mapping the

epitope of an invasion-inhibitory monoclonal antibod y

through a systematic mutation study and relating thes e

results to the three-dimensional structure . The epitope i s

located at the base of a flexible 40-residue loop o n

domain II that is devoid of any known polymorphisms . I n

addition, studies on the naturally acquired immunity o f

individuals living in malaria-endemic regions have show n

that this region also carries an immunodominant T-cel l

epitope. Thus, the importance of the domain II loop i n

the immune response and its conserved sequence

between different P. falciparum isolates suggest that i t

might form a basis for simpler (sub-domain) vaccin e

constructions .
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X-ray Crystallography Stud y
on Ribosome Recycling :
Structural Explanation fo r
RRF-mediated Subuni t
Dissociatio n

Ribosome recycling is commonly referred to as th e
fourth stage of translation as it follows the initiation ,
elongation and termination phases . Ribosomes entering
the recycling phase contain an mRNA with a stop codon
positioned at the A site, and an uncharged (deacylated )
tRNA at the P site. In bacteria, this functional state i s
recognised by the ribosome recycling factor (RRF) ,
which together with elongation factor G (EF-G) an d
initiation factor IF3, promotes both the dissociation o f
the ribosome into subunits and the release of the mRN A
and tRNA, thus recycling the components for the nex t
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Fig . 84 : (a) RRF-Dl (red )
interacts with helix 69 (H69 )
and ribosomal proteins L1 6
(green) and L27 (magenta) o n

the D. radiodurans 50 S

subunit . (b) EF-G bindin g

induces a shift in the positio n

(as indicated by arrow) o f

RRF-DII towards h44 of th e
30S subunit leading t o

disruption of the intersubuni t

bridge contact between h44
(yellow) and H69 (orange) .

round of traislation . The importance of ribosome
recycling is emphasised by the universal presence o f
RRF in bacteria, as well as in the mitochondria an d
chloroplasts, but not in the cytoplasm, of eukaryotic
cells . Deletion of frr, the gene encoding RRF, is lethal i n
all the bacteria tested so far. Moreover, in Mycoplasma

species, which have severely reduced genome sizes du e
to removal of nonessential genes, frr has been retained .
The cellular importance and kingdom distribution of RR F
thus make bacterial ribosome recycling an attractive
target for drug design, a prerequisite of which is a high -
resolution structure of the ribosomal binding site of RA F

Using data collected on ID29, we have determined th e
X-ray structure of the ribosome binding domain of RR F
(RRF-Dl) bound to the large ribosomal subunit of th e
eubacterium Deinococcus radiodurans at 3 .3 A resolutio n
(Figure 84a) . Our study confirms the general conclusion s
observed in lower resolution (-12 A) cryo-EM studies [1] .
However, the position of RRF found in the cryo-E M
analysis must be rotated 7° and shifted by 8 A to be
aligned with the position determined here, thu s
significantly altering the predicted sites of interaction . I n
addition, we observe multiple contacts that were not see n
in the previous studies . In our study, the atomic details o f
the interaction of RRF with the large ribosomal subunit
reveal that domain I of RRF contacts (exclusively) element s
involved with tRNA binding and/or translocation
(Figure 84a) : (i) nucleotides G2252-G2254 of the P loo p
(H80), which play an important role for the positioning o f
the tRNA in the P-site, (ii) the base of A2602 present i n
H93, which has been suggested to guide the CCA-ends o f
the tRNA from the A- to the P-site during translocation, an d
(iii) the ribosomal proteins L16 and L27 at the peptidyl-
transferase centre, which have been implicated i n
positioning of tRNAs at the P site .

The most extensive contacts between RRF-Dl and th e
50S subunit are with helices 69 and 71 (H69-H71) o f
domain IV of the 23S rRNA (Figure 84a and b) . In the
70S ribosome, H69 and H71, make contact with h44 of
the 30S subunit, to form stable inter-subunit bridges [2] .
Binding of ARE-Dl to the 50S induces movement of H69

away from the stalk region, to resemble more closely th e

position observed in the Thermus thermophilus 70S

ribosome [2] . However, the loop of H69 in the D50S-
RRF-DI structure has a different and more ope n

conformation compared to that in the 70S, such that its
tip is shifted by 20 A towards h44 of the small subunit .

To understand how RRF and EF-G interact on th e

ribosome during recycling we modeled a RRF-EFG-70 S

complex by (i) superimposing domain I of know n

unbound RRF structures with the position of RRF-DI on
the 50S subunit, (ii) modeling a 70S-RRF structure b y
combining the high resolution 30S subunit with our 50 S
structure on the basis of the known 70S ribosom e

structure [2], and (iii) docking EF-G on the ribosome o n
the basis of 70S-EFG cryo-EM reconstructions. The
resulting model suggests that domain Ill and IV of EF- G
predominantly make contact with domain II of RR F
(RRF-DII) upon binding . Cohabitation requires RRF-DII t o

move towards h44 on the 30S subunit (indicated b y
arrow in Figure 84b) . This leads us to suggest that
splitting of the 70S ribosomes into subunits during
recycling results from disruption of the universall y
conserved intersubunit bridges through a combination of
the action of RRF-DI on H69 and the EF-G induce d
action of RRF-DU on h44 . Support for this model has
been born out by recent cryo-EM structures of EF-G an d
RRF on the large ribosomal subunit [3] .
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The Structure of Tryptopha n
7-Halogenase (PrnA) Suggests
a Mechanism for
Regioselective Chlorinatio n

Chlorinated natural products such as vancomycin an d
rebeccamycin are widely used in medicine . Although the
chemical synthesis of these compounds is known, th e

agents in clinical use are actually made by fermentation o f

bacteria . The chlorination of these compounds has long

been of interest to chemists and biochemists . This i s

because the enzymatic transformation which underlies th e
synthesis must exhibit exquisite regioselectivity . For many
years the chlorination of natural products was assumed t o
rely on haloperoxidases . These are metal based enzyme s
which utilise hydrogen peroxide to generate a metal boun d
hypohalous ion . The metal bound intermediate is release d
as HOCI which then chlorinates substrate . However, thi s

process lacks the regioselectivity seen in many importan t
biologically active chlorinated natural products . Recently,
gene sequencing has identified a new class of enzyme tha t
displays regioselectivity and that has been shown to b e
responsible for the chlorination of almost all bacteria l
natural products . These enzymes require FADH 2 and
molecular oxygen for activity and many laboratories hav e
speculated on mechanisms which would explain the
regioslectivity observed .

Fig . 85 : a) Ribbon diagram of the PrnA-FADH an d
tryptophan complex . a-helices are shown in blue,
[3-strands in orange . The FADH 2 cofactor (left han d
side) and tryptophan substrate are shown in ball an d
stick representation ; b) The electron density for th e
substrate tryptophan molecule bound at the enzym e
active site . The surrounding residues are shown .

We have determined the native structure of a tryptophan 7 -
halogenase (PrnA) - a member of the flavin dependent class
of halogenases - using Se Met labeling of the protein an d
diffraction data collected on BM14 (Figure 85a) . Structures
of PrnA complexed to substrate (tryptophan) and product
(7-chloro-tryptophan) were then obtained using data
collected on ID14-1 (Figure 85b). The structures show that
PrnA can be decomposed into two modules, a flavi n
binding module and a substrate binding module . The flavin

binding module is similar in structure to monooxygenas e

enzymes and also binds the chlorine atom . The tryptopha n

binding module is unique . Crucially tryptophan and flavi n

are separated by 10 A effectively ruling out any direct

transformation of substrate to reaction product .

Using the data obtained from our structure we were abl e

to design chemical and biochemical experiments t o

probe the reaction mechanism. Based on thes e

experiments we propose that the enzyme makes HOCI i n

the flavin module and channels it to the tryptopha n

module. When at the correct position, HOCI is activate d

and takes part in electrophilic aromatic substitution .
Halogenation using HOCI is well known in nature an d
organic chemistry, yet it lacks the reactivity an d

regioselectivity required for biosynthetic pathways . We

suggest that with the halogenases described here
biology has evolved a remarkable mechanism o f
generating, activating and controlling HOCI .
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Crystal Structure o f
Maltooligosyltrehalose
Trehalohydrolase from D.
radiodurans
Deinococcus radiodurans is a bacterium that displays a n
extraordinary resistance to a wide-range of DNA -
damaging agents, such as ionising radiation an d
desiccation [1] . Since there are no terrestria l
environments that generate high doses of radiation, i t
has been proposed that the radioresistance of D .
radiodurans has arisen as a by-product of selection fo r
desiccation resistance .

The removal of water from a cell is a severe, often letha l
stress . During desiccation, cell metabolism is completel y
arrested and subsequently needs to be fully recovered
during rehydration and extensive damage is caused to
DNA, proteins and lipid membranes . Certain sugars hav e
been shown to contribute to the stability of proteins ,
membranes and whole cells during prolonged dehydration .
In particular, trehalose appears to be the most effectiv e
stabiliser of dried proteins and membranes . Trehalose
is a non-reducing a-1,1-linked disaccharide (a-D -
glucopyranosyl-1,1-a-D-glucopyranose) that accumulate s
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in organisms under stress conditions . Evidence suggest s

that trehalose protects membranes and proteins by servin g

as a water substitute [2] .

D. radiodurans uses an unusual pathway for trehalos e

biosynthesis . Two enzymes, maltooligosyltrehalos e

synthase (MTSase) and maltooligosyltrehalos e

trehalohydrolase (MTHase), catalyse the breakdown o f
maltooligosaccharides or starch into trehalose . MTHase
is a member of the a-amylase family of ([3/a) 8 barre l
glycosidases, which comprises enzymes with a wid e

variety of known activities . We have determined the hig h

resolution (1 .1 Â) crystal structure of D. radiodurans
MTHase (DrMTHase) using the single-wavelengt h
anomalous dispersion (SAD) method and data collected
on beamlines ID29 and ID14-2 . Crystal structures wer e
obtained for both apo- and disaccharide-bound (maltos e
and trehalose) forms of DrMTHase .

Fig . 86 : Ribbon representation of the crystal structur e
of DrMTHase . Each domain is represented in a
different colour and the catalytic residues ar e
illustrated in ball-and-stick representation .

DrMTHase is a monomer and displays three majo r
domains (Figure 86) : an N-terminal domain (domain N )
that consists of an eight-stranded immunoglobulin-lik e
Greek key fold, a central catalytic ([3/a) 8 barrel domai n
(domain A) and a C-terminal domain (domain C) tha t
consists of a six-stranded y-crystallin-type fold . Three
additional subdomains (domains B, D and E) protrud e
from the central domain A (Figure 86) . The structures o f
DrMTHase in complex with either maltose (an a-1,4 -
linked disaccharide, which mimics a short portion of th e
substrate) or trehalose (the product of the reaction )
reveal that all three inserted subdomains B, D and E are

crucial for substrate binding . As shown in Figure 87, two

channels are formed at the surface of DrMTHase to bind

long sugar chains, one leading down to the active site

and another guiding the sugars out again . Unlike othe r

members of the glycosidase family, DrMTHase

undergoes a significant conformational change upo n

substrate (maltose) binding, in order to guide the sugar

chain into the active site . Subdomains B and E trap the

substrate in the active site and most likely maintain th e

sugar chain in a strained conformation in order to lowe r

the energy barrier of hydrolysis .

Fig . 87 : Illustration of the electrostatic surfac e
potential of DrMTHase in which red and blu e
represent negative and positive potential s
respectively. Bound sugars are represented in green
(maltose) and yellow (trehalose) .

The presence of trehalose in the ,active site of th e
DrMTHase-trehalose complex has allowed th e
identification of the residues involved in the selectiv e
binding of the a-1,1-linked sugar, trehalose, as opposed
to other maltooligosaccharides . The sugar units are
specifically recognised by an extensive hydroge n
bonding network, in which many water molecules are
involved and are further stabilised by hydrophobic
stacking interactions in between two protein aromati c
side chains . Importantly, the His332 NE2 atom hydrogen -
bonds directly to the 06 atoms of the two sugar units o f
the bound trehalose molecule . This interaction i s
trehalose specific, since the presence of both 06 atom s
at hydrogen-bonding distance from His332 NE2 could
only occur with a a-1,1-linked disaccharide .

This work has revealed the mode of substrat e
recognition of DrMTHase, which is most likely shared b y
other members of the subfamily of MTHase enzymes ,
since most of the critical residues are conserved . The
presence of this unusual trehalose synthesis pathway i n
the extreme radiation and desiccation-resistan t
bacterium D. radiodurans suggests that this pathway
may be essential to its survival, especially as th e
`classical' pathway involving trehalose-phosphat e
synthase is missing . The rapid breakdown of the mos t
widely available source of maltodextrins in nature, i .e .
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soluble starch, would be an efficient mechanism t o
rapidly produce trehalose in response to environmenta l
stress .
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Phasing of Macromolecula r
Structures using Radiatio n
Damage

The determination of novel macromolecular crysta l
structures is a critical step in the detailed understanding o f
many biological processes . During the course of structure

determination, crystallographers must overcome the s o

called `phase problem' : while intensities of the X-rays

diffracted by macromolecular crystals can be measured ,
phases cannot . The ESRF has a number of dedicated
macromolecular crystallography (MX) beamlines where th e
energy of the incoming beam can be rapidly tuned to the

absorption edge of the relevant heavy atom, thus

enhancing the anomalous signal needed to solve the

phase problem . These beamlines, together with fixed -
energy MX stations as well as numerous other state-of-

the-art and dedicated MX beamlines around the world ,

have made an extraordinary impact in structural biology .

Whereas these high intensity sources allow dat a
collection at an unprecedented speed, they also painfull y

reveal the problem of radiation damage. Radiatio n

damage quickly reduces the diffractive power of th e
cryocooled crystal, and can lead to specific changes

within the structure . Heavy-atom substructures seem to
be particular prone to damage, thus reducing anomalou s
signals, whereas small dispersive signals are easil y
swamped by non-isomorphism induced by the X-ray
beam [1,2] .

Rather than regarding radiation-damage as a problem t o
be avoided, we have shown that the specific nature of
radiation-damage can actually be used to phas e

Fig . 88 : Experimental RIP electron-density maps of lysozyme for different subsequent iterations in the structur e
determination using SHELXE . A total of 11 substructure iterations were made during which the substructure siz e
increased from 8 to 40 . Maps were drawn after iteration Nos . 1, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11 .
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macromolecular structures [3] . The method has bee n

named RIP ; Radiation-damage Induced Phasing . It i s

tempting to compare the RIP method with the Single -

Isomorphous Replacement (SIR) method, where tw o

data sets are collected, one on a native crystal and on e

on a derivative . While collecting a highly redundant data

set on a single crystal and splitting the data series into a
number of cornplete, low-redundant data sets, the firs t
data set could be seen as `the derivative', whereas a

later data set could be treated as `the native' . Existing

software can then be used for solving the phase proble m

in a SIR-like manner.

Six RIP data series have been collected on ID14-4 on
crystals of native proteins : most structures could be
phased solely using the radiation damage signal . We
have shown that RIP may also be seen as a Multipl e
Isomorphous Replacement (MIR) experiment, where th e
native data set is missing . In contrast to MIR, a RI P

substructure consists of a large number of smal l
structural changes. Special software needs to be
developed to take into account the presence of bot h
gains (positive) and losses (negative) of electron density .
We have demonstrated that careful scaling is needed t o
take the overall decay of the crystal into account .
Existing packages have been adapted to exploit the
specific nature of RIP : SHELXC and SHELXD for initia l
substructure determination while allowing the later dat a
set to be downscaled', and SHELXE to allo w
substructure iteration whilst accounting for negative an d
positive electron densities (Figure 88) .

Unlike SIR, MIR and MAD, RIP can be performed on
crystals of native proteins . The technique i s
complementary to sulfur-SAD: the combined use o f
these techniques could become a "magic bullet" -
overcoming the need to derivaterise proteins . The ful l
maturation of the RIP technique requires th e
development of a new generation of software package s
that can accurately model and exploit radiation damage .
We have presented some initial steps towards thi s
purpose .
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Continuing Automation of
ESRF MX Beamline s

Modern synchrotron-based macromolecular crystallography

facilities must be extremely reliable, user friendly an d

capable of very high throughput data collection . The bes t

means of ensuring this goal is to enable such beamlines t o

function automatically. Macromolecular Crystallography

(MX) facilities are particularly amenable to automation as

they specialise in one technique that is repeated many time s
a day, namely the collection of high quality single crysta l

diffraction data . Automation procedures for MX beamline s

should address several aspects of an experiment : the

provision of the X-ray beam onto the sample ; the mounting
and dismounting of samples onto the goniometer ; the
characterisation of crystal diffraction quality and subsequen t

data collection and processing procedures . ESRF staff

in collaboration with the EMBL Grenoble out-statio n
Instrumentation group and other European institutes hav e
made significant contributions to all of these areas [1, 2] .

On ID23-1 a new instrument control system analyse s
information from various instrument position monitor s
and detectors so that an optimal X-ray beam can b e
delivered to the sample . A graphical overview, shown i n
Figure 89, presents the instrument status . Now that th e
new control system has been thoroughly tested, it will b e
adopted by the other ESRF MX beam lines during 2006 .

Fig . 89 : Diagnostic display on ID23-1 .

A new generation of robotic sample changers (SC3 ,
Figure 90) that were developed and built in Grenoble ar e
now installed on all seven of the ESRF MX beamlines [1] .
These sample changers allow automation of the
mundane and time consuming procedure of mountin g
and dismounting a crystal on the goniometer .
Additionally, the SC3 robots are equipped with CC D
cameras and barcode readers, together they read th e
SPINE standard two-dimensional datamatrix code s
etched on the bases of the sample holder contained i n
the robot . This allows each sample to be identified and ,
in conjunction with the DNA software and the ISPy B
Laboratory Information Management System, provides a
means for sample tracking before, during and after a n
experimental session . These tools also provide the basi s
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for a data collection pipeline (DCP) developed at th e
ESRF [2] . The DCP allows the automatic screening of the
diffraction quality of the entire contents of a sampl e
changer and (when coupled with a Data Ranking Modul e
implemented in DNA) allows the automatic selection o f

the "best" crystal from which to collect data for th e

project in hand .

Fig . 90 : ADSC Q-315r detector and sample change r
(SC3) .

The collaboration between ESRF and EMBL-Grenobl e
has been instrumental in the successful development o f
the mini-Kappa goniometer head (Figure 91) . Thi s
device will improve the way diffraction data for MX i s
collected at the ESRF, particularly when a smal l
anomalous signal needs to be measured accurately.
When such devices are used on the beam lines (ID23-1 ,
ID29, ID14-4) newly equipped with the ADSC Q-31 5
detector (Figure 90) they will also provide great benefi t
to scientists studying biomolecules with large unit cells .

Fig . 91 : Mini kappa goniometer .

Taken as a whole, the recent developments at the ESR F

MX beamlines mean that they now provide a n
outstanding framework on which MX experiments ca n
be performed .

Principal publication s
[1] F. Cipriani et al ., Automation Instrumentation for Hig h
Throughput Macromolecular X-ray beamlines, Submitted
to Acta Cryst D .
[2] A. Beteva et al., High throughput sample handling an d
data collection at synchrotrons : embedding the ESR F

into the high throughput gene to structure pipeline ,
Submitted to Acta Crystallographica Section D -
Biological Crystallography .

Author
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(on behalf of the Joint Structural Biology Group (JSBG)
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Introduction
Surface and interface preparatio n
and characterisation have becom e
commonplace . Ultra-high vacuum

facilities and much of the associate d
equipment, that would have been th e
most important and almost exclusiv e
tools of the surface scienc e
specialists half a century ago, ar e
nowadays widely used in many
scientific and technologica l
disciplines . Surface science on th e
other hand has expanded into areas
that were not too long ag o
considered as being too "dirty" to b e
associated with this discipline ,
such as heterogeneous catalysis ,
solid/liquid interfaces and friction ,
electrochemical plating, corrosion ,
batteries and fuel cells, soft
condensed matter and biology.
Increasingly in the limelight are in situ
observations of surface modification s
and growth as well as structure-

property relationships . Surface and

interface science (SIS) is als o
naturally an integral part of nano -

science, since the surface/interfac e
to volume ratio of atoms/molecules i s
increasing strongly with shrinkin g
size of objects . At the ESRF surfaces

and interfaces are studied at about

50% of all beamlines. However,
the three ESRF insertion devic e
beamlines ID01, ID03, and I032 ,
which comprise the SIS group, and
the CRG bending magnet beamlin e
BM32 represent the specialists in thi s
area .

2005 had been an important year
for SIS at the ESRF. Following a n
intensive discussion with the SIS
user community, it was decided at
the end of 2004 to rigorousl y
refurbish the surface X-ray diffractio n
beamline ID03 . In 2005 this decisio n
had to translate into action, and th e
most urgent task was to replace th e
personnel, which had left, and devis e
a strategy for the refurbishment . Now
the beamline is again fully staffed .
Two very experienced scientists and

a second postdoc, an expert i n
surface crystallography, have been

hired . For reconstruction, 1003 ha d
been completely dismantled, but i s
by now back in place again with
increased space for equipment .
Towards the end of spring, it i s

scheduled to cater again to users
with much improved optics an d
refurbished experimental facilities .

Progress and development can also b e
reported from the other two SIS
beamlines . At ID32, focusing wit h
compound refractive lenses for surface
diffraction and Fresnel lenses for
photoelectron spectroscopy are now
available . A high-resolution secondary
monochromator is presently bein g
installed and a new state of the art
primary monochromator is due to arriv e
in March 2006. At ID01 plans are taking
shape to gear the beamline up to
further explore the nano world wit h
smaller focal spot sizes and by
exploiting coherent scattering .
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With scientific news from ID01 and th e
nano-world we are also starting th e
2005 SIS highlights . Malachias e t
al . (page 74) retrieve detaile d
quantitative information about th e
internal structure and the atomi c
ordering in Ge islands on silicon .

Whereas bulk SiGe alloy is disordered ,
they find surprisingly ordered SiG e
domains in the interior of the smal l
islands . The way to establish order i n
assemblies of nano-particles, to find
tricks to force inorganic matter to sel f
organize, is in fact a big issue i n

current research . Leroy et al. (page 76)
report in the next contribution about a
new method to achieve this . Using the
UHV growth and in situ X-ray
scattering facilities at BM 32 they
demonstrate that a two dimensiona l
array of dislocations can be employe d
for forcing an assembly of tin y
magnetic dots to assemble into a n
ordered superstructure .

as medicine . Hauschild et al . (page 81 )
employed XSW in combination wit h
XPS at ID32 to resolve the minut e
structural changes introduced into a n
organic molecule when it is bound to a
silver surface. The last contributio n
underlines, that surface scientists, i n

the past "addicted" to UHV, now tackl e
the structure and properties of "real"
surfaces . Ackerman et al . (page 83)
report about the investigation of a
platinum catalyst during carbon

Fig . 92 : Image of Mn within the
cubic unit cell of GaAs . Renderin g

of X-ray standing wave data taken a t
ID32 .

monoxide oxidation, which is an
exciting example in this respect . At
ID03 they observed the associate d
structural changes of the surface at
high temperature and close to
atmospheric pressure . By monitoring

the gas composition in the reactio n
chamber, they could intimately link th e
structural changes to changes in
catalytic activity

J. Zegenhagen
Three highlights are devoted to
structure-property relations . Popa et
al . (page 77) employed surface X-ray
diffraction at ID03 to shed light on th e
astonishingly different magnetic
behaviour of ultra-thin cobalt an d
nickel films on a platinum surface . By
solving the structure of the films they
reveal the importance of magneto -
elastic effects . Thiess et al . (page
79) utilised X-ray photoelectro n
spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray
standing waves (XSW) at ID32 to carry
out an investigation that seem s
impossible at first sight . They
determined the sites of origin in th e
unit cell for electrons in specific part s
of the strontium titanate valence band .
The third highlight in this category i s
by Lechner et al . (page 80) . They used
anomalous X-ray diffraction at 100 1
to resolve the relationship betwee n
the strain and the magnetic phas e
diagram in thin layers of magneti c
semiconductors, which are materials ,
which may become the workhorses o f
future spintronic devices .

The last two of the SIS highlight s
are dedicated to surface chemistry .

Interfacing organic and inorganic matte r
is increasingly attracting interest, being
of paramount importance to fields such

Nanostructures

Atomic Ordering in Self-assembled Ge
Quantum Dots

The spontaneous formation of self-assemble d
nanostructures has become a driving force i n
nanoscience research during the last two decades .
Semiconductor quantum dots are well-known example s
of such a nanoscale system where the opto-eletroni c
behavior depends on the atomic-level configuration . I n
order to understand heteroepitaxial strained laye r
growth, Ge islands on Si(001) have been extensivel y
investigated as a model system . Coherent G e
nanostructures are spontaneously formed on top of a
three monolayer thick wetting-layer. Recent anomalou s
X-ray experiments have shown that a considerabl e
amount of Si from the substrate is incorporated into G e
dome-shaped islands during growth [1] . However, the
interdiffusion mechanism remains obscure at the atomi c
level . In this work basis forbidden reflections were
measured in nominally pure Ge islands on Si(001) . The
existence of an atomically ordered alloy phase insid e
these islands confirm the crucial rule of surface kinetics
to the final island structure and composition .
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A 0-20 radial scan in the vicinity of the in-plane Si(400 )
surface reflection is shown in Figure 93a . The broad

intensity distribution along the q r axis indicates that th e

lattice parameter, which was initially constrained to th e

Si value, relaxes continuously towards the Ge lattic e

parameter with increasing height inside the islands . A

rather unexpected result is obtained when the scattere d
intensity is measured in the vicinity of the (200) reflectio n

(Figure 93b), which is forbidden for pure Si and G e
crystals and also for a random alloy of the two elements .

This strongly indicates that the domes consist of a SiG e

alloy with a long-range atomic order.

b) 7
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Fig . 93 : Radial scans in the vicinity of (a) Si (400 )
reflection and (b) Si (200) reflection . The upper scal e
directly indicates the in-plane lattice parameter .
(c) Angular scans performed at (400) and (200 )
reflections .

Performing a size-sensitive angular (0) scan for a fixe d
20, one probes the corresponding Fourier transform of a
region with constant lattice parameter. One angula r
profile close to the (400) reflection (Figure 93c) exhibits
a broad peak and subsidiary maxima, resulting from th e
finite size and narrow size distribution of constant-lattice
parameter region . In contrast to the (400) reflection, an
angular scan performed at the (200) reflection yields a
very different profile as shown in Figure 93c . A
pronounced minimum is observed at q a = 0, which
cannot be generated by structures that are interfering

constructively. Such a profile is modeled by introducin g

anti-phase boundaries, which are generated by stackin g

faults in the in-plane atomic sequence, leading to phas e

inversions in the X-ray wave .

The complete q r/qa measured intensity map close to th e

Si (200) reflection is shown in Figure 94a . A weak narro w

peak is seen exactly at the Si (200) position, indicatin g

that the wetting-layer is partially ordered, but without

establishing anti-phase boundaries . Hence, alloying an d

ordering begin as soon as Ge is deposited . Si atoms are

incorporated into the wetting-layer in the initial phase o f

growth and into the islands after the beginning of thei r

nucleation . The map shown in Figure 94b was obtained
simulating the ordered domain size and distributio n

inside one island . Selected angular cuts from th e
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Fig. 94 : Measured (a) and simulated (b) qrq a intensity
maps in the vicinity of the Si (200) reflection . Fou r
numbered qa scans (dashed lines in maps (a) and (b) )
are shown in (c) . (d) Size of islands and domains as a
function of lattice parameter and height . (e) Ge
concentration and atomic ordering map showing the
location of ordered domains inside islands .
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experimental and calculated maps are shown i n

Figure 94c . A comparison between island and domain

size is shown in Figure 94d, where the size of the anti -

phase domains was obtained from fits of the (200) ma p

and the island size from fits at the (400) reflection (no t

shown here) . For both, island and domain, there is a

linear variation of size with lattice parameter and height ,

suggesting the existence of a stress-mediate d

mechanism that determines the island and domain size .

A three-dimensional concentration map of the domes

was obtained from anomalous scattering measurement s

of the (400) reflection [1] . Figure 94e depicts schematicall y

the distribution of domains inside the islands . Ordered

regions are present mainly in parts of the island where th e

Ge concentration reaches approximately 0 .5 .

It is worth noting that atomic ordering influences th e
electronic/optical properties of these islands . The
presence of ordered domains results in a shift of the
phonon frequency, band edge alignment and th e
semiconductor gap. Finally, the study of forbidden
reflections can lead to a better understanding of th e

interdiffusion process in Si/Ge and similar Stranski -

Krastanov systems .
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Self-organised Growth of
Nanoparticles on a Surface Patterned
by a Buried Dislocation Network

The fabrication of ordered metal and semiconducto r
nanoparticles on solid surfaces with a uniform an d
controllable size and shape and with a high spatia l
density is an important challenge as it may fin d
applications in nanoelectronics, ultra-high densit y
recording materials and nanocatalysis . It has been
predicted that strain patterned substrates induced by a

buried dislocation network (DN) can serve as templates
for growing uniform and regularly-spaced nanostructures .
We present a new method based on a (001) metal

surfaces nanostructured by a misfit dislocation network

buried a few nanometres below the surface . We show

that the trapping energy of adatoms is large enough t o

allow an ordering of nanostructures at roo m

temperature . The cobalt/silver interface is chose n

because it is a test bed for magnetic nanoparticles, a s

Co exhibits a three-dimensional (3D) growth on Ag(001 )

and because it does not alloy at room temperature . To

modulate the surface strain field, a Ag film was grown o n

a MgO(001) substrate . Due to the cube on cube epitaxial

relationship and the 3% lattice mismatch between A g

and MgO(001), strain relaxation occurs via a square

misfit dislocation network with a period of D .- 10 nm [1] .

The experiments were carried out on the BM3 2

beamline, using a newly-developed setup allowin g

GISAXS, GIXD and X-ray Reflectivity (XR) measurement s

on the same sample, in situ [1], in Ultra High Vacuu m

(UHV), at different growth stages (here of Ag and Co) . A
5 nm-thick 2D Ag(001) epitaxial film on MgO(001) was
obtained by growing a much thicker film, annealing it ,

and then ion bombarding it, with in situ X-rays whil e

monitoring by GISAXS, Ag(110) anti-Bragg GIXD, and XR

measurements .

Fig. 95 : (a) Experimental GISAXS pattern with th e
incident beam along the MgO[110] direction . (b) Sam e
as (a), but with the incident beam along [100] .
(c) Scheme of the scattering geometry of GISAX S
(d) Cuts along Q1 of the dislocation network
scattering rods extracted from GISAXS patterns (a) (q )
and (b) (0) (multiplied by 10 for clarity) and best fits .

A detailed (nano-)crystallographic study of the strai n
patterned substrate was first performed by GISAXS .
Figures 95a and b display two GISAXS image s
measured on the Ag/MgO(001) film with the incident X -
ray beam respectively parallel to the (110) and (100)
MgO(001) crystalline axes. Sharp scattering rods in th e
() II direction reveal a periodic nanopattern of four-fol d
symmetry, which were shown to be due to the burie d
DN. As expected [1], the in plane rod position s
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correspond to dislocation lines oriented along the <110 >

substrate directions, with a periodicity D = 10 .95 nm .

GISAXS measurements were then performed during th e
growth of Co on this nanostructured template fo r
different substrate temperatures and Co growth rate . Co
was finally deposited at room temperature and at a very

low rate (4x10-3 nm/min), respectively to decrease th e

thermal energy of the adatoms with respect to the D N

nucleation trapping potential, and to increase th e
diffusion length of Co atoms and thus their probability t o

find a nucleation site . From the very beginning of th e

growth (0 .04 nm), the subtracted GISAXS images display
intensity oscillations along the DN scattering rods with a

damped sinusoidal shape (Figure 96a) . The oscillatio n

amplitude increases with deposition time, reaches a

maximum for an equivalent Co deposited thickness o f

0 .19 nm, and then decreases (Figure 96b) . The period ,
equals to 5 nm, is a signature of the height difference
between the Co clusters and the interfacial ON . Most
importantly, these oscillations reveal the organise d

growth of Co clusters, since an interference effect ca n

only occur if the phase shift between the wave s
scattered by the Co clusters and those scattered by th e
DN is well defined, i.e. if the Co clusters are wel l
localised with respect to the dislocations positions .

of the growth of Co clusters at room temperature ,

leading to self-organised growth . We believe that thi s

method could be used for many different systems, meta l

thin films being favoured with respect to semiconducto r

ones because of the dislocation mobility necessary to

reach the equilibrium state .
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Fig. 96 : (a) Experimental interference pattern with the
incident beam along the [110] direction, for a 0 .14 nm-
thick Co deposition . The intensity is represented on a
linear scale . Oscillations along the rods are clearl y
visible . (b) Intensity of the interference term versus Q1 ,
for different deposition times (symbols) with best fits .
(c) Schematic representation of the Co clusters positio n
with respect to the dislocation intersection lines.

A quantitative analysis unambiguously showed that th e
Co dots are located above the dislocation crossing lines ,
and have a height of 2 atomic layers.

To conclude, we have shown that the periodic surfac e
strain field induced by a misfit dislocation network burie d
as far as 5 nm below an Ag(001) surface allows control

Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy of
BCC Ni Ultra-thin Films Grown o n
Pt(001) Surface

The magnetic anisotropy of ultra-thin films is very usefu l
in magnetic devices where well-defined eas y
magnetisation axes are needed. Different ferromagnetic
films on weakly magnetic substrates have bee n
investigated in search of perpendicular magneti c
anisotropy, which is of particular interest for application s
in high-density magneto-optical storage . Once a system

with perpendicular anisotropy is found, the goal is t o
understand how the magnetisation can spontaneousl y
be oriented perpendicular to the surface, while the shape
anisotropy tends to strongly orient the magnetisation i n
the plane of the film .

Such a system is Ni/Pt(001), which exhibit s
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy at room temperatur e
for a large range of thickness . Magneto-optic Kerr effec t
(MOKE) measurements were performed in situ at the
Surface Diffraction Beamline, ID03, in a geometry of th e
magnetic field slightly inclined with respect to th e
sample surface . The Ni film becomes magnetic at roo m
temperature at 10 ML thickness, with a perpendicula r
easy axis . The polar MOKE cycle, which probes th e
perpendicular component of the magnetic field, i s
presented in Figure 97a . The coercivity increases with the
film thickness and the anisotropy remains perpendicular ,
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part . The BCC (001) Ni peak was identified at L = 2 .6 .

The vertical cell parameter was measured, showing a

tetragonal distortion of the BCC Ni structure (c/a = 1 .07) .

A comparison was realised with the system Co/Pt(001) ,

previously studied at the ID03 beamline . For exactly th e

same crystallographic structure, the magnetic behaviou r

is completely different : as soon as the Co film becomes

magnetic, it exhibits only in-plane anisotropy [1] .

This difference can be understood on the basis o f

magneto-elastic effects . The bulk magnetostriction

constants for FCC Co and FCC Ni are : Xco = 7 . 5 .10 - 5 and

a,Ni = -4 .6 . 10-5 . Thus, Co and Ni behave oppositely unde r

magnetic field : Co expands and Ni contracts in th e

direction of the applied magnetic film . We will presume

here that the magnetostriction constants of the BCC thi n

films have the same signs as the bulk values .
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Fig. 97 : Polar MOKE signal measured for Ni films
deposited on Pt(001), of thickness : (a) 10 ML;
(b) 20 ML ; (c) 40 ML.

as showed for 20 ML in Figure 97b . At 40 ML, the
decreasing polar MOKE signal indicates that the film i s
close to the point of switching toward in-plane anisotrop y
(Figure 97c) .

The magnetic measurements were completed with an in
situ crystallographic study, realised by surface diffractio n
at the ID03 beamline . A BCC(001) structure wa s
identified for the Ni thin films, which arose from its very
small lattice mismatch (3 .7%) with the surface structure
of Pt(001) . Ni grows pseudomorphically on Pt(001), as
proven by the similarity of the specular (00L) and non -
specular (11 L) rods, presented in Figure 98 for a 10 ML
Ni film. Thickness fringes are clearly visible in the low L

0 .001ô

Fig . 98 : (00L) and (11L) rods of a 10 ML Ni film deposite d
on Pt(001) .

The tetragonal distortion of the BCC structure of the N i
and Co films causes an increase of the elastic energy.
Magneto-elastic effects will try then to orient th e

magnetisation in a way that compensates this increase .

For the Co films this compensation is realised with in -
plane magnetisation, while for Ni films the perpendicula r
magnetisation is needed .

These experimental results are in agreement with firs t

principle calculations of uniaxial magneto-elasti c
anisotropy of Co and Ni ultra-thin films, realised by
Burkert and co-workers [2] . They obtained a tetragona l
distortion within the Bain path from FCC to BCC favor s
in-plane magnetic anisotropy for Co and perpendicula r

magnetic anisotropy for Ni .

In conclusion, BCC Ni ultra-thin films were grow n
pseudomorphically on the Pt(001) surface . Thei r
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, observed in a larg e
range of thicknesses at room temperature, was

understood on the basis of tetragonal distortion of the
BCC structure and of magneto-elastic effects .
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Site-specific Valence Band Structure
of SrTiO3 Determined by X-ray
Standing Wave s

Structure and chemical composition define th e

properties of materials, notably the band structure, i .e. ,

the valence band and conduction band, of solids . The

band structure in turn is predominantly responsible fo r

the optical and electronic characteristics of a material ,

such as the colour and the ability to reflect or absor b
light or the electrical conductivity and the spee d

of electronic transport . Using X-ray photoelectro n
spectroscopy (XPS), a well-known tool for studying th e
chemical composition of materials, and combining it wit h

the X-ray standing wave (XSW) technique, we can obtai n

electronic information on the atomic scale . It is possibl e
to revealing how structure and chemical composition ar e
related to the electronic structure of a solid . We used thi s
method at ID32 to accurately determine the site within
the unit cell of a SrTi O 3 crystal from which the electron s
from a specific region of the valence band originate .
SrTi O 3 is a wide gap (3 .2 eV) semiconductor with a cubi c
structure where titanium occupies the centre an d
strontium the corners of the cube, while oxygen reside s
at the centre of the six faces . The unit cell, shown i n
Figure 99, has a side length of 0 .3905 nm .

>a 0 .4
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Fig . 99 : Two SrTiO 3 unit cells, with the (111) standin g
wave planes indicated, are shown in the top righ t
hand part . Oxygen atoms are in blue, titanium in red
and strontium atoms in olive . a) SrTiO 3 valence ban d
for different standing wave positions while crossin g
the (111) reflection . b) 2D colour rendering of a) .
c) SrTiO 3(111) reflection curve and simultaneousl y
recorded Ti, O, and Sr core levels . 2 .753 keV is th e
energy at which the (111) reflection would occu r
according to Braggs law.
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Fig . 100 : SrTiO 3 valence band and the determine d
partial contribution to the valence band from th e

titanium, oxygen and strontium sites . The overal l

energy resolution is 750 meV. Symbols : experimenta l

results; lines : DFT/LDA calculations, weighted wit h

cross sections .

An XSW can be generated by interference via Brag g
reflecting an X-ray plane wave from a single crystal . The
period of this interference field reflects the spacing of the

diffracting planes, which are indicated with respect t o
the SrTiO3 unit cell for a (111) reflection in Figure 99 . We
can shift this wavefield by varying the X-ray energ y
within the range of the Bragg reflection, which occurs
over a few 100 meV. In this way we can scan the plane s
of the interference field in a controlled way across the

atomic positions . A maximum number of photoelectron s
with a characteristic energy will be emitted when th e
maxima of the wavefield coincide with the centre of th e
atoms of a specific element in the unit cell, here Sr, Ti ,
and O. The emission will be strongly localised even for
the largely delocalised valence band electrons, sinc e
the dipole approximation applies, meaning that
photoelectron emission occurs exclusively from th e
centre of the atoms .

The results of an XSW/XPS measurement, using a (111 )
reflection from a (001) oriented SrTiO3 crystal i n
backreflection at around 2 .753 keV are shown i n
Figure 99 . The valence band recorded for differen t
positions of the standing wave within the unit cel l
exhibits a pronounced variation in line shape, a s
shown in Figure 99a and 99b. Figure 99c shows th e
simultaneously recorded reflectivity curve, which allows
unambiguous determination of the position of th e
wavefield within the unit cell of the SrTi O 3 crystal, and at
the same time records core levels from O, Sr, and Ti . A
maximum in the core emission is observed when the
maxima of the wavefield are located at the position of
the corresponding atoms . From a visible inspection of
Figure 99a,b and comparison with Figure 99c one ca n
conclude that the valence band at about 4 .5 eV bindin g
energy E B is dominated by emission from Sr- and O-sites
whereas at E B = 8 eV the photoelectrons are mostl y
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originating from Ti-sites. With respect to the (111 )

reflection, Sr and Ti are located on a common plane .

However, utilising another suitable Bragg reflection, th e

contribution from the Sr and O-sites can b e

disentangled .

The result of a quantitative XSW analysis is shown i n

Figure 100 compared with the results of ab initio density

functional theory (DFT) calculations in the local density

approximation (LDA) . The agreement is excellent . I t

should be noted that the density of states, which ar e

determined by theory, must be weighted for compariso n

with the experimentally obtained XPS spectra . This must

be carried out for the individual elements and angula r
momentum states . These a priori unknown values fo r
the solid state, valence band cross sections are a further
important result of this study .

Author s
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(a) ESRF
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Strain Induced Changes in the
Magnetic Phase Diagram o f
EuSe/PbSeTe Multilayers

Magnetic semiconductors attract a lot of interest fo r
possible future use in spin electronics . Typical examples
are Eu chalcogenide semiconductors EuX (X = O; S ; Se ;
Te), which are classical Heisenberg magnets due to th e
direct and indirect nearest (NN) and next nearest (NNN )
neighbour exchange interactions between the localise d
magnetic moments of Eu e+ ions (spin 7/2) . In the Eu
chalcogenides, the pronounced dependence of th e
nearest and next-nearest neighbour exchang e
interactions on the interatomic distances strongly affect s
their magnetic properties . Hence, the biaxial lattice
distortions produced in strained multilayer structure s
also have a major effect on the magnetic properties .
EuSe is particularly interesting due to its metamagneti c
behaviour caused by the near balance between th e
ferromagnetic NN exchange interaction J 7 and th e
antiferromagnetic NNN exchange interaction J2 . As a
result, bulk EuSe shows several magnetic phas e
transitions between different antiferromagnetic ,
ferrimagnetic, as well as ferromagnetic phases .

We studied the growth and the magnetic propertie s
of multilayers of strained EuSe intercalated wit h
diamagnetic PbSe 1_XTe x spacers . Strained EuSe/PbSe 1 _
X Tex superlattices (SLs) were grown on top of pm-thick
buffer layers in which the ternary composition was varied
between x = 0 and 25% to adjust the strain state of th e
magnetic EuSe layers from -1 .1 to +0 .2%. In the SLs, the

Fig. 101 : (a) Anomalous XRD reciprocal space ma p

around the (111) Bragg point of a 30 x [10 ML EuSe /

23 ML PbSe] SL. Clearly visible are the centra l
superlattice peak SL0, the ±1 satellites, the PbSe buffer,

and the BaF 2 substrate peaks. The cross section of the

RSM along q Z shown in (b) clearly reveals all 28

thickness fringes corresponding to 30 SL periods .

EuSe layer thickness was kept at 10 or 16 ML, wherea s

the spacer layer thickness varied from 10 to 100 ML .
Thus, the final strain state in the EuSe layer is
determined by the lattice constant of the spacer layers ,
as well as by the thickness ratio between the magneti c
and nonmagnetic layers . To determine the structura l
quality and sharpness of the heterointerfaces ,

anomalous high resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) was
performed at the beamline ID01 . By setting the X-ray
wavelength to the Pb-Mv absorption edge around 5 A ,
the chemical contrast between the EuSe and PbS e 1_X Tex
layers can be drastically enhanced . Figure 101a shows
the resulting reciprocal space map (RSM) recorded
around the (111) reciprocal lattice point of a 30 period 1 0
ML EuSe/23 ML PbSe SL . Apart from the substrate, th e
buffer as well as central superlattice peaks, finit e
thickness fringes arising from the SL stack as a whol e
are clearly resolved between the ±1 order satellites . Thi s
is demonstrated in Figure 10l b by the qZ cross section
extracted from the RSM, where in the enlarged region al l
(N — 2) = 28 maxima of the interference function of the 3 0
bilayers are clearly observed . This proves a coherent
growth of the crystal lattice throughout the complet e
multilayer structure. From the detailed analysis of th e
anomalous XRD, the precise EuSe and PbS e1_XTe x laye r
thicknesses were obtained . To determine the in-plan e
lattice constant a ll and strain of the SL structures, w e
have recorded reciprocal space maps around the (264)
asymmetric reflection for all samples . For the straine d
EuSe/PbSeTe superlattices, pronounced changes of th e
Néel temperature TN were observed as a function of th e
in-plane strain in the layers. For the smallest -1 .1 %
compressive strain, corresponding to a ll = 6 .122 Â, TN
increases up to 6.5 K whereas for a ll = 6 .20 A, i.e ., +0 :2 %
tensile strain, a TN value of only 3 .5 K was found . Plotted
versus a ll , the TN values for the whole series of sample s
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show a linear behaviour with a slope aTN / aa ii = 37 K/A

(inset in Figure 102a), from which we obtain a linear

change of the FM exchange constant J 1 . In order to map

out the whole magnetic H-T phase diagrams of the

samples, susceptibility x(T, H) measurements at variou s

static magnetic fields H of up to 1 T were performed . The
observed peaks in the x(T) curves, indicative for th e

phase transitions, are compiled as H-T phase diagrams ,

which are shown in Figure 102 for the bulk-like EuSe

sample (a) and the -1 .1% strained EuSe/PbSe SL (b) .

The H-T diagram of the thick EuSe epilayer (Figure 102a)
shows similar phase boundaries as known for bulk EuSe ,
but with slightly increased transition temperatures an d
critical fields . For the -1 .1% strained SL sample, the

AFM phase in the H-T diagram of Figure 102b extends

to significantly higher temperatures up to TN = 6 .5 K, and
depicts higher critical field values for transitions from th e
AFM II to the FiM and from the FiM to the FM phase ,
respectively .
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Fig . 102 : H-T phase diagrams for unstrained (a) and -
1 .1% strained (b) EuSe derived from susceptibility
measurements x(T,H) (black circles) at various stati c
magnetic fields . inset : T N of all strained superlattice s
(circles) and one bulklike EuSe sample (square )
plotted as a function of the in-plane EuSe lattic e
constant a ll .

In summary, we have demonstrated that i n
EuSe/PbSe 1_x Te x multilayers the strain imposed on th e
magnetic layers influences considerably the magneti c
properties of the semiconductor EuSe .
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Surface chemistry

Out-of-plane Distortion of a Molecul e
at the Interface with a Meta l

When a molecule adsorbs at a surface, an obviou s

questions to ask is whether the internal structure of th e
adsorbate is changed by the interaction with th e
substrate. This has been studied in detail for smal l

molecules such as CO . Yet, for the interfaces of larg e

planar aromates with metals, which have recently
become a focus of considerable research activity, very
little data on the internal structure of the adsorbate i s
available . Even the adsorption height, i .e . the length o f
the molecule-substrate bond, has only been measured i n

very few cases [1] . This sparsity of experimental dat a
contrasts with the importance of n-conjugated
adsorbates in the fields of organic and molecular

anhydride O

carboxyl O

Ag(111) surfac e

Fig . 103 : (a) Chemical structure of PTCDA. (b) STM
image of two individual PTCDA molecules on Ag(111) .
The imaged local density of states resembles th e
LUMO of the free molecule . (c) STM image of th e
PTCDA/Ag(111) interface, with superstructure unit cel l
and matrix, and crystallographic directions of Ag(111) .
(d) Side view of the molecule, showing the vertica l
adsorption geometry. The vertical length scale i s
expanded by a factor 3 .
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electronics, where characterisation and control o f

contacts between molecules and metal electrodes pos e

major challenges for further development .

We have carried out normal incidence X-ray standin g
wave (NIXSW) experiments on the PTCDA/Ag(111 )

interface at beamline 1032, making use of the UH V

chamber facility . Perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride

(PTCDA), Figure 103a-b, is a prototypical organi c

semiconductor. It forms highly-ordered structures o n

many substrates and is therefore well suited for studies
concerning fundamental interface properties . If
combined with photoelectron detection, X-ray standing
wave techniques unite the structural accuracy of X-ra y
scattering methods with the chemical sensitivity o f

photoemission and thus allow the element-specifi c

determination of adsorption heights . For planar

molecules containing different atomic species, the
technique thus uniquely permits the precis e
measurement of vertical adsorbate distortions . The well -
defined site-specific interaction between PTCDA an d

Ag(111) (Figure 103c) makes this system ideally suite d

for an exemplary study of substrate-induced distortion s
in a complex planar adsorbate .

The PTCDA molecule consists of a perylene core wit h
two dianhydride groups . Since the 01 s signals of th e
carboxylic and the anhydride oxygen are chemicall y

shifted by - 2 .4 eV, the position of three distinct specie s
can be determined (Figure 103d) . We find an averag e
carbon-silver distance of 2 .86 A. Compared to th e
interlayer distance in bulk PTCDA (3 .22 A), this is a rathe r
short bond length, indicating a sizable chemica l
interaction . Moreover, we observe a distortion of th e
molecule in which carboxylic oxygens bend down, whil e
the anhydride oxygens move up . In fact, the heigh t
difference between the two oxygen species can already
be inferred qualitatively from the observation that the tw o
corresponding O1 s peaks reach their respective maxim a
at slightly different X-ray energies (Figure 104a-c) .
Quantitative analysis of the photoelectron yield curves i n
Figure 104e-f yields positions of 2 .68 A and 2 .97 A fo r

°carboxylic and °anhydride, respectively .

The observed distortion raises questions concerning th e
bonding mechanism of PTCDA on Ag(111) . From
electron spectroscopies and the submolecular scannin g
tunneling contrast shown in Figure 103b-c, we know
that the bonding is chemisorptive, and that it occur s
mainly on the perylene core of PTCDA . However, it wa s
also clear that the anhydride groups must be important ,
too, since the bonding of perylene on Ag(111) i s
considerably weaker [2] . What, then, is the role played by
the downward-bent carboxylic oxygen atoms? Does th e
buckling indicate a bonding via the carboxylic oxygens ?

Analysis of the bonding confirms the dominating role of
the perylene core, but also indicates the formation of
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Fig. 104 : (a)-(c) Ois spectra recorded at various X-ray
energies close to the (111)-Bragg-energy of 2623 .2 eV.
(d)-(f) Photoelectron yield curves fitted in dynami c
X-ray scattering theory, with corresponding coheren t
fractions .

weak Ag-O bonds involving carboxylic oxygen atoms .
This can be understood in analogy to the establishe d
theory of CO chemisorption : For PTCDA as for CO ,
carbon-derived frontier orbitals participate in a stron g
charge exchange with the metal, and as a result, certai n
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intramolecular bonds are weakened . In the case of
PTCDA/Ag(111) this weakening of intramolecular bond s
materialises as a lowering and secondary bonding of th e
carboxylic oxygen to the Ag(111) surface .

In summary, our NIXSW experiments, together with th e
lateral structure of PTCDA/Ag(111) known from STM an d
LEED, yield one of the first comprehensive structura l
models of a complex adsorbate on a metal surface ,
comprising the adsorption site as well as interna l
adsorbate distortions . We are currently extending thi s
work to different bonding situations and substrates, wit h
the aim to generate a more complete structural databas e
for the bonding of this model molecule to transitio n
metal surfaces .
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`Live' Observation of Interplay
between Structure and Chemical
Activity of a Model Catalys t

Surface Science establishes a discipline within physic s
and chemistry that has evolved over the last 40 years to
full maturity. Recently, the emphasis has been shiftin g
away from static structures towards surface processe s
and dynamics . This is especially important in the light o f
the role that surface processes play in many practica l
phenomena and applications . A prominent example o f
such processes are chemical reactions at surfaces, i .e .
heterogeneous catalysis .

The traditional surface-science approach to catalysis i s
to investigate clean, well-ordered, single-crystallin e
surfaces under highly idealised conditions of lo w
temperatures and low pressures (UHV) and follow the
interaction of pure gasses at low pressures with thes e
surfaces . Much is known on regular adsorptio n
structures and the energetics of adsorption, diffusion ,
reaction and desorption . The philosophy has been t o
extrapolate this data to high pressures and hig h
temperatures . This requires an unrealistic leap of faith

over the so-called `pressure gap' of typically 10 orders of
magnitude, separating these laboratory experiments an d
practical conditions. Compared to most UHV-base d
techniques, X-rays are almost completely unaffected b y
the presence of the gas phase . Thus, Surface X-Ray
Diffraction (SXRD) can resolve the structure of the activ e
catalyst under true operating conditions without any los s
of accuracy. Such experiments bring the additiona l
advantage of introducing realistic reaction rates tha t
bring the concentrations of reaction products to a leve l
that can easily be measured on-line, simultaneously wit h
the diffraction measurements . This combination provides
a one-to-one correlation between the atomic-scal e
structure and the catalytic activity of the catalyst surface .

A favorite model reaction system is the oxidation of C O
on Pt . Recent high-pressure STM observations o n
Pt(110) have demonstrated that at a sufficiently hig h
O 2 /CO pressure ratio this surface undergoes a structura l
phase transition, which has a dramatic effect on th e
reaction mechanism and strongly enhances the reactio n
rate. The STM data have been interpreted in terms of th e
formation of a thin platinum oxide film on the Pt(110 )
surface, on which the CO molecules oxidise through a
Mars-Van Krevelen mechanism [1] . Other experiments as
well as theory [2] strongly suggest a similar scenario o n
other metal surfaces .

Fig . 105 : Top right : in-plane reciprocal space map of th e
Pt(110) surface (blue circles) and the extra diffractio n
maxima due to the (PtO 2 ) oxide layer ; bottom : bal l
model of bulk terminated and oxide covered Pt(110 )
(left) and ball model of bulk a-Pt0 2 (right) .

Here we present the first observation by high-pressure
SXRD performed at the ID03 beamline, of a correlatio n
between the reactivity and the structure of a catalys t
surface. The experiments performed during CO oxidatio n
on Pt(110) show that the most active structure is a thi n
oxide film, namely Pt O2 . After preparing the surface unde r
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UHV conditions, the surface was exposed to 500 mbar of

02 . This led to new diffraction peaks at non-integer H and

K positions in reciprocal space, forming a regular, slightl y

distorted hexagonal pattern . The unit mesh of this Pt laye r

was very close to that of a-PtO2, suggesting that th e

overlayer was a distorted PtO 2 layer, azimuthally aligne d

with the substrate, and oriented with its c-axis along th e

surface normal (Figure 105) . The oxide crystal truncatio n

rods supported this interpretation and showed that th e

oxide was only 2 to 3 monolayers thick.

When exposed to CO, the oxide is reduced and we
recover a metallic (CO covered) surface . In mixtures o f

CO and 02 , the surface can switch between the oxid e
and the bulk-terminated metallic form .

Time [min ]

Fig . 106 : Simultaneously measured X-ray diffractio n
intensity from the PtO 2 oxide (top panel) and partia l
pressures of CO, O2, and CO 2 (bottom panel) .
Separate CO pulses were admitted to the reactor ,
which was initially filled with 500 mbar of 02 at a
temperature of 625 K .

The full power of the method becomes apparen t
when we combine the diffraction experiment wit h
simultaneous measurements of the CO oxidatio n
reactivity (Figure 106) . Starting with the a-PtO2 surface i n
500 mbar of 02 , we admitted pulses of pure CO. The CO
started reacting to CO 2 as it entered the chamber. From
the increase in the CO 2 pressure, the typical turnove r
number can be estimated to be 3 x 10 3 molecules/site/s
at 625 K in 80 mbar CO and 500 mbar 0 2 .

The fifth CO pulse, at t = 150 min, was so large that the
oxide layer was reduced completely : the diffracte d
intensity from the oxide layer dropped to zero and the
surface reverted to the metallic state . Simultaneously, a
strong decrease was observed in the reactivity, as wel l
as a significant change in the reaction kinetics, i .e. the
reaction mechanism .

The combined measurements of surface structure and
reaction dynamics explicitly demonstrate that a surface

oxide is formed on Pt(110) that, contrary to traditiona l

`wisdom', exhibits a significantly higher reaction rat e

than the original metallic surface .

Our observations show that in situ measurements unde r

actual reaction conditions are an absolute necessity fo r

a meaningful investigation of the complex behaviour o f

model catalysts .

The potential of high pressure in situ experiments i s

underlined by the attention and strong support they ar e

presently receiving, for example within the ESR F
(refurbishment of ID03) and within the Europea n

community (NanO2 project) .
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X-ray RbsDption
and Magnetic Scatterin g

Introductio n
As in past years, the scienc e
produced in the general area of
X-ray absorption and magneti c
scattering covers a very wide rang e
of subjects. The growing trends are

the combination of techniques, th e
extension of existing methods to ne w
applications and the development of
new X-ray methods . For example, th e
X-ray Detected Magnetic Resonanc e
(XDMR) article — (Goulon et al ., page
93) .

There are also examples o f
measurements on the femtosecond
time scale using the core-hol e
clock method (Braicovich e t
al ., page 90) and on femtometre
length scale in magnetostrictio n
measurements (Pettifer et al ., page
98) . Magnetic circular dichrois m
methods have been used as a n
indirect probe to study quantu m

diffusion (Ohresser et al ., page 91 )
and coherent diffraction has been
utilised to study charge density wave

dislocations (Le Bolloch et al. page

96). Many of the studies in th e

following pages push the limits o f

methods utilising high pressure, hig h
magnetic fields, high and lo w

temperature with absorption o r
scattering techniques to expand ou r
knowledge in many fields (Acet et al .

page 99, Mannix et al. page 86 ,
Poloni et al. page 87, Wilkins et al .

page 97) . More will surely b e
forthcoming in the near future wit h
facilities like the 10T magnet reachin g
its full potential on 1020 and th e
further exploitation of the XDM R
technique on 1012 . The impact of thi s
later work could easily be very wid e

and some experiments have als o
been made in this general direction i n
the soft X-ray range [1] .

Growing trends also include the use o f
novel in situ preparation techniques ,

an example of which is the in situ
plasma treatment of samples (Fart e
et al ., page 94) . In addition, the

combination of many spectroscopi c

methods to address a single proble m
is becoming increasingly important ,
particularly in chemistry, as shown
by the study on "metal organi c

frameworks" (Prestipino et al., page

89) . Also X-ray absorption studies
have been used to address difficul t
biological problems such as the
oxidation state of copper in
complexes (D'Angelo et al ., page 97) .

It should also be mentioned that ther e
are many other noteworthy studies
which could not be included . For
example, work published in the pas t

year has shown that additiona l

information can be extracted b y
measuring the spin polarisation of
emitted electrons . One paper explore d
the pure Fano effect in ferromagnets

with an important theoretical aspect t o
the understanding of the phenomen a
[2] . Another study combined X-ra y
absorption measurements at th e
NSRRC source in Taiwan and spi n
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Unravelling Multipole Orde r
with Resonant X-ray
Scatterin g
Neutron and X-ray scattering techniques are establishe d

microscopic tools to reveal magnetic structure . However,

the familiar dipole magnetic order of ferromagnets an d

antiferromagnets is not the only possible order

parameter. Higher order geometric constructs ,

generically known as multipoles, may become th e

primary order parameter in some instances . A powerfu l

new microscope of both magnetic and multipole order i s

provided by resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) .

We have used RXS to elucidate the hitherto

incomprehensible long range order occurring in phas e

IV of Ce0.7La0 .3B6, which condenses out of th e

paramagnetic phase below Tlv = 1 .5 K. The results

indicate that below Tlv a novel state of electronic order

parameter segregation exists in which the polarisation o f

the 4f states exhibits octupole multipole order symmetr y

coexisting with dipole magnetic order of the 5d levels [1] .

The success of the experiments have hinged crucially o n

development of a compact 1 .0 Kelvin base temperature

cryostat at the XMaS beamline of the ESRF [2] .

Figure 107a gives the low temperature (1K) RXS polarise d
peak intensity, as a function of the incident photo n

energy at the Ce L2 edge of the (3/2 3/2 3/2) position .

The on (open circles) response, wherein the outgoin g

photon experiences a n/2 rotation of its electric field, i s
characterised by two peaks . The upper coincides wit h

the white-line of the absorption edge (E = 6 .167 keV) an d
is assigned to electric dipole transitions (El) probing th e
5d conduction states, while the lower, at 6 .160 keV, i s
associated with electric quadrupole (E2) transition s

probing the 4f states . For the ou intensities (solid circles ,

no change in polarisation), only the E2 RXS peak i s
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polarised measurements at the ESR F

to investigate the problem of orbita l

liquids by studying the orbital moment

end crystal field splitting in LaTiO3 [3] .
Again one sees that by being abl e
to measure another experimenta l

observable more information can be

gained .

In summary, the research highlight s

of the past year show an evolution of

the research into new and potentiall y
very exciting directions . Old method s
are being used for new problems ,
additional insight is being obtained
by the combination of method s

and new experimental tools are

being developed. These trends are

important today and for the future a s
we will see in future highlights .

N. Brookes
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Fig . 107 : (a) & (b) The RXS fo r
the co (blue circles) and cm

(red circles) scattere d
polarisations at 1 .0 K and

1 .7 K, respectively.
The dashed line indicates th e
El and E2 energy thresholds .

(c) The temperatur e
dependence of the El and E 2
RXS . The inset compares th e

widths of longitudina l
Q-scans at the El and E2

energies .
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present . The hack of an El as component, explored ove r
a broad range of azimuth settings, provides clea r

evidence of magnetic dipole order in the 5d shell .

A dramatic difference is observed in the temperatur e

dependence of the polarised scattered intensities at th e

El and E2 energy thresholds, as demonstrated i n

Figure 107c . The E2 as and an intensities decrease at

the same rapid rate above 1K and disappear at Tiv = 1 . 5

K . However, the El an intensity decreases only graduall y

with increasing temperature, suffers a discontinuity a t

T iv, and continues up to - 3 K, i .e. well into the nomina l

paramagnetic phase . The effect is highlighted by

comparing the energy response of the on intensities

below, Figure 107a, and above, Figure 107b, T N where

only the El RXS response remains . Below Ti v the therma l

evolution of underlying sub-lattice order parameters can

be described by I = IT-Tlvl2p(5d,4) where 3(5d,4f) are the

power law exponents for the 5d and 4f responses . The

solid lines for T < Ti v in the temperature dependence of

Figure 107c are fits with 3(5d) = 0 .33, 3(4f) = 0 .99 and

T iv = 1 .5 K. The ratio of 3 coefficients is compatible wit h

5d magnetic and 4f octupole order.

The widths of the longitudinal scans taken at El and E2 ,
given in insert of Figure 107c, are also markedl y
different . The E2 data is consistent with long-rang e
order, while the El data is broad, indicating a
mesoscopic order - 20-30 nm . The El intensity above
TI v, taken in conjunction with the radically differen t
widths in the longitudinal scans, gives clear evidence fo r
electronic order parameter segregation at a mesoscopic
level in this compound .
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Fig . 108 : The Azimuthal dependence of the RXS at th e
El and E2 energy thresholds for aa (blue circles) an d
an (red circles/triangles) scattered polarisations .

The azimuth dependence of the (3/2 3/2 3/2) Brag g

reflections for the El [an (open triangles)] and E2 [aa

(solid circles) and an (open circles)] resonances at 1 K

are shown in Figure 108 . The inferences drawn confir m

and extend those made on the basis of Figure 107 .

Namely, the El an scattered beam is without azimut h

dependence indicating 5d magnetic order, whilst the E 2

ca and an dependencies arise from a scattering

amplitude of octupole symmetry . In particular, at the E 2

resonance, both as and an scattering is observed with ,

however, different azimuth dependencies . The E2 as

scattering has six-fold symmetry, while the E2 an is

three-fold . The solid lines are fits which represen t

scattering amplitudes of octupole symmetry from the C e

4f states. The model reproduces the azimuth

dependencies together with their phase offset an d

relative intensities using only one scaling parameter [1] .

The symmetry analysis of the E2 azimuth, Bragg angl e
and temperature dependencies determined by the RXS
technique, brings to light electronic order of octupol e
symmetry in Ce0.7La0.3B6 . This polarisation, which exist s
uniquely below TI v (Figure 107), appears to characteris e
the enigmatic phase IV The long-range octupole orde r
occurs in the presence of a pre-existing short-rang e
order of magnetic dipole symmetry . The different thermal
and spatial RXS responses from the 4f and 5d states ,
provide unique evidence for a novel phase of valence
band order-parameter segregation in Phase IV.
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Liquid Gallium in Confined
Droplets Under Hig h
Temperature and High
Pressure Conditions
The existence of liquid polymorphism is one of the mos t
interesting and challenging problems in the domain o f
liquid science to emerge in the last few years . The
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e El an *1 . 4
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Fig . 109 : Left panel : X-ray diffractio n

patterns of Ga emulsion collected a t

RT on channel 2 of the multichanne l

collimator of the ESXD setup .
The trend of the Ga(ll l) (013) pea k
as detected on channel 5 fo r
increasing pressures is shown in th e

inset . The peak is clearly absen t

below 2 .9 GPa . Right panel :
temperature scans of the absorptio n

coefficient at constant energy
(SEXAD) at various pressures .
The melting temperatures ar e

indicated as vertical dashed lines fo r

each loop .
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existence of two distinct liquids, with identical chemica l

composition but different physical properties, i s
consistent with experimental data and theoretica l
studies for a variety of systems . Liquid-liquid phase
transitions were related to the soft-core interactio n
potential widely used to describe liquid metal s
characterised by the coexistence of metallic and

covalent character in the bonding (as liquid Sn, Bi, Ga o r

Ge) . Gallium is a good candidate for showing liqui d
polymorphism . This is because of its ice-type phas e
diagram, with a negative temperature dependence of th e
melting point at low pressure, and because it displays an
extended polymorphism in the solid phase . Furthermore ,
this metal is known to show deep undercooling in th e
liquid phase at ambient pressure [1] .

Samples consisting of a dispersion of micrometri c
gallium droplets (.- 4 % wt) in an inert matrix of mixed
epoxy and LiF have been studied by combining G a
K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), single -
energy X-ray absorption detection (SEXAD) and energy -
scanning X-ray diffraction (ESXD) . The distribution of
droplets was fully characterised by scanning electro n
microscopy (SEM). Measurements were performed at
BM29 using a Paris-Edinburgh type large volume press ,
in a range of pressure and temperature of 0-6 .7 GPa an d
298-440 K respectively. From ESXD patterns (Figure 109,
left panel) the appearance of Ga(llI) crystalline phas e
Bragg peaks is clearly observed above 4 .2 GPa (channe l
2), whereas no Ga(Ill) (013) peak is observed at 2 .3 GPa
(channel 5) . The intensity increase of Ga Bragg peak s
with increasing pressures indicates that the fraction o f
crystallised droplets increases with pressure . Th e
appearance of Ga(Ill) in a region of the pressure -
temperature phase diagram where Ga(ll) is known to b e
the stable crystalline phase was previously observed b y
other works by mean of X-ray diffraction [2] and
absorption [3] . In the same figure, right panel ,
temperature scans (SEXAD) recorded at different

pressures present discontinuities associated wit h

the solid-liquid phase transition. The increasin g
discontinuities observed as a function of pressure ,

starting from the scan at 2 .7 GPa, confirms th e

occurrence of partial crystallisation of the ensemble o f

droplets .

In Figure 110 we report the XAS measurements in a n

energy interval close to the Ga K-edge for two differen t

thermal histories in the P-T phase diagram. By looking at

these spectra and at the corresponding differenc e

signals Aa(E), the clear change in the absorption in th e
liquid phase obtained between 1 .6 GPa and 0 GPa may
indicate that transformations involving microscopi c
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Fig 110 : Upper panels: XAS Ga K-edge spectra as a
function of pressure at room temperature (at ambien t
pressure, at P = 1 .6, 1 .9, 2 .7 and 5 .8 GPa), on the left, a s
a function of pressure and temperature, above th e
melting curve, on the right . Lower panels : difference
signal Aa(E) of XAS spectra recorded at differen t
pressures and temperatures .
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structure and/or electronic states occur . Also, the shap e

of the difference signal (black curve) is remarkabl y

different from that obtained for the spectra between 5 . 8

GPa and 2.7 GPa (relative to the solid and the partiall y

crystallized samples, respectively) . It is also different

from a typical Aa(E) curve obtained as a differenc e

between two equilibrium liquid Ga XAS spectra (righ t
panel) . This result may infer the existence of a differen t
liquid phase above 1 .6 GPa .

In conclusion, considering both ESXD patterns an d

SEXAD scans we observe that the quantity o f

crystallised gallium droplets increases as a function o f

pressure while no sign of crystallisation is observed up t o
2.7 GPa, well beyond the melting point line at room

temperature . The exciting hypothesis of liquid-liqui d

phase transitions occurring between 0 and 1 .6 GPa and

compatible with the result of this study stimulates furthe r

detailed investigations on this system .
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XAFS and Vibrationa l
Characterisation of the Loca l
Structure of Framewor k
Cu(ll) in HKUST- 1
Metallorganic Framewor k

Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs, also known a s
"Coordination Polymers") are crystalline nanoporou s
materials comprised of small metal-containing cluster s
connected three-dimensionally by poly-functiona l
organic ligands. The ligands act as spacers, creating a n
open porous three-dimensional structure, with ver y
high pore volume and surface area . This hybri d
architecture opens the possibility to design an d
synthesise a great variety of new porous materials ,
which are in principle able to display nove l
functionalities that are potentially exploitable for a
number of applications such as gas storage, non linea r
optics, ion-exchange and catalysis .

In the past MOFs were disavantaged by the lack of

control of polymer dimensionality and poor framewor k

stability. More recently, new MOFs have bee n

synthesised, overcoming the above limitations in tha t

they exhibit permanent porosity also after evacuatio n

and template removal .

Fig. 111 : (a) : ball and stick representation of
HKUST-1 MOF: O (red), C (gray) H (white) Cu (purple) .
The lower part represents the dehydration process o f
the [Cu 2 C 4 O 8] cage (top view); (b) : EXAFS kx(k) signa l

before (yellow) and after (red) dehydration . Black

curves represent the corresponding best fits . Inset:
Raman spectra, collected with a X.= 514 nm laser,
before (yellow) and after (red) dehydration .

This work deals with HKUST-1 [1], a copper based fcc-
MOF characterised by a 3D system of large square-
shaped pores (9 A by 9 A) (Figure 111a) . In HKUST- 1
Cu e+ ions form dimers, where each copper atom i s
coordinated by four oxygens, coming from the benzene -
1,3,5 tricarboxilate linkers ([Cu 2 C4O 8] cage) and on e
water molecule (bottom part of Figure 111a) . We have
shown that, upon an appropriate activation procedure ,
the water molecule can be removed from the first
coordination shell of Cu e+ without loss of crystallinity.
EXAFS (Figure 111b), collected on BM29, indicates that
H 2O removal resulted in a shrinking of the [Cu 2 C 4 O 8 ]
cage due to water desorption, with the copper atom s
that sink in the plane of carbossilic oxygens due to a
shortening of the first shell Cu-O bond and to a reductio n
of the Cu-O-C angle, as depicted in Figure 111a (botto m
part) . This structural rearrangement has consequence s
on the vibrational modes of the framework as evidence d
by a Raman study (inset of Figure 1b) and on the XANES
spectrum Figure 112 .
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Femtosecond Dynamics i n

Ferromagnetic Metal s

In electronic Resonant Raman Scattering (RRS) th e

sample is resonantly excited at a core threshold and a
photon is emitted bringing the sample to the final state .
This process sets a characteristic time scale connecte d

to the intermediate state core-hole lifetime . If there is a n

evolution of the system during this time scale the effect

is seen in the spectral function [1] . Consequently, thi s
approach to study fast processes is called a core-hole

clock experiment. The present work is, to ou r

knowledge, the first implementation of the core-hol e

clock in the study of magnetism . This is done in th e

ferromagnetic metals (Fe-Co-Ni) using the scatterin g
8980
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9000

Energy [eV]

Fig . 112 : XANES spectra of HKUST-1 sample collecte d
at 77 K before (yellow) and after (red) dehydration an d
after CO adsorption (blue) . Top and bottom inset s
report the IR spectra collected at increasing coverag e
of H 2 (at 20 K) and of CO (at 77 K), respectively.

We have proven that Cu e+ species in the dehydrate d
material are able to coordinate CO at 77 K, as evidenced
by XANES (Figure 112) and IR data (bottom inset) . Thi s
is the first direct evidence of the extensive formation o f
Cu e+ . . . CO adducts inside a porous hosting matrix ,
compared to the C u + . . . CO complexes largely reported i n
the literature [2] . As already reported for MOF-5 [3], by
lowering the temperature down to 20 K also Cu e+ •••H 2
adducts have been observed with IR, as testified by the
top inset of Figure 112 .
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Fig. 113 : Upper panel : the experimental geometry.
Central panels : comparison for Co metal between th e
absorption XMCD (at the left) and the IRRS (at the
right with the IRRS spectrum in black and dichroism i n
green) . Lower panel : IRRS data for Ni metal .
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channel 2p 63dn + hv,n —~ 2p53dn+1 --~ 2p63dn+13s l +

hvout, where n is the 3d occupation number in the groun d

state and hv ; n and hvout are the incident and outgoin g

photon energies (in this case hvout is about 100 eV lower

than hv ;n) . We use the so-called Integrated Resonan t

Raman Scattering (IRRS) [2] where one measures as a

function of hv, n the integral of the scattered intensity i n

the scattering channel . The measurements were taken at

ID08 with a special instrument built for this purpose . The

geometry is shown in the upper panel of Figure 113 . The
magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectrum is th e
difference between spectra measured with left and righ t

circularly polarised X-rays . The IRRS spectra show a n

effect that is absent in ferromagnetic insulators . A
magnetic circular dichroism is seen in IRRS spectra als o
in those regions between L 3 and L2 and above L2 where
the absorption XMCD gives no signal (see the centra l
panels for Co in Figure 113 where the red areas show thi s
effect for the IRRS dichroism given in green) . This effect
is due to the spin dependent screening occurring in th e
intermediate state [3] so that the core-hole become s
polarised . In order for this to take place, this proces s
requires a non-zero magnetic moment of the system . I n
the fully relaxed theoretical model of Ref . [3] the
dichroism (more exactly the flipping ratio) depends o n
the local magnetic moment of the excited site once th e
core-hole is fully screened . The crucial experimental
information given here is the trend of this dichrois m
(flipping ratio) along the sequence Fe-Co-Ni and i n
particular the observation, shown in the bottom panel o f
Figure 113, that Ni-metal clearly displays this effect . This
is important since in a fully relaxed situation we shoul d

Fig . 114 : Comparison between the measured IRR S
dichroism (flipping ratio) in the region A (red i n
Figure 113) and the local magnetic moments wit h
relaxed and unrelaxed 2p hole . The data ar e
normalised to the Fe case .

not have an effect because a full screening of the core -

hole in Ni gives a 3d 10 configuration with zero magneti c

moment . Thus over the characteristic time scale of the

scattering (typically 1-2 femtoseconds) Ni has no time to

develop a spin dependent screening of the Fermi gas .

More can be seen from Figure 114 where the histogram s

give the magnetic moments of the relaxed and unrelaxe d

sites [3] compared to the flipping ratio of the IRRS-MC D

given by red circles . The data are normalised to the cas e

of Fe where a relaxed model accounts for the effect a s

seen in Auger spectroscopy [3] . The trend shows that Co
is somewhere between the fully screened an d

unscreened situation whereas Ni is basically unrelaxed .

Thus Ni is much slower in building up the screening an d
we attribute this behaviour to the narrow band nature of

the Ni 3d holes while the Fe and Co are definitely much

more itinerant . In this sense there is a connectio n

between the correlation properties and the magnetic
dynamics over short time scales . In conclusion the us e
of the core-hole clock in soft X-ray resonant scatterin g
reveals a substantially slower dynamics in Ni compare d

to Fe and Co metal .
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Quantum Tunneling Diffusio n
of Cr Adatoms on Au(111 )
A classical particle in a potential well is trapped unless i t
gains enough energy to overcome the surroundin g
energy barrier. For adatoms adsorbed on surfaces ,
common temperature conditions generate lattic e
vibrations allowing the adatom surface diffusion .
Conversely, at very low temperature, the particle motio n
is blocked . However, quantum mechanics allows a
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Fig. 115 : (a) Adatom in a surface potential well .

The particle may overcome the energy barrie r

either by thermal activation or by quantu m

tunneling . E a is the energy barrier. (b) Electroni c

calculations of the density of states for a Cr

monolayer on Au(111) ; Cr L 23 core-leve l

transitions are represented (arrows) and the XA S

absorption spectra are displayed for left and

right circularly polarised light . A magnetic field

parallel to the photon beam is applied . Th e

XMCD signal is the difference of the two spectra .

particle to tunnel through a potential barrier (Figure 115a),

	

time, and it can be decomposed in two components :

provided its de Broglie wavelength is comparable to the

	

atomic and "bulk-like" (Figure 116b) . Hence, one can

barrier width [1] . Quantum tunneling has so far been

	

deduce the proportion of isolated adatoms as a functio n

observed for light particles such as alpha emitters o r
surface hydrogen adatoms [2] . For heavier particles, wit h
a smaller de Broglie wavelength, drastic conditions are a)
necessary to observe quantum tunneling . Adatom
clustering at low temperature may fulfil these

requirements, provided the energy activation barrier, th e
barrier width (adsorption site separation) and the adato m
mass are chosen accordingly .

Upon clustering, charge transfer and hybridisation lea d
to distinct changes in the electronic structure which ca n
be determined using X-ray Absorption Spectroscop y
(XAS) or better, X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD), which measures the difference between two
absorption spectra recorded with opposite X-ra y
helicities . XMCD involves selection rule governe d
transitions from core levels to unoccupied states jus t
above the Fermi level (Figure 115b), which are highly
sensitive to the local atomic coordination . Whereas
isolated 3d adatoms exhibit multiplet peaks in the L2 3
XMCD spectrum, coordinated atoms exhibit broader
band structure features [3] .

Deposition of a small amount of Cr (1 % of a monolayer)
on Au(111) at 10 K leads to a collection of isolate d
adatoms, giving a specific XMCD spectrum, differen t
from that obtained for a Cr monolayer (Figure 116a) . Upon
diffusion, the adatoms aggregate mainly into dimers and

	

Fig . 116 : (a) Cr L 2,3 XMCD spectrum for a collection of
trimers (as shown by Monte Carlo simulations) within a

	

isolated atoms (top) and for a full monolayer. The re d
timescale of hours. These clusters already present an

	

curve is a multiplet calculation for a d 5 electroni c
XMCD spectrum shape identical to the one obtained for

	

configuration . (b) Time evolution of the XMC D
a monolayer. The XMCD spectrum therefore evolves with

	

spectrum for a collection of initially isolated atoms .
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of time, and compare it to a Monte Carlo simulate d

evolution . The scaling between the number of Mont e

Carlo steps and the experimental evolution, allows us to

determine the diffusion jump rate . Above 40 K, the jum p

rate increases dramatically and is no longer measurable .

For this system, 40 K is the onset of the thermall y

activated diffusion. We determine an energy barrier of

-- 100 meV, in excellent agreement with our theoretica l

calculation . Below 40 K, the tunnel jump rate is orders o f

magnitude larger than the one expected from a n

Arrhenius law for thermal diffusion and it is nearly

temperature independent . This is a hallmark of quantu m

tunneling .

In summary, the sensitivity of XMCD to the atomi c
coordination was used to study low-temperatur e
diffusion of Cr adatoms on Au(111) . The time evolutio n
analysis of the XMCD spectra via Monte Carl o
simulations allowed the determination of surfac e
diffusion jump rates . For T < 40 K, where the classica l
description of thermal diffusion forbids adatom motion ,
the diffusion of Cr atoms is observed over a timescale o f
several hours . This extremely fast diffusion, nearl y
temperature independent, is attributed to quantum
tunneling .

These measurements were possible thanks to the fas t
data collection at ESRF (ID08 beamline): an XMCD
spectrum is obtained within 5 minutes, even for such lo w
amounts of material .

In memory of Kenneth Larsso n
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X-ray Detected Magneti c

Resonance at a K-edge : First

Evidence of Forced

Precession of Polarised

Orbital Component s

X-ray Detected Magnetic Resonance (XDMR) is a nove l

spectroscopic method in which X-ray Magnetic Circular
Dichroism (XMCD) is used to probe the resonan t

precession of the magnetisation caused by a stron g

microwave pump field h i orthogonal to the static bias
field Ho. For the first time, XDMR was measured o n

exciting the Fe K-edge in a high quality thin film o f

Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG : 8 .9 pm thick) grown by liqui d
phase epitaxy along the (111) direction of a Gadoliniu m
Gallium Garnet (GGG) substrate [1] . This experiment
carried out on beamline 1012 was performed in th e

longitudinal geometry (see Figure 117), i.e. the wavevector

kx(II) of the incident, circularly-polarised X-rays bein g

parallel to the static bias field Ho . The XDMR signa l
recorded in the X-ray fluorescence excitation mode wa s
then proportional to the microwave power that was
amplitude modulated at F m = 35 .5042 kHz . To minimiz e
radiation damping effects, the microwave frequenc y
(9445 .0 MHz) was slightly offset with respect to the
resonance of the overcoupled rectangular TE 102 X-band
cavity. Given the narrow FMR linewidth of the YIG film :

AH fwhm (RN = 30°) = 3 .64 0e, there is no doubt that, wit h
an incident microwave power of 30 dBm, resonant
pumping occurred in a non-linear foldover regime [2 ]
characterised by a critical precession angle which wa s
estimated to be ca . ec r;t = 6 .8° under the conditions of
the XDMR experiment .

Fig . 117 : XDMR in longitudinal geometry.

The resonance field was precisely scanned down to th e
onset of the critical foldover jump found at H 0 = 3980 . 6
Oe whereas the energy of the incident X-rays was tune d
to 7113 .74 eV, i.e . to the maximum of the XMCD signa l
in the pre-peak of the XANES spectrum . Since the ESR F
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Fig. 118 : XDMR signal as low-frequency

side-band of F Rx .
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storage ring was run in the 2"1/3 filling mode, th e
incident X-rays were modulated at the macrobunc h

repetition frequency F Rx = 710.084 kHz . The XDMR

signal displayed in Figure 118 is one of the modulation

side-bands expected at 710 .084 ± 35 .5042 kHz whereas

the signal at FR x was used only for data renormalisation .
The magnitude of the XDMR signal is peaking ca. 20 dBV
above the noise floor. The real and imaginary parts of th e
spectrum confirmed the expected inversion of the XDM R
signal when the helicity of the incident X-ray beam wa s
changed from left to right . After proper renormalisation ,

the small differential cross-section : AOXOMR 1 .34 . 10- 5
would yield a critical precession angle of 0 10 - 3 .5° fo r
the moments precessing at the Fe sites .

Since the effective operator accounting for XMCD at the
Fe K-edge can be written [3] : a/aE [<LZ>4p + E <LZ >3d] ,
the measured Fe K-edge XDMR signal thus produce s
clear evidence of the forced precession of orbita l
polarisation components .

Let us emphasise that the precession angle 0 10 deduced
from XDMR for these orbital components is only one hal f
of the critical precession angle 0crit of the effective spi n
moment . Since the electron gyromagnetic ratios fo r
orbital and spin moments are precisely in a 1 :2 ratio, our
XDMR result proves that, in YIG, there is no dynamica l
quenching of the magnetic orbital polarisatio n
components: spin-orbit coupling dominates orbit-lattice
interactions in Kittel's picture of FMR .
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Plasma-assisted Magneti c
Hardening of FePt
Nanoparticles Investigated b y
X-ray Absorption

FeX Pt 1_X nanoparticles are currently the subject o f
intense research activity due to their interestin g
magnetic properties [1] . Chemically-disordered Fe5oPt 5 o

shows a high-temperature transformation to the ordere d
L1 0 phase which is associated with an enhancement o f
the orbital magnetic moment and a decrease of th e
mean distance between nearest-neighbour atoms by
2%. Therefore, on the one hand the X-ray absorptio n
near edge structure (XANES) was analysed at the Pt L 3, 2

edges to monitor structural changes, and on the othe r
hand the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) wa s
measured both at the Fe and Pt L3,2 edges in order to
investigate the orbital magnetism after therma l
treatment .

The wet-chemically synthesised Fe50 P t50 particles with a
mean diameter of 6 nm were self-assembled on a
naturally oxidised Si substrate (total coverage: about
10%) and exposed to a soft hydrogen plasma (5 Pa fo r
30 min) that removes the Fe oxides and the organi c
ligands surrounding the particles in the as-prepared
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state (Figure 119) . Subsequently one of the samples

was annealed

	

at 600°C in situ .
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Fig . 120 : XANES (green lines) and XMCD (red lines) o f

pure metallic Fe50Pt50 nanoparticles measured at th e

Fe and Pt L 3,2 edges . The dichroism spectra in (b) are

scaled up by a factor of 4 . The inset shows a SE M

image of the sample .

Pt L32

a)
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Fig. 119 : Plasma chamber with ignited plasma . Th e
inset shows schematically the removal of the organi c
ligands surrounding the wet-chemically synthesised
Fe X Pt 1_x .

For measurements at the Pt L3 2 edges, the UHV plasma
chamber was attached to the experimental chamber a t
beamline ID12 and the Fe oxides were removed prior t o
the experiments. In order to be able to record high
quality XANES and XMCD spectra at the Pt L3 2 edges
on samples with such a low concentration of Pt, we have
used a 35-channel silicon drift diode detector developed
at the ID12 beamline in collaboration with Eurisys -
Mesures (now Canberra Eurisys) [2] . During these
experiments the counting rates in Pt La lines were ca .
2 . 10 4 cps per channel with a peaking time of 0 .5 ps .
Even though the X-ray beam was impinging on th e
sample with an angle of incidence of ca . 15°, the beam
footprint was quite small : 300x30 pm t . This is because
we had to reduce the intensity of the monochromati c
X-rays in order to avoid the saturation of the detector b y
the intense soft X-ray fluorescence signal from th e
substrates . The typical energy resolution of the emissio n
spectra measured with one single SDD channel (dat a
acquisition time : 60s; peaking time : 0 .5 ps) was of th e
order of 132 eV for the unresolved Si KaR , 159 eV for th e
Fe Ka line and 202 eV for the Pt L ai line . Excellen t
performances of this detector allowed us to record not
only the XANES spectra, but also the XMCD signals at

the Pt L 3,2 edges in a weak magnetic field of ± 0 .6 T
(Figure 120b) . The quality of the experimental data was
high enough to derive the local spin and orbital magneti c
moments of the Pt 5d states using the XMCD sum rules .
The results of this analysis together with the analysis of
the spectra recorded at BESSY, Germany, on the sam e

samples at the Fe L3,2 edges are given in Table 2 .

The observed trends in p i / pseff indicate a non-cubi c
environment after annealing as expected for the L1 0
structure .

Additionally, we found that the period of the first EXAF S
oscillations at the Pt L 32 edges decreased by (2 ± 1) %
after annealing indicating a reduction of the mean
distance between the atoms as known for the disorder -
order transformation in the corresponding bulk material .

In conclusion, we demonstrated a method to prepar e
pure metallic Fe50Pt50 nanoparticles from wet-chemically
synthesised particles . Evidence for the formation of the
L1 0 phase is provided both by structural changes foun d
in the oscillations of the XANES and by the changes i n
the magnetic moments .

Acknowledgement:
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SyntOrbMag), and the ESRF.

Fe Pt Table 2 : Local spin and

pseff [ PB] Pi [PB] Pi / pseff ps eff / PB Pi / PB p i / ps eff orbital magnetic moment s

disordered 2.48(7) 0 .056(10) 2.2% 0.41(1) 0 .054(2) 13%
for Fe and Pt .

annealed 2.59(8) 0 .240(18) 9.3% 0.41(1) 0 .042(2) 10%
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Evidence of Topologica l
Defects in an Electronic
Crysta l

Electron confinement, for example along chains of atoms ,
give rise to original phenomena. These effects are
observed in charge-density wave (CDW) materials . Upon
cooling, these materials exhibit a modulation of th e
electron density along the chains and become insulating .
Moreover, under a large enough electric field, a strong
decrease of the resistivity is observed. This phenomena ,
still under debate, is generally interpreted as being caused
by a collective "sliding" of the CDW as a whole [1] .

This CDW can be considered as an electronic crystal ,
ordered in the three directions of space . In particular, its
wave number along the chain is equal to twice the

Fig. 121 : Schematic representation of the Blue bronz e

CDW in the (2a*-c* ; b* ) plane in a) a defect-free

crystal and b) a crystal with a screw-like dislocatio n

line running along b* in the middle of the figure . Onl y

Mo octahedra are represented . Yellow lines represen t
the constant phase wave front of the CDW . Note tha t

this dislocation does not introduce any dilatation o r

compression of the CDW along b* .

momentum of the fastest electrons of the system : 2k F .
Like a crystal, this electronic system is elastic and ca n

exhibit dislocations. Predicted theoretically for 25 year s

[2], such topological defects are thought to play a n

essential role in the behaviour of the CDW under electri c
field . In a similar way dislocations in metals explain meta l

plasticity.

The direct observation of CDW dislocations has never
been achieved. Our recent experiment on the ID2 0
beamline has shown that coherent X-ray diffractio n
measurements are very sensitive to such topologica l

defects . In the model system called "blue bronze" ( a
molybdenium oxide of formula K 0 3MoO3), the structure o f
a CDW dislocation imbedded in the bulk has been studied .
The interference fringes of the Figure 122b are interpreted
as originating from the presence of a screw dislocatio n
running along the chain axis . Since the one-dimensiona l
CDW wave vector qc is not parallel to the chains axis, thi s
topological defect corresponds to a mixed dislocatio n
(between screw and edge), running along the chain s
direction (see in Figure 121b) . Remarkably, this dislocatio n
introduces no energy expensive compression or dilatatio n
of the CDW along the chains, but involves only shears : due
to the charged character of the CDW, this is expected t o
cost less energy than an edge dislocation .
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Fig. 122 : 2D diffraction patterns of the Q s = (5,-1,-3)+qc satellite reflection corresponding to a) Figure 121a and b) Figure 121 b,
at T = 75 K . c) Fit of the t*-scan of b) using the Fourier transform of the screw like dislocation shown in Figure 121 b .
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Beyond CDW systems, this study shows that coheren t
X-ray diffraction is well suited to probe any phase fiel d
deformation in the bulk, in nearly perfect lattices .
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The Mysteries of Low -
temperature Ground States o f
Actinide Oxides Resolved b y
Synchrotron Experiments

The discovery at the ESRF in 2002 [1] of quadrupol e
ordering in neptunium dioxide opened a new chapter i n
the understanding of the low-temperature ground state s
of actinide oxides. We concentrate in this report on th e
solid solutions (U i_X Npx)0 2 , all with the simple cubi c
CaF2 crystal structure and which have been studied fo r
many years . The phenomena found at 25 K in NpO2
(x = 1) is that the 5f charge distribution develops a n
anisotropic component that exhibits long-range orderin g
at To = 25 K. This is known as the ordering of the charg e
quadrupoles .

The experiments, carried out on beamline ID20, consis t
of tuning the photon energy to the actinide M absorptio n
edge (at which photon energy core 3d electrons ar e
promoted to the partially occupied 5f valence states), an d
then, once the repeat (wavevector) of the anisotropi c
charge distribution is known, one measures the azimutha l
distribution of the scattered resonant X-ray intensity . Thi s
intensity distribution is related to the symmetry of the 5 f
anisotropic charge . The experiments were performed o n
single crystals prepared and mounted at the Institute o f
Transuranium Elements in Karlsruhe, Germany.

NpO 2 has pure quadrupole ordering, with no measurabl e
dipole moment . In 2003 experiments were performed o n
a single crystal with x = 0 .25 [2] . Dipole ordering was

found on both the U and Np ions, and quadrupolar
ordering was also found associated with both ions .
However, these were different from those in pure NpO2 .

Whereas

j

a longitudinal configuration was found for x = 1

140 2), the u = 0 .Q5 sample was found to have a
transverse configuration. The difference between thes e
configurations is shown in Figure 123 .

The understanding of these different configurations the n
allowed an experiment to be performed in 2004 on a
single crystal of U O 2 (x = 0) . The azimuthal dependenc e
of the intensity from the (112) reflection in UO2 is shown
in Figure 124, together with the predictions for a
transverse configuration . Shown also in Figure 124 i s
the temperature dependence of both the magneti c
dipole, electric-quadrupole and the internal distortion o f
the oxygen cage. The complication in UO2 is that both
dipole ordering and an internal distortion of the oxyge n
atoms due to the quadrupole ordering are present ; thes e
have contrived to make it difficult to observe th e
quadrupole ordering in UO2 directly, although suc h
ordering was predicted almost 40 years ago [3], and the
oxygen displacements reported 30 years ago [4] .

These experiments also suggest a qualitativ e
explanation of the unusual behaviour [5] of the mixe d
oxides with 0 .40 < x < 0 .80. In this region there is

Fig . 123: Schemati c
representation o f
triple-k magneti c
and electric -
quadrupole orderin g
within the a-b plan e
for the singl e
longitudinal (a) an d
two transverse (b,c )
modes . Th e
magnetic (dipole )
moments are
represented by blue
arrows whereas th e
electric-quadrupol e
moments are show n
as the gree n
ellipsoids . The red
spheres represen t
oxygen atoms .
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Fig . 124 : UO 2 . Integrated intensity as a function of
azimuthal angle for the (112) superstructure reflectio n

in the sigma-sigma polarisation channel (open circles) .
The line is a fit to the model for quadrupolar orderin g
(see text for details) . In the model there is a n
incoherent superposition of the two transverse modes .
The inset shows the temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of the (112) reflection in both th e
6—7C (circles) and o—6 (diamonds) polarisation channels,
and the (014) Bragg reflection (squares) . These
represent the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole an d
Jahn-Teller internal distortion respectively.

competition between the longitudinal and transverse
quadrupole ordering, resulting in quadrupolar frustratio n
and only short-range dipole and quadrupole ordering .
Experiments to detect such effects are planned .
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Measurements of Femtometre-
scale Atomic Displacements b y
X-ray Absorption Spectroscop y

Displacements of atoms from their equilibrium distance ,

which are of the order of femtometres, are common in a

variety of effects . For example, magnetostriction involve s

tiny mean atomic displacements that add up to give a

macroscopically measurable quantity. Magnetostrictio n

can be sensed as the buzz of a transformer, and used i n

under-water acoustic generation. We have measured the
mean atomic displacement for atoms undergoin g
magnetostriction in an iron-cobalt alloy by employing the

subtle changes observed in an X-ray absorption spectru m

when the relative orientation between the photon
polarisation vector and the sample magnetisation vector i s
changed . This technique is an advance on the widely-
used EXAFS. Hitherto, displacements of atom s
surrounding an absorber atom could be monitored to a n

accuracy of about 0 .001 A . An analysis of this limitation ,
lead us to conclude that two things set this limit . The first
limitation was the signal to noise ratio of th e
measurement, and the second, the energy stability
between comparative measurements . Encouraged by the
success of the measurement at extreme conditions o f
X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) on ID24 [1] ,
which measures the difference in absorption between tw o
helicity states of the photon, we decided to attempt a
measurement of the much weaker X-ray Magnetic Linea r
Dichroism (XMLD) over an extended energy range, i.e. the
difference in EXAFS caused by magnetostrictive ato m
movement . ID24 provides an excellent environment fo r
this type of measurement as it has an undulator as it s
source, which provides a high intensity to give a goo d
signal to noise ratio . Also it has no moving parts, whic h
aids the energy stability. A rough calculation of th e
anticipated size of the effect to be measured is - 10- 4
(fractional change in normalised absorption) whic h
requires a signal to noise ratio of about one decade bette r
than this and also an energy stability of better than 0 .01 eV.

Our apparatus for performing this measurement i s
shown schematically in Figure 125 . The source, S, is th e

Fig . 125 : A schematic of the experimental layout .
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42-pole planar undulator of ID24, which is focusse d

vertically and horizontally by mirrors M 1 and M2

respectively, the latter producing an image before th e

bent silicon crystal polychromator P. This optic selects

wavelengths of the incident X-ray flux and disperses

them onto a linear detector D . S, M 1 , M 2, P and D are

standard components of ID24. In addition th e

polychromator also focuses the beam onto the sample X

(inset) that is held in an inert environment inside a whee l

W that houses permanent magnets . The wheel rotates

90° between measurements and four measurement s

take approximately one second . This means that ou r

apparently unreasonable requirement of 0 .01 eV stability

becomes reasonable when it is only required over a on e
second period .

Fig . 126 : The magnetostrictive differential EXAFS signal .

Some measurements are presented in Figure 126, which
shows the differential EXAFS signal, red and green
curves (these are two independent measurements with a
90° phase difference in the sequence of measuremen t
and one curve has been inverted for comparison) . Th e
dark blue line gives a theoretical prediction of the curves ,
using macroscopically measured tensor coefficients . Th e
light blue curve is a measurement of the K absorptio n
edge of the FeCo sample on the same energy scale a s
the differential signal . Note that on the scale of thi s
diagram the differences between two absorption spectr a
are too small to be seen . In Figure 126, the purple curv e
is a measure of the experimental noise and fo r
comparison the brown curve is a theoretical prediction o f
the effect of a 1 femtometre displacement of the firs t
shell atoms, which could be detected . These results

show that EXAFS sensitivity can be extended to includ e

atomic displacements of the order of 0 .00001 A, which i s

about 100 times smaller than had previously bee n

assumed. This puts EXAFS sensitivity well within th e

range of thermal expansion over a temperature of on e

degree, piezo-effects, strictive-effects and elasti c

phenomena. All of these phenomena with the exceptio n

of piezo-effects are manifested in amorphous material s
where the power of EXAFS as a structural technique i s

maximal . With advances in instrumentation we expect

that the sensitivity can be improved by another decade .
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Magnetic Instabilities in Fe3 C

(Cementite) Particle s
Observed with Fe K-Edg e
X-ray Circular Dichrois m
under Pressur e

Fe3C is a common hardening constituent in carbo n
steels, and its amount in steel can be regulated by
various heat treatment processes . The desired quantity
depends on the particular application of the product .
There is also a completely different aspect to Fe 3C i n
addition to it being a steel component . Fe3C is
ferromagnetic below the Curie temperature Tc of abou t
485 K with interesting magnetic properties featuring th e
invar effect, whereby the temperature dependence of it s
thermal expansion coefficient is nearly identical to that o f
the archetype Invar alloy Fe o .65 Ni O35 [ 1 ] •

In the ground state of Invar type alloys, the atomi c
volume dependence of the binding energy exhibits a
magneto-volume instability. This instability occurs
between a high-spin (HS) state, which is the state of
lowest energy in the vicinity of the equilibrium volume Vo ,

and a low-spin (LS) state . At volumes about 5% less
than Vo, the LS state becomes energetically favorabl e
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Fig. 127 : The XMCD

spectrum of Fe3C around

the Fe K-edge .

Figure 127 shows the XMCD spectra from ambient

pressure up to about 20 GPa taken on increasin g

pressure . The data taken on decreasing pressure ar e

similar. The overall intensity of the spectra diminishes as

the pressure increases, and only a remanent feature

remains at 19 .5 GPa. The integrated XMCD is plotted a s

a function of applied pressure in Figure 128a . A clear

HS-LS transition is observed starting at around 8 GPa ,

after which the XMCD drops rapidly and is reduced b y
about 80% at 13 GPa . Figure 128b shows the same plo t
as a function of reduced volume V/Vo, which i s

calculated using the results of equation of state studies
on Fe 3 C [2] . The transition occurs at a volume reductio n
of 4-5% ; very similar to the case of Fe 65 Ni 35 .
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over the HS-state . The presence of the LS-states ,
therefore, provides for an enhanced anharmonicit y

towards volumes smaller than the equilibrium volume
("negative" anharmonicity), so that as the temperature
increases, the atoms can approach one another close r
than in a normal material . This results in a compensatio n
of the normal lattice expansion, thereby leading to a
vanishing thermal expansion coefficient .

Since Fe 3C shows the invar effect, its ground state
binding energy is also expected to feature a magneto -
volume instability. The direct method of detecting the
presence of a magnetic instability that is coupled to th e
lattice degrees of freedom is to measure a magnetisatio n
related parameter under applied pressure . We have ,
therefore, studied the pressure dependence of the X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) of Fe3 C . The
measurements were carried out on the ID24 beamline .
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Since the p electrons of the carbon atom at the interstitia l

sites in Fe3C are strongly hybridised with the d band of Fe ,
the valence electron concentration e/a per metal atom o f
Fe 3C can be estimated as the concentration weighted
sum of the total number of s, p, and d electrons, namel y
as [(0 .75 x 8 + 0 .25 x 2)/0 .75] = 8 .67 . It is interesting t o

note that this value is almost exactly the same as that fo r

Fe 65Ni35, and corresponds to a valence electro n
concentration where invar related magnetovolume effects
are largest .

In conclusion, pressure dependent XMCD spectroscopy
at the Fe K edge proves to be a useful tool to observe
volume driven magnetic instabilities in systems tha t
incorporate Fe . By probing the magnetic degree o f
freedom with this method, we find direct evidence for th e
presence of a magnetovolume instability in Fe 3 C. Thes e
instabilities are expected to be the source of the Invar-

Fig . 128: The integrated XMCD plotted as a
function of a) the applied pressure and b) the
reduced volume .
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typical features observed in the temperature

dependence of the thermodynamical parameters for thi s

material .
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X-ray Absorption Studies o n
the N-terminal Copper-bindin g
Region of Haemophilus ducreyi
Cu,Zn Superoxide Dismutase

Copper is an essential element for all aerobic organism s
which incorporate this metal ion in several important
enzymes . One of these enzymes is Cu,Zn superoxid e
dismutase (Cu,ZnSOD), which protects cells from th e
toxic effects of reactive oxygen intermediates b y
converting the superoxide radical into hydroge n
peroxide and molecular oxygen . In bacteria Cu,ZnSOD i s
located in extracytoplasmic compartments where i t
plays an important role in protecting microorganisms
from exogenous sources of superoxide [1] . The
Cu,ZnSOD from a subset of Gram-negative pathogen s
possess divalent metal binding N-terminal extensions ,
which presumably favours the uptake of the enzyme' s
prosthetic metals in environments where thei r
concentration is very low [2] . In particular, the N-termina l
extension of the Cu,ZnSOD from Haemophilus ducreyi ,
the causative agent of a genital ulcerative disease known
as chancroid, shows particularly interesting feature s
(HGDHMHNHDTKMDTMSKDMMSM) . The N-terminus of
this motif, which contains a cluster of four histidine s
interspersed with other residues, is very similar to th e
transition metal binding regions already identified in othe r
proteins that are able to bind Ni(II), Zn(ll), or Cu(ll) [2] . The
second half of the domain contains an unusual

methionine-rich sequence that resembles the Cu(l) -

binding domains observed in several proteins involved i n

copper homeostasis in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell s

[3,4] . These observations suggest that the N-terminal

domain of H. ducreyi Cu,ZnSOD could allow the efficient

binding of Cu(II) and Cu(I) at the histidine-rich an d

methionine-rich sequences, respectively .
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Fig . 129 : (a) Cu K-edge XANES spectra for Cu(I) wit h
Met-rich (dotted line), His-rich (solid line), and a n
equimolar mixture of the two peptides (dashed line)
in water solution . (b) Cu K-edge XANES spectra fo r

Cu(ll) with Met-rich (dotted line), His-rich (solid line) ,
and an equimolar mixture of the two peptides (dashe d
line) in water solution .

To test this hypothesis X-ray absorption spectroscop y
experiments have been carried out on peptide s
corresponding to the two metal binding regions . Cu K -
edge XAS spectra were collected in fluorescence mod e
at the BM30-B (FAME) beamline on samples with C u
concentrations of 2 .5 and 1 .25 mM . Our results indicate
that both sequences can bind either Cu(ll) or Cu(I) a s
shown in Figure 129 . However, competition experiment s
demonstrate that Cu(ll) is preferred by histidine residue s
belonging to the first half of the motif, while th e
methionine-rich region preferentially binds Cu(I) via th e
interaction with three methionine sulfur atoms as shown
in Figure 130 . These findings demonstrate that the N -
terminal domain of H. ducreyi Cu,ZnSOD is an unusual
metal trapping peptide able to bind Cu(I) or Cu(ll) a t

0 .5
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2 -
a)

R (A)

Fig. 130 : Fourier Transforms of the k 2-weighted EXAF S
experimental data . (A) Cu(l) complexes (B) Cu(ll )
complexes . Data are shown as dotted lines (Met-rich
peptide), solid line (His-rich peptide), and dashed line
(equimolar mixture of the two peptides) .

different sites, possibly favouring an efficient coppe r
uptake under copper starvation . Moreover, alterations i n
the copper coordination environment mediated b y
changes in the copper redox state could play a role i n
favoring metal transfer from the N-terminal domain to th e
active site .

In conclusion, we suggest that the juxtaposition of two
sequence motifs potentially involved in the binding o f
Cu(I) and Cu(ll) in the N-terminal domain of H. ducreyi
Cu,Zn-SOD could have a double role : to facilitate copper
acquisition in environments poor of this metal ion and t o
assist Cu(I) transfer from the high-affinity Met-rich moti f
to the enzyme active site .
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Introductio n
Synchrotron radiation based X-ray
imaging and nanofocusing technique s
are key elements in the preparatory
document that lays out the long-term
strategy of the ESRF. These techniques
are promising for two reasons : firstly
they are being applied to an increasingl y

large number of subjects includin g

palaeontology (this Highlights cover )
and environmental sciences (se e
Figure 131) . Secondly, the evolution of
these techniques towards quantitativ e
measurements with high spatial and
temporal resolution opens new
prospects in research including th e
flourishing area of nano-technologies .

The development of SR-imaging an d
nanofocusing techniques depends o n
several technological improvements,
particularly in the fields of mechanica l
and thermal stabilisation, and X-ray
Optics, as shown in the first section of
this chapter, X-ray Imaging Method s
and Instrumentation . Two approaches
are used to focus the beam to a nano -
spot: the combination of an adaptive
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) focusing opti c
based on elliptically-curved mirrors
with X-ray waveguides, on ID22 ; and
dynamically-bent graded multilayers ,
on ID19 . The new sources will surel y
require optics elements able to
withstand high heat-loads . Emphasis
has therefore been put onto the

collaboration with diamond producers ,
to obtain the highest quality diamond

crystals . Some of the samples

obtained to date already approac h

the required quality, as shown by
the topographs . The two other
contributions within this sectio n
describe ways to enhance the SR-
based imaging techniques to

offer improved opportunities fo r
fundamental and applied science . The

first involves free-space propagation

and analyser-based imaging for phase
contrast imaging . The second presents
the results of a recently-designe d
laminograph, which permits three -
dimensional images of flat samples that
cannot be visualised using classical
microtomography.

The two following sections are
devoted to the application of X-ray
imaging techniques to life science an d
medicine, on the one hand, and to th e
study of materials, on the other. The
mechanical feasibility of a more
advantageous interlaced cross-firin g
geometry for microbeam radiatio n
therapy, and the validation of the
use of monochromatic quantitativ e
computed tomography for a direc t
measurement of the concentration of a
contrast agent, are demonstrated . The
application of X-ray imaging to
materials is exemplified by two very

different topics, the microtomographic

study of a coronary stent, to reduce

the risk of lesions, and results tha t

a)

b )

Fig.131 : (a) Scanning electro n

microscope image of "trichomes "
from the plant Arabidopsis thaliana .
(b) Fluorescence image showing th e
cadmium content . (c) Fluorescence
image showing the calcium content .
Images courtesy of M .-P. (saure,
B . Fayard, G . Sarret, S . Pairis,
J . Bourguignon (Publicatio n
submitted to Environmental Science
and Technology) .
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shed light on an old but unresolved
problem, the mechanisms of liqui d
metal embrittlement.

X-ray Imaging Methods an d
Instrumentatio n

The last section, X-ray fluorescenc e
and diffraction microscopy, show s
the same wide variety of topics ,
which range from the conservation o f
Henry Vill's warship Mary Rose, to
the critical fluctuations near a phas e

transition in Fe 3AI, through the
investigation of extraterrestrial grain s
for the NASA Stardust Mission, an d
finally to the evidence of diffusion at
room temperature in a high Tc

superconductor.

X-ray Waveguides Deliver Ultra-small
X-ray Beams

The production of ultra-small and coherent hard X-ra y

nanobeams is currently an exciting field of research .

Such beams would allow promising new applications
such as holographic imaging and scanning X-ray prob e
experiments with unprecedented resolution . Among th e

different optics used to prepare X-ray nanobeams are

Fresnel zone plates, curved mirrors, compoun d

refractive lenses and X-ray waveguides .

We wish to illustrate this dynamically-
growing area of microspectroscopy
with a recent environmental scienc e
application : the chemical images of
small "trichomes" on plants leaves (see
Figure 131a) . Metal accumulation

occurs in these epidermial hair s
covering the leaves . It is well known that
cadmium is highly toxic for plants : it s
distribution was studied by pXRF o n
ID21 . The metal was found to b e
concentrated in localised areas of th e
trichomes (Figure 131b), which were
also found to be enriched with calciu m
(Figure 1311c) .

J. Baruchel

We have recently combined two independent optica l
elements for hard X-ray nanobeams (12 .5 keV) t o
simultaneously achieve high gain and small cros s

section in two dimensions . An adaptive Kirkpatrick-Bae z

(KB) focusing optic [1] based on elliptically-curved
mirrors was used to achieve a high flux density at th e
1022 undulator beamline, with a focal spot of 2 .5 x 3 . 8

pmt (vert. x hor.) as measured by knife-edg e

fluorescence scans at the Au L-edge . This prefocuse d
beam was coupled to the front side of a two -
dimensionally confining X-ray waveguide (Figure 132) .
Depending on the lateral dimensions of the waveguid e
guiding core, the device allows the propagation of a
defined number of modes . Owing to the filterin g

properties of the waveguide, the exiting beam exhibits a
clean profile and it is not accompanied by any spuriou s
reflected or transmitted beams which might present a
source of complication in imaging or diffractio n
applications (Figure 133) . Note that a mono-moda l
waveguide delivers a fully coherent beam (latera l
coherence) [2] .

Fig . 132 : Sketch of the optical system for nanobeam X-ra y
production . Left : The KB mirror optics is used to focus th e

beam . Middle : The waveguide filters the prefocused beam an d
further reduces its cross-section . Right : The exiting beam profil e

is characterised behind the waveguide .
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The waveguide was prepared by e-beam lithography.

It consists of a polymer (PMMA) core (30 x 70 nm 2

[vert . x hor.]) surrounded by silicon cladding on all fou r

sides . The length of the device was 4 .05 mm

corresponding to an aspect ratio (length/width) of

60000. The high aspect ratio ensured negligible

transmission of the primary beam through the silico n

cladding (3 .3 x 10- 7photons/s/mm2 ) . The farfield

pattern was measured by a CCD detector (Princeton

Instruments) as well as by a scintillation detector fo r
single photon counting (Cyber Star, Oxford
Instruments) . The vertical and horizontal line scans i n
the farfield (470 mm behind the guide) are in goo d

agreement with the simulations of beam propagation

(Figure 133) . The total flux of the exiting beam wa s
3.5 x 10 6 photons/s, corresponding to a waveguid e
efficiency of 4 .7%, i.e. the number of photons exitin g
the device over number of photons impinging on th e
waveguide entrance . This corresponds to a overal l
system gain of g = 4000 . Directly behind the guide, th e
beam has a lateral cross-section of 25 x 47 nm 2 (Ful l
Width at Half Maximum, FWHM), which is the smallest
beam size for hard X-rays published so far .

-0 .1

	

0

	

0 . 1
Of /ef [deg ]

Fig . 133 : The measured farfield beam profiles in th e
vertical (•) and horizontal (*) directions, behind th e
waveguide in linear (left) and logarithmic scale s
(right), along with simulations based on the paraboli c
wave equation (lines) .
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Phase-contrast X-ray Imagin g
Combining Free-space Propagation
and Bragg Diffraction

Despite their common origin, X-ray phase contras t
imaging techniques have been treated separately in th e
literature, both in theoretical and experimental studies . I n
this work, we show that by using a coherent X-ray beam
and choosing an appropriate setup, two techniques ,
namely propagation-based imaging (PB) and analyser-
based imaging (AB), can be combined together to
produce images showing original features . This
technique is referred to hereafter as `Hybrid phas e
contrast Imaging' (HI) .

The propagation-based technique consists in recordin g
the interference pattern produced by choosing one o r
several sample-to-detector distances . The theoretica l
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Possible next steps include a better matching of the pre -
focussing optics and the waveguides geometri c
acceptance . To this end, the KB mirrors could be place d
at larger distances behind the source to furthe r
demagnify the beam . A reduction of the over-illuminatio n
at the waveguide entrance by two orders of magnitude
thus seems to be feasible (thanks to the enhanced flu x
density) . Finally, this non-dispersive optical syste m
should allow the use of pink undulator beams, whic h
could give an additional boost of another two orders of
magnitude in coherent nanobeam flux .
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Fig . 134 : Schematic representation of the configuration s
used for image acquisition : (a) Propagation-base d
Imaging ; (b) Analyser-based Imaging; (c) Hybrid Imaging .
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Fig. 135 : Images an d
vertical profiles of th e

nylon wire : (a,d) PB ; (b,e )

AI ; (c,f) HI .
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description of the technique is based on Fresne l

diffraction [1] .

The analyser-based technique consists in placing a

perfect crystal in Bragg or Laue geometry between the

sample and the detector. The crystal acts as a filter fo r
the radiation refracted and scattered inside the object ,
since it only accepts a narrow range of angles of th e
incident beam centred at the Bragg angle for the specifi c
energy [2] .

HI is a combination of these two techniques, performed

experimentally by analysing the wave transmitted by th e

sample after propagation in air by means of a perfec t

crystal . The experimental data were acquired usin g
25 keV X-rays, a Si(111) analyser crystal (setups show n
in Figure 134), and, as pure phase objects (negligibl e
absorption), thin cylindrical polymer fibres (nylon an d
kevlar wires with diameters of 350 and 200 µm ,
respectively) .

Figure 135 shows some examples of the images and th e
extracted intensity profiles acquired using the thre e
techniques . The quantitative analysis has been carried
out by evaluating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) . I n
Figure 136 the SNR versus the angular setting of the
analyser is reported, for the two edges of the wire s
imaged with the AB and the HI techniques . The SN R
values for the left and right edge in the PB configuration
are respectively 179 ± 30 and 165 ± 12 for the nylon wir e
and 242 ± 30 and 207 ± 25 for the kevlar wire . The
visibility of the two edges, in terms of SNR, change s
substantially by varying the angle of the crystal and i s
mirrored with respect to the axis A9 = 0 . In AB, thi s
behaviour can be explained by considering the differen t

origin of the signal for the various angular positions . In
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Fig. 136: Signal-to noise ratio values of the signa l

produced by the edges of the two wires as function o f
the angular position of the analyser for AB ((a) nylo n
wire, (b) kevlar wire) and HI ((c) nylon wire, (d) kevla r
wire) configurations .

particular, while at A9 = 0 the signal mainly derives fro m
refraction and the reduction of the scattering componen t
on the image, for the other angular positions it i s
determined by the analyser alignment with respect to a
given direction of the refracted X-rays . Therefore, by
rocking the crystal, it is possible to optimise the visibilit y
of the details . At around A9 = 0 there is a minimum of th e
derivative of the rocking curve, and then the crystal i s
less sensitive to X-rays refracted inside the object ,
determining a low SNR. On the tails of the rocking curve ,
the low reflectivity increases the image-noise, also
reducing the SNR . In the case of the HI technique, th e
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main difference with respect to AB concerns the SN R
values around the exact Bragg angle . In fact, while th e

AB signal is maximum on the shoulders of the rockin g

curve and it decreases towards A9 = 0, in HI the SNR i s

high even at this position where it also reaches it s
maximum values because of the constant presence o f
the PB contribution .

The HI signal combines the propagation and diffractio n

effects : the PB signal, determined in first approximatio n

by the Laplacian of the phase introduced by the objec t

and by the sample-detector distance, passes throug h
the AB crystal acting like a band-pass filter ; thus only
some frequencies can reach the detector .

HI images present a weak dependence on the angula r

positioning of the analyser, reducing the constraints i n

terms of optical alignment and stability of the crystal ,

which are critical shortcomings of the AB technique .

In order to fully understand the peculiar characteristics o f
the HI signal, further theoretical and experimenta l
investigations are required . This technique may fin d

application in several fields already advanced by har d
X-ray phase-contrast imaging, producing as high SNR

as PB, while bringing the advantages of the highe r
refraction sensitivity of the AB technique .
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Three-dimensional Imaging by
Synchrotron Radiation Computed
Laminography

Today, X-ray computed tomography — developed during
the 1960s/70s for cross-sectional imaging in medicine —
is an established technique at synchrotron sources for

three-dimensional microimaging of materials an d

devices .

Computed tomography (CT) is optimised for sample s
whose (integral) X-ray transmission does not chang e

significantly during rotational scanning, for exampl e
cylindrically-shaped samples undergoing rotatio n

around their longitudinal axis . Despite the great success

of CT for non-destructive imaging, it can be difficult t o

image the local microstructure within a limited region of

interest when the sample size greatly exceeds the field o f

view of the detector. Indeed, inspection of devices suc h
as flat, laterally extended microsystems on plana r

substrates by CT is often unsatisfactory since th e

strongly varying X-ray transmission during a scan i s

prone to generating artefacts .

This limitation has been overcome by introducing a ne w
synchrotron imaging technique for 3D imaging of flat ,

laterally extended objects . This technique was

stimulated by established laboratory methods fro m

medicine (usually called digital tomosynthesis [1]) and
non-destructive device testing (frequently calle d

computed laminography [2]) . These developments were
carried out within an ESRF long-term project involvin g

collaboration between the Fraunhofer IZFP, ANKA of
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, the University of
Karlsruhe and the ESRF.

Introducing a simple scanning geometry adapted to th e
particular experimental conditions of synchrotron imaging

(such as the stationary source and parallel beam) allowed
us to combine the advantages of laminography with thos e
provided by synchrotron radiation . For instanc e
monochromatic radiation was used to avoid bea m
hardening artefacts, high beam intensity permitted hig h

spatial resolution and partial spatial coherence made i t
possible to exploit phase contrast .

Preliminary setups for data acquisition compatible with a
stationary synchrotron source have been successfull y
implemented and tested at beamlines 1015 and ID19 .
The scanning geometry of synchrotron-radiatio n
computed laminography (SR-CL) resembles that of SR -
CT (see Figure 137) but the object rotation axis i s
inclined by an angle 0 < 90 degrees with respect to th e
quasi-monochromatic X-ray beam incident from th e
multilayer monochromator. Contrary to (non-local) C T
the lateral extension of the sample can be larger than th e
field of view of the area detector system .
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Fig. 137: (a) Experimental setup sketched for SR -
CL with monochromatic beam at beamline ID19;
(b) The limiting case of the axis inclination angl e
0 = 90° corresponds to the scanning geometry o f
computed tomography.
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In general for all laminography methods, the 3D Fourie r

domain is not sampled completely. Contrary to CT an d

depending on the exact scanning geometry (e.g. axis

inclination angle 6) there remain limited unsampled

regions which could give rise to artefacts in th e

reconstructed images . The 3D reconstruction method ,
based on filtered backprojection adapted to th e
scanning geometry, minimises these artefacts .

The capability of the method for non-destructive testin g

in microsystem technology was demonstrated using th e

example of a flip-chip bonded device . Solder bumps are

hidden after the bonding process and thus are not
accessible by visual inspection . Figure 138 shows two
mutually perpendicular slices (a+b) through solder joint s
of the device, reconstructed from 900 projections wit h
1 .4 pm pixel size taken at an X-ray energy of 35 keV . A

variety of defects (small voids) which are located nea r

the interface to the chip metallisations are related to the
bonding technology and its processing parameters . I n
the 3D rendition (c) the chip itself is cropped by a slightl y
inclined plane in order to exhibit the square-shape d
metallisations to the left-hand side and voids inside th e

Fig. 138 : Flip-chip bonded device : reconstructed cross -
sections through a row of solder bumps, (a )
perpendicular and (b) parallel to the device surface.
The arrow in slice (a) indicates the depth position of
slice (b) where many small voids are found . In the 3 D
rendition (c) the chip itself is cropped by a slightl y
inclined plane . Voxel size is 1 .4 pm, X-ray energy 35 keV.

bumps at the right-hand side . The large voids and solde r

splashes visible in the reconstructed image entail a

reliability hazard of the electronic circuit .

The reported results demonstrate the feasibility o f

synchrotron-radiation computed laminography . A

dedicated setup is scheduled for installation at ID19 i n

March 2006. SR-CL will then be readily applicable at th e

ESRF for non-destructive testing of flat, laterally -

extended objects such as electronic components or fla t

samples of microstructured materials .
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Focusing Below 50 nm usin g
Dynamically-bent Graded Multilayers

Focusing hard X-rays efficiently down to spots belo w
100 nm is a real challenge for presently available X-ra y
optics. Among various alternative techniques, curved
and laterally-graded multilayers are promisin g
candidates to provide the required performance, thanks
to their potentially large numerical aperture. In recen t
focusing experiments on beamline ID19 a focal line widt h
below 50 nm was achieved .

The result was obtained using a dynamically-ben t
[W/B4 C ] 25 graded multilayer in vertical reflection that was
exposed to the full ID19 undulator line at 24 keV
(Figure 139) . The bending technology, the multilaye r
coating, and the detection setup are ESRF in-hous e
developments .

The multilayer was placed at 150 m from the source an d
produced a focal line at a distance of 8 cm . The stron g
demagnification of 1/1875 together with the smal l
vertical source size of 25 pm would lead to a geometrica l
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Fig . 139 : Experimental focusing setup used on ID19 .

line width of only 13 nm. This permits the investigation of
line broadening effects due to diffraction, slope errors ,
and volume scattering .

The focal line was scanned using a lithographicall y
prepared Ru nano-wire under grazing incidence whil e
detecting the fluorescent radiation . The dimensions o f
the wire are known and can therefore be taken int o
account in the data analysis . Best values for the foca l
line are 45 nm FWHM for the raw data (Figure 140) giving

41 nm FWHM after de-convolution and with an apertur e
of about 130 pm . This is the smallest width ever reporte d
using reflective multilayer optics for hard X-rays .

1 . 2
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Fig . 140 : Scan through the focal line (raw data) .

The measured focal size is mainly limited by diffraction an d
mirror figure errors, which become predominant when a
larger portion of the mirror is used to decrease th e
diffraction influence . Stability tests based on the position o f
the focal line indicate that mechanical vibrations remain a
principle obstacle for the detection of smaller spots .

To investigate the influence of volume penetration effects
in the multilayer, the photon energy of the incident beam
was modified by opening the undulator gap . The wide
energy bandpass of the multilayer (about 9%) allows

scanning the undulator line through the first Bragg peak ,

leading to a strong variation of the penetration depth o f

the electromagnetic field into the multilayer. Unlike in th e

case of curved crystals, the curved and grade d

multilayer structure fulfils the local Bragg condition at

any point along the optics . Therefore, no additiona l

contribution to the line width has been observed .

Authors
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W. Ludwig .
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Diamonds for Modern Synchrotron
Radiation Sources

The trend in modern X-ray sources, third (and eventuall y
fourth) generation storage rings or free electron lasers, i s
towards higher brilliance, with more photons, out o f

smaller optical source sizes, in smaller solid angles an d

within shorter pulses. This may lead to high power

densities, exceeding hundreds of watts per square
millimetre on the first beam optical elements . These
elements can be filters, windows, polarisers (phase

plates), beam splitters or monochromators .

The preferred material for Bragg diffracting elements is, at
present, silicon: it can be grown to a very high crysta l
perfection and workable size as well as rather easil y
processed to the required surface quality. These elements
preserve the transversal coherence in the X-ray beam ,

which is important for phase-sensitive imaging technique s
and for advanced focusing possibilities . However, i n
comparison to silicon, diamond has a number o f
advantages for X-ray optical applications . Its linea r
absorption coefficient, at 8 keV, is about 10 times lower ,
and its thermal expansion coefficient at room temperatur e
is about 2 .4 times lower than that of silicon . The therma l
conductivity at room temperature is from 4 to 23 time s
higher, depending of the type of diamond considered .
These parameters lead us to prefer diamond for many X-
ray optical applications, provided that large, nearly perfect
crystals are available . So far, this has not been the case .

To improve this situation a collaboration between Elemen t
Six Technologies (Johannesburg, South Africa), th e
University of the Witwatersrand (South Africa) and th e
ESRF was established to coordinate and intensify thei r
effort to develop diamond based X-ray beam optica l
elements for third and fourth generation X-ray sources .

The necessary single crystalline quality may only b e
achieved with synthetic material . Basically two classes
of growth methods are presently used, chemical vapou r
deposition (CVD) and high-pressure high-temperature

Focus detection
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FWHM = 45 nm
L_
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growth (HPHT), the last one being the most promising fo r

X-ray optics applications .

See d

Fig . 141 : Growth sectors seen most frequently in the

growth of near cubo-octahedral HPHT diamon d

crystals of type lb (left) . The growth face orientation s

are indicated . View from above after a cut along th e

red arrow (right) .

The main results may be summed up as follows :
a) The faster growing type lb material (for many year s
assumed to be the best candidate for high perfection )
with a nitrogen content of a few hundred parts per millio n
and in the required size of 4 to 8 mm 2 is of too low
quality . Only selected samples of that type may be use d
for less demanding applications like phase plate s

(Figures 141 and 142) .

Fig . 142 : Optical image (left) and X-ray white bea m
topograph (right) of a type lb diamond plate, showing
the inhomogeneous distribution of nitrogen an d
correlation with strong strain fields due to the growt h
sector boundaries (as sketched in Figure 141), as wel l
as dislocations . The nitrogen concentration is highe r
in the brown sectors of the optical image .

b) Highly pure (very low nitrogen content) type ll a
diamond crystals may be grown with a perfection that i s
approaching the quality required for the more
demanding applications such as X-ray imaging and i n
particular X-ray imaging with coherence preservatio n
(Figure 143) .
c) Double crystal topography experiments (in reflectio n
geometry) in a setup with a very low estimated detectio n
limit for weak strains of about 10- 7 showed no strai n
above that limit in the high quality crystal regions .
d) Rocking curve measurements carried out with a high -
resolution setup showed negligible or only smal l
increases (0 .0" . . . 0 .2") of local reflectivity curve widths

Fig . 143 : X-ray white beam topograph of a type Il a

diamond plate, showing a homogeneous centra l

region and some typical defects and effects that ma y

be present . No strain fields related to growth secto r

boundaries are visible .

(1") after extraction of the apparatus function (widt h

about 0 .15") .
e) For a coherence preserving crystal, both the bulk an d
the surface quality must be sufficiently high . The materia l
we studied so far was of high bulk quality. The curren t

best surface finish obtained by mechanical polishin g

was measured on a type lb sample, a value of 0 .3 nm
rms was obtained. Type lla crystal plates have not yet
been polished to that quality, the best value was 0 .96 n m
rms. In the best case, the effective angular source size

increased by only 1 .1 to 2 .5 times . As soon as sample s

with the full surface processing (and lower micro-
roughness) arrive, these measurements will b e
continued .

Consequently the targets for further development of th e
type lla diamond are the increase of its size, a crystal

perfection pushed to its limits, and a high quality surfac e
processing .
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X-ray Imaging in Life
Science and Medicin e

New Irradiation Geometry for
Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT)

Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT) has the potential t o

treat infantile brain tumours when other kinds o f

radiotherapy would be excessively toxic to th e
developing normal brain [1, 2] . MRT uses extraordinaril y
high doses of X-rays but the brain provides unusua l

resistance to MRT's radioneurotoxicity, presumably b y

the migration of endothelial cells from "valleys" int o
"peaks", i.e., into directly irradiated microslices of
tissues. A novel irradiation geometry that results in an
even more tolerable valley dose for the normal tissue and
a decreased peak-to-valley dose ratio (PVDR) in th e
tumour area by applying an innovative cross-firing
technique has been studied . It consists of orthogonall y
crossfiring two arrays of parallel, nonintersecting ,

mutually interspersed microbeams that produce s
tumouricidal doses with small PVDRs where the array s
meet and tolerable radiation doses to normal tissue s
between the microbeams proximal and distal to th e
tumour in the paths of the arrays .

A possible interlaced crossfiring geometry is shown i n
Figure 144 with the microbeams at +45 degrees and -45
degrees . Before the second exposure, the target i s
rotated 900 around the axis and then displaced by 10 5
pm in the plane perpendicular to the direction o f
propagation of the microbeams, i .e . half the distance
between two microbeams . The latter displacement was
to interlace rather than intersect the orthogonally -
propagated microbeam planes .

Fig. 144 : interlaced cross-firing technique .

The use of microbeams as a potential alternative i n
radiotherapy is attractive because of the destruction of th e
vascularisation of the tumour and also because of the hig h
tolerance of these microbeams by normal tissue . This
dose-volume effect might therefore be used in the futur e
in radiotherapy where crucial tissue must be spared an d
selectively different sensitivities of the vasculature

between tumour and the surrounding tissue can b e

exploited . We can further enhance this effect by crossing

the microbeams to selectively distribute the valley dose in

the tumour to a radiotoxic value and leave the valley dos e

in the healthy tissue at acceptable values .

Fig . 145 : the interlaced feature of our cross-fire d
microbeams is still preserved inside the brain of th e
irradiated specimen ; the inserted picture showing the
mechanically precise irradiation on a Gafchromic film .

The mechanical feasibility of this technique wa s
demonstrated using Gafchromic films, but in order to answe r
the question of whether the interlaced feature of our cross-
fired microbeams is still preserved inside the brain of th e

irradiated specimen, the horizontal histology cuts of suc h
irradiated rats are shown in Figure 145 . The parallelism of the
microbeams is well preserved inside the tissue, despite th e
microscopic movements due to the pulsation of the hear t
beat and a non-ridged target like the brain . According to ou r
Monte Carlo calculations we profit from an increase of th e
valley dose by about a factor of 3 (Figure 146) .
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Fig . 146 : Schematic illustration of PVDRs and th e
decrease of valley dose if the second irradiation plan e
is centred with its peak situated between the peaks o f
the first irradiation .

There are several methods for increasing the therapeutic
index of MRT; first by limiting the cross-fired zone mor e
closely to the actual tumour area . This will be the case
when an adequate imaging technique is available an d
the densely irradiated volume can be reduced to the
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actual tumour size . Additionally, a better understandin g

between the physical and biological correlation o f
parameters like microbeam planar width and centre-to-
centre distances is needed to optimise the parameter s
which can then be selected more specifically for th e

healthy tissue area and the tumour region . Moreover, on e

can expect even better results if we move to large r

volumes to be irradiated, since in this case the rati o
between the total volume of the brain, the irradiate d
volume and the more densely crossfired tumour volum e

become more favourable . Additionally, we can alleviate

the limitation of tumour dose, and thereby the limitatio n

of therapeutic efficiency due to skin dose thresholds .

Conventional radiation therapy is hampered by th e
acceptable threshold dose of the healthy tissue . By
using microbeams in an interlaced irradiation geometry,
we can take advantage of healthy tissues extraordinaril y

good tolerance of microbeams and hence deliver a
critical level of radiation only to the vicinity of the tumour.
The result is a nearly homogenous distribution of hig h
dose that is limited to the tumour area .
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Evaluation of Gd-EOB-DTPA Uptake
in a Perfused and Isolated Mous e
Liver Model

Gd-EOB-DTPA is a paramagnetic complex designed as a
hepatotropic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast
agent (CA) useful to evaluate liver functions an d
pathologies [1] . Even if contrast-enhanced MRI i s
recognised as a powerful tool for the assessment of
functional parameters, the quantitative interpretation of th e
CA effect on image intensity is not straightforward becaus e
the MR signal is a complex function of CA characteristics

and image acquisition parameters . Depending on its

concentration and imaging sequences, a given CA can

indeed induce an opposite effect on contrast . For these
reasons, CA concentration is difficult to obtain from image

intensity measurements . Among computed X-ray
tomography methods, monochromatic quantitative

computed tomography (MQCT) has been implemented at

ESRF (medical beamline, 1017) and highlighted as a
complementary tool to other imaging techniques in th e

field of preclinical research [2] . As a result of the

monochromaticity of the synchrotron beam, this techniqu e

allows for nondestructive, real-time, and absolute

quantitative in vivo measurement of Gd concentration . The

aim of this study was to evaluate the pharmacokineti c
pattern of Gd-EOB-DTPA in a model of isolated an d
perfused mouse livers by both MRI and MQCT techniques .

Hepatic perfusion consists of the administration to the
liver of a blood substituting solution . Three protocol s
of mice liver perfusion were carried out for MR I

experiments (gallbladder spared, severed or clamped )

whereas the gallbladder was always spared for MQCT

experiments . Gd-EOB-DTPA solution was directl y
administered through the perfusion medium as follows :
for MQCT imaging at a final concentration of 0 .26 and
0 .52 mM of perfusion medium, and for MRI imaging a t
the optimal case obtained in MQCT, i .e., 0 .52 mM . Mice

livers were perfused during 1 hour, with the first 3 0
minutes in recirculating mode (accumulation of CA) an d
the following 30 minutes in open circuit (washout period) .
MRI and MQCT images were acquired during the one -
hour perfusion period .

Fig . 147 : Pharmacokinetic curves obtained by MQCT .

Figure 147 presents the quantitative results obtained i n
MQCT after image analysis . At the highest dose, tw o
groups of mice are distinguishable according to the
accumulation kinetics of Gd-EOB-DTPA (represented by A
and n) . As expected, the curve obtained at the lowest dose
exhibits the smallest evolution (represented by •) . At both
doses, the kinetic curve of Gd-EOB-DTPA shows the sam e
characteristic : a phase of uptake (increase of liver intensity
that reaches a plateau) followed by the clearance of the C A
(decrease of the intensity) . As in MQCT, two clear trend s
were also observed in MRI with regard to the accumulatio n
and elimination of Gd-EOB-DTPA when the gallbladde r
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Severed gall bladder (n = 4 )

—*--- Group 1 (n = 5)

—.—Group 2 (n = 5 )

160

	

-Clamped gall bladder (n = 5

was spared (Figure 148) . The first group exhibited a
larger contrast evolution than the second one, in whic h
signal intensities decreased later and less rapidly .
Although quantitatively different, these two behaviour s
have a similar signature characterised by three distinc t
phases . The first phase is a significant contrast uptake .
The increase of signal intensity is caused by a T 1 effect

resulting from the accumulation of the CA . Th e
subsequent phase (from the 8 th to the 40th minute o f
perfusion) is characterised by a decrease of intensity ,
slower in the second group than in the first one . This
decrease of intensity is caused by the well-known T2
effect resulting from a too high concentration of C A
accumulated by the liver. Finally, the clearance of th e
contrast agent is characterised by a restoring of th e
signal intensity ; this is the return to a T 1 effect resultin g
from the progressive elimination of Gd-EOB-DTPA .
Two complementary experiments were performed wit h
MRI to understand the behaviours described her e
(Figur 148) . Livers with severed gallbladder follow th e
same behaviour as livers of the first group while contras t
agent accumulation is impaired in livers with clamped
gallbladder (low increase of signal intensity) .

In conclusion, this pilot study has confirmed the validity of
both approaches for evaluating the uptake of a
hepatotropic contrast agent by the mouse liver. MRI is an
ideal technique for diagnosis, but the complex relationshi p
between the CA concentration and signal intensity make s
it difficult to quantitatively follow pharmacokineti c
patterns . Although less conveniently accessible, MQCT i s
the most direct approach to the quantitative measuremen t
of the concentration of the CA. This study has additionall y
demonstrated the peculiarity of the model of the isolate d
and perfused mouse liver, which appears unstable ,
leading to an abnormal behaviour characterised by an
impaired uptake function .
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X-ray Imaging in the Study of
Material s

X-ray Microtomography of a Coronary
Sten t

Coronary stents are small, metallic scaffolds implanted t o
re-open coronary arteries which have become seriousl y

narrowed or blocked as a result of heart disease . Re-
opening the artery restores blood flow to the heart muscle ,
reducing the risk of a "heart attack" . A stent is implanted by
making a small incision, usually in the femoral artery ,

through which a guidewire and catheter are inserted ,
enabling the use of small surgical tools at the blockage site .
The stent is crimped onto a special balloon catheter . Once
in position, the balloon is inflated with saline, expanding th e
stent and opening up the blocked artery . The balloon is the n
deflated and the catheter removed, leaving the stent

permanently in place as a support for the artery. Whereve r
possible, stent implantation is used instead of bypas s
surgery, because it is much less invasive and the patien t
can often go home from hospital the same day .

Sometimes, stent implantation is compromised by re-
blockage of the artery. This is due to an over-activ e
inflammatory response, triggered by injury to the artery wal l
during surgery . To prevent re-blockage, the latest stents
have a drug coating which suppresses inflammation .
Despite the introduction of these drug-coated stents, ther e
is still scope for improving stent design and implantatio n
techniques to reduce vessel injury .

While it is known that stent deployment can injure th e
vessel wall, it is hard to observe how a stent interacts
with the artery during implantation . Detailed observatio n
inside a patient is not yet possible . Imaging i n
engineering laboratory tests is difficult, because of th e
small stent size (expanded diameter 3 .0 mm ; strut widt h
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Fig . 148: Relative enhancement expressed in percentag e

(RE%) as a function of time obtained on MRI images .
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70-100 pm) . The challenge is to find a technique that ca n

image stent deployment, in three dimensions, with a
resolution of 10 pm or better so that the interaction o f

individual struts with the artery can be observed .

Fortunately, a candidate technique exists : X-ray

microtomography . This is a development of th e
computed tomography (CT) technique used in hospitals .
The operating principles are the same, except that th e

resolution attainable is higher. Using the coheren t

synchrotron X-ray source at the ESRF, volume elemen t

(voxel) sizes as small as 0 .3 pm are possible and phase
contrast techniques can be used to enhance imaging .

An experiment was designed to prove the concept o f
using X-ray microtomography to study a coronary stent .
The stents selected for this study were stainless stee l
coronary R-stents (Orbus Medical Technologies, Inc .) . The

experimental setup was kept as simple as possible . Each

stent was deployed inside a model artery made from late x
rubber and silicone foam, which have similar mechanical
properties to natural arterial tissue . Figure 149 shows a
stent implanted in a model artery and an X-ray projectio n
taken at the ESRF. Tomography scans were taken before ,
during and after stent deployment, using beamline BM05 .
Using 25 keV X-rays, the voxel size was 5 .3 pm, with a
vertical field of view of 4 .5 mm. To image whole stents ,
which were 13 - 25 mm long, multiple scans were taken ,
translating the sample vertically between scans until th e
whole stent was imaged .

Fig. 149 : Photograph of a stent implanted in a mode l
artery. The inset on the left is an X-ray projection o f
the implanted stent, which is 13 mm long . The dashe d
line shows the position of the tomography slic e
shown in Figure 150 .

The tomography data can be observed in a number o f
ways, such as cross-sections (slices) through th e
sample, or rendered images. It is also possible to expor t
the data to computer aided design and mechanica l
modelling software . Figure 150 is an example slice ,
showing the latex tubing representing the artery wall, th e
stent struts and the silicone foam representing th e
blockage . Phase contrast makes it possible to see the

Fig. 150: Example slice from the tomography scan o f

the stent in Figure 149 .

foam and the deflated balloon, which was left in place fo r
the scan. The streaks in the image are attenuatio n
artefacts associated with the stent struts . There is a
complete set of slices, taken every 5 .3 pm, enabling very

detailed observation and measurements of stent-artery

interactions. Further analysis is in progress .

To conclude, the feasibility of using high-resolution X-ra y
microtomography to image a coronary stent in a model arter y

was demonstrated . The stent and artificial artery material s

were imaged satisfactorily, though with some attenuatio n

artifacts arising from the metallic stent struts . There i s
considerable scope to develop the technique further ,
including observation of real tissue samples or excised stents .
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New Insight into the Mechanisms o f
Liquid Metal Embrittlement by X-ray
Projection Microscopy

The penetration of liquid gallium into the grai n
boundaries of aluminium alloys is known to be at th e
origin of severe intergranular embrittlement of aluminu m
alloys. However, despite decades of research, n o
consistent picture of the physical mechanisms leading to
the rapid formation of microscopic intergranular liqui d
layer has evolved so far. For instance, we still do no t
know whether Grain Boundary Penetration (GBP )
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involves the replacement of solid metal atoms by liqui d
metal atoms (through dissolution for instance) or if i t

proceeds by an invasion like process involvin g

deformation and separation of the grains by a n

amplitude equal to the liquid layer thickness .
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Fig . 151 : Microradiographs showing liquid Ga penetration
along an AI bicrystal grain boundary. The field of view is
situated approximately in the centre of the 4 mm lon g
grain boundary. The last image shows the regions of
interest used to analyse the penetration rate .

The use of the novel ESRF X-ray projection microscope ,
based on Kirkpatrick-Baez optics [1], has now provided
an answer to this ongoing controversy : the unique
combination of high resolution, bulk and in situ
observation capabilities provided by this instrument ha s
allowed us to simultaneously characterise the liqui d
film thickness (deduced from X-ray attenuatio n
measurements) and any associated grain deformatio n
(determined via image correlation techniques) during th e
penetration process. The experiments have bee n
performed at a X-ray energy of 20 .5 keV using pure A l
bicrystal slices (10 x 4 0 x 0 .8 mm 3) which were image d
in close to edge-on configuration. In this acquisition
geometry the detection limit for liquid Ga films can be a s
low as 5 nm [2] . Figure 151 shows four out of a series o f
several hundred projection images acquired during th e
penetration process of the bicrystal sample . The
restricted field of view of about 150 x 250 pm was
situated approximately in the middle of the 4 mm lon g
grain boundary and the in situ observation was starte d
with the initiation of penetration process at the lowe r

Fig . 152 : Plot of the penetration distance versus time .

extremity of the grain boundary and was continued unti l

arrival of the penetration front at the other extremity o f

the bicrystal . The four images were chosen from th e

restricted time interval of about 70 seconds during whic h

the penetration front has crossed the field of view . The

analysis of the penetration kinetics from the image s

acquired in this time window reveals a linear penetratio n

rate of 3 .4 pm per second (Figure 152), in good agreement

WÎth N'8V18U ftAturemenis

The simultaneous measurement of the grain deformatio n

during the penetration process was based on imag e

correlation of surface stains, left over from the chemica l
etching and subsequent polishing of the sample surface .

Figure 153a depicts the three regions of interest, th e

relative displacements of which was analysed during th e

entire period of the penetration process . As can be seen
from the plot in Figure 153b, the final amplitude of th e
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Fig. 153 : (a) The three ROIs and their relative distance s
(5 12, 823r S13) analysed during the penetration process .
(b) Evolution of the relative grain displacement with

time, giving clear evidence for grain deformatio n

during penetration . The measured film thickness wc a
and the displacement that would be provoked by a
purely elastic crack propagation (solid lines e 12 , e 13 ,
e23 ) with a constant stress intensity facto r
K i = 0 .045 MPa.m 0- 5 are also presented . The difference
between the simulated and the experimenta l
displacement, as well as the time lag of about 200 s
between onset of displacement and attenuatio n

contrast, can be attributed to the accompanyin g
plastic deformation process .
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relative displacements between the regions of interest

situated on opposite sides of the grain boundary is clos e

to the thickness of the liquid Ga film as estimated fro m

the absorption measurements, whereas the relative
displacement of the regions of interest situated on th e

same grain is close to zero . Note, however, that th e
onset of the relative grain displacement occurs abou t

200 s before the arrival of the Ga penetration front . Thi s

time lag can be explained in a consistent way, if on e

assumes that the penetration of the microscopic Ga
layer can be assimilated to the propagation of a crac k
along the grain boundary. The experimentally observed
displacement amplitudes as well as the time shift can b e

rationalised with fracture mechanics by assuming th e

existence of a very weak (0 .045 MPa .m O 5 ) but constant

stress intensity factor during the propagation of th e
liquid film. This rather surprising finding would sugges t
the existence of some kind of local crack driving force a t
the tip of the penetration front .

The answer to the initial question about the formatio n

mechanism of the microscopic penetration layers, ha s
given rise to a new question concerning the origin of th e
driving force : is it residual stresses in the bicrysta l
sample or some more fundamental physico-chemica l
mechanisms at the propagation front which maintain th e
crack propagation in the case of AI-Ga ?
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X-ray Fluorescence an d
Diffraction Microscop y

Microspectroscopy of Sulfur Helps
Conservation of Henry Vlll's Warship
Mary Rose

The Mary Rose served successfully for 35 years in Henry
VIII's navy. In 1545, when preparing for battle with a
French fleet, she suddenly capsised and sank outside

Portsmouth, U .K . The starboard side of the hull ,

salvaged in 1982, has been sprayed with an aqueou s

solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG) for the last 1 0

years, to prevent the waterlogged wood from cracking i n

the final drying stage of conservation (Figure 154) . The

report of tons of reduced sulfur compounds slowl y

forming acid in the almost intact hull of the 17th century

Swedish warship Vasa gave rise to new concerns [1] ,

and core samples taken from the Mary Rose's hul l

revealed about 1 mass% sulfur throughout the oa k

timbers (- 280 tons) . When atmospheric oxygen gain s

access to the moist wood in the presence o f

catalytically-active iron ions, this starts the acid -

producing oxidation of the reduced sulfur compounds .

Fig . 154 : Hull timbers of the Mary Rose being sprayed
with PEG solution (photo F. Jalilehvand) .

The total sulfur and iron concentrations were determine d
by several methods in cores (0 .4 x 15 cm) sampled from
the Mary Rose hull timbers [2] . Sulfur K-edge X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra of
segments along the cores were measured at Stanfor d
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. They permitted the
relative amounts of sulfur in different functional groups
to be evaluated by curve fitting with normalise d
XANES spectra of known standard compounds . Often
several types of reduced sulfur species contribute to a
major XANES peak at -- 2473 eV : thiols (R-SH), disulfides
(R-SS-R), elemental sulfur ( S 8), occasionally pyrite (Fe S 2)
and other iron sulfides . Magazine stored timber and core
surfaces show minor amounts of sulfonates (R-S O 3 -) and
sulfate (SO 4 2-) at 2483 eV, while hull timber under spray
treatment has almost no sulfate . Sulfoxides (R(SO)R) ,
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absorbing at 2476 eV, are intermediate organosulfu r

oxidation products occurring in a few % in all XANE S

spectra .

Thin wood slices were examined using scanning

X-ray absorption microspectroscopy (SXM) at ESR F

beamline ID21 . Raster scanning with focused X-rays at

characteristic sulfur XANES resonance energies wer e

used to create SXM images, revealing that reduce d

shout Wig (at 241 elf are concentrated in the lignin -

rick middle lamella between the wood cells, and also i n
a distinct double layer in the lignin-reinforced walls of a

vessel, which is a transport channel in oak wood .

Focused micro-XANES spectra confirmed that th e

organosulfur consists of thiols and disulfides, and

occasionally iron sulfides in separate particles (Figure 155) .

2465 2470 2475 2480 2485 2465 2470 2475 2480 248 5
Photon energy [eV]

Fig . 155 : Scanning X-ray microspectroscopy images a t
2473 eV of reduced sulfur (brighter color - highe r
concentration) : (top) oak core, sampled from Mary
Rose hull timber. (below) Micro-XANES curves (blue :
sample spots, black : standard spectra) indicatin g
1 iron sulfide particle (standard : pyrrhotite Fe 1_X S ,
peak at 2471 eV); 2 thiols (R-SH) in the middle lamell a
(standard : cysteine 2473 eV) . (right) Freshly salvage d
oak wood from the Mary Rose shows two distinct
layers of thiols in the lignin-reinforced wall of a vesse l
(top right); the dark patches surrounded by cell wall s
are the lumina .

Dissolved hydrogen sulfide (or HS-), produced by
bacteria reducing sulfate ions in anoxic seawater ,
converts in the waterlogged wood to solid sulfu r
compounds in amounts depending on the state of woo d
degradation, the concentration of hydrogen sulphide ,
and of iron(ll) ions . The microcrystalline iron sulfides
formed in the presence of corroding iron, are known t o
be unstable toward oxidation in a humid environment ,
and are probably the primary source of acid .

For the May Rose the spraying washes out the acid, and th e
recirculated PEG solution is monitored to assess when

strongly acid-forming sulfur species are exhausted .

Antioxidants are being evaluated for subsequen t

stabilisation of the lignin-bonded organosulfur compound s

and also to prevent PEG degradation . In the internationa l

"Preserve the Vasa" project, tests are being carried out

to remove iron with efficient chelates [2], or in other ways

retard the oxidation processes . The sulfuric aci d
accumulated in the Vasa's hull timbers after the spra y

treatment was stopped in 1979, is estimated to be abou t

2 tons . Neutralising that a6N wiIh in aTNit gn
treatment, followed by storage in stable and low (- 55% )

relative humidity, may be sufficient to hold back the

production of new acid and possible wood degradatio n

effects . Synchrotron-based analyses will continue to

play an important role for the development of

conservation methods for historical shipwrecks an d

marine-archaeological artefacts .
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In situ Fe XANES on Extraterrestrial
Grains Trapped in an Aeroge/ for the
Stardust Missio n

In January 2006, the NASA Stardust mission will brin g
aerogel collectors back to Earth in which grains of th e
comet Wild-2 as well as interstellar grains have bee n
trapped. In order to develop an analytical protocol ,
micrometre-sized grains trapped inside pieces of aeroge l
were analysed . The pieces of aerogel, called keystones ,
were a few hundreds of micrometres large . They
originate either from the NASA Orbital Debris Collectio n
Experiment (ODCE) exposed outside the Mir station fo r
18 months from 1997 to 1998 (samples LCO1 B2, 2D040 3

1
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and 2D0401), or from gas gun shots in Stardust's aeroge l
of grains from the Allende meteorite (sample 8JUN05B) .

Micro-fluorescence mappings and XANES spectra at th e

iron K-edge have been performed on these samples

using the X-ray Microscopy beamline ID21 .

From the micro-fluorescence mappings performed o n

the ODCE samples, both the final grain and th e

penetration track were identified (Figure 156) . It can be

concluded from the Fe "hot spots" found along the trac k

that the incident grain broke up into many fragments
while entering and slowing down in the aerogel in spit e

of its low density (0 .02 g .cm-3) . For the other sample

8JUN05B, the only material found along the track is i n

the form of iron beads coming from the barrel of the dust

gun, confirming that Stardust's aerogel, characterised b y
a gradient of density, is suitable for slowing dow n
hypervelocity particles. The efficiency of a new
technique consisting in cutting the keystone along th e
penetration track was verified on the sample 2D0401 by
imaging the track and the final grain both exposed to th e

air by this preparation . This allows coupling X-ray
analyses with other analytical techniques like Raman an d
IR microspectroscopies since the beam no longer needs
to pass through the aerogel .

In a previous experiment, we showed with LCO1 B2 tha t
the redox state of iron varies from the entrance of the
track (Fe 3+ ) to its end and the final grain (Fe2+) [1] . I n
order to confirm this, XANES spectra at the Fe K edg e
were acquired in hotspot regions of each sample using a
Si(220) monochromator with an incident energy rangin g
from 7 .1 to 7 .28 keV in steps of 0 .25 eV. The synchrotro n
X-ray source was demagnified using Fresnel zone-plat e
lenses and the beam size at the sample wa s
0.5 x 0 .5 pmt . For each spectrum, the energy of the
absorption edge and the centroid energy of the pre-edg e
(intensity-weighted average of each component energy)
were used to determine the Fe redox states, followin g
[2] . Results are summarised in Table 3 . The edge and th e
pre-edge centroid (Figure 157) evolve towards a reduced
form (Fe2+) from the track entrance to the end of the

	

Energy [eV]

track and the final grain . Beam-induced photo-reduction

	

Fig . 157: Normalised pre-edge features of absorption spectr a
was checked for by acquiring several spectra on the

	

in different region of 2D0401 . The data are represented by a
same points and seeing no shift towards lower energies .

	

dotted line and the fit of the pre-edge by a solid line .

Sample Region Edge energy (eV) Pre-edge centroid (eV)
(a) 7123.7 7114 . 2

2D0401 (c) 7119 .9 7113 . 4
final grain 7119.5 7113 . 4

(b) 7119.2 7114 . 0
2D0403 (c) 7118.3 7113 . 4

final grain 7119.7 7113 . 5
(a) 7123.2 7114 . 6

LC01 B2 (c) 7119.6 7113. 6
final grain 7119.7 7113 . 1

8JUN05B final grain 7119 .5 7113 .5

Fig . 156 : Fe distribution in 2D0401 : (a) The final grai n

4 pm in size . (b) The penetration track, about 250 p m

long, with a spatial resolution of 2 pm .

7110 7111 7112 7113 7114 7115 7116 7117 711 8

Table 3 : Edge and pre-edg e
characteristics of Fe-XANES spectra .

(a) track entrance, (b) middle of the
track, (c) end of the track .
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Given the observed Fe redox state of the particles in th e

aerogel, several mechanisms can be inferred. Most

probably, incident grains of 2+ oxidation state underg o

rapid oxidation to 3+ at the entrance of the track, due to

high temperature slowing down from the initial velocity o f

a few km.s- 1 in the presence of the aerogel oxygen . The

shell of oxidised iron is lost at the track entrance by th e

grain that remains in the 2+ oxidation state at the end of

the track .

In conclusion, fluorescence imaging using the ID21 SXM
was succesful in locating the residual impacted grai n

and the substantial fraction of matter spread along th e
penetration track . Furthermore, Fe K-edge XANES
allows precise studies of the redox reactions associate d
with the grain slowing down in the oxygen-rich aerogel .
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Evidence of Ion Diffusion at Room
Temperature in Microcrystals of the
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+5 Superconductor

Single crystals of the Bi 2 Sr2CaCu 208+s (Bi-2212) high-Tc
superconductor can be grown in samples whose length
(? 500 µm) is much greater than both their width an d
their thickness (whiskers) . These kinds of samples hav e
recently attracted remarkable interest from the point o f
view of both basic and applied physics . In fact, they
have proved to be suitable systems for the study of th e
excess conductivity above TT and of the transport
properties along the c axis because of their high qualit y
and small sizes [1] .

Bi-2212 whiskers undergo a significant increase in the in -
plane resistivity when aged at room temperature, mos t
likely because of the oxygen loss [2] . Variations in the
0 non-stoichiometry of Bi-2212 whiskers must b e
accompanied by a change of the Cu oxidation state to
guarantee the electrostatic neutrality . To verify whether the

variation of the local Cu oxidation state, induced by 0

diffusion, is accompanied by a cation migration or not, w e

have combined p.-XANES and u-XRF experiments at

beamline ID22 . Also the c-axis value has been monitore d

by .i-XRD. A laboratory AFM study supports the ID22 data.

Figure 158 presents the Cu K edge fluorescence 1.1 -

XANES spectra . Moving from the central position (gree n

spectrum) to the crystal edge (red spectrum), w e

observe an increase in the white line intensity of 10 %

and a red shift of the edge of 2 .5 eV. This indicates an

important gradient of local structure and in the oxidatio n
state of Cu along the b direction . At the crystal edges a

significant C u + enrichment is observed (Figure 158) . Thi s

is where the atomic 0 2- anions are supposed to

recombine to give 02 molecules, which then leave th e
crystal (leaving behind their 4 electrons) . According t o

previous XANES studies we evaluated that a fraction of

about 30% of Cu + is estimated at the edges [3] . This
suggests that the rate-determining step of the O los s
process is the 0 2- migration to the crystal surface an d
not the 02 recombination at the surface . From the p-XR F
study (Figure 158 inset) a Cu enrichment at the crysta l

edges along the b direction is found .

x
w
z

0 .5

Fig . 158 : Normalised XANES spectra collected o n
different positions of the Bi-2212 whisker . A shift o f
the edge up to 2 .5 eV, accompanied by a modificatio n
of the white line intensity, which clearly displays a n
important modification of both the oxidation and th e
coordination state of Cu along the crystal . Bold curves
represent spectra collected in central (green) and i n
near-edge (red) positions along the b direction, th e
others representing intermediate positions .
The inset shows the map (resolution 1 x 4 pm )
reporting the ratio between the Cu(Ka) and Bi(L[3) XR F
counts on the same portion of the Bi-2212 sampl e
used for the XANES study (color scale : red = 0 .24;
green = 0 .22 ; blue = 0 .20) . The red regions correspon d
to the edge of the crystal, where a Cu enrichment ha s
been observed . Beam energy = 17 .3 keV) .

Photon energy [eV ]
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Fig. 159: (a) Colour scale AFM map of the Bi-221 2
sample . The red regions correspond to the edge of th e
crystal, where a higher thickness has been observed .

(b) (h, 0, I) reflections (h = -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 and 3 )
collected at ID22 in transmission mode with an imag e
plate sampling a point in the border region along th e
b axis . Beam energy = 17 .3 keV.

The crystal, exhibiting an almost flat a-b surface in the as -
grown condition, clearly shows an increased thickness A z
at the borders along the b direction, as determined b y
AFM (Figure 159a) . This is the consequence of the O
depletion, which is known to induce an increase of the c
axis lattice parameter whose average over the crystal siz e
along the c-axis direction ( 200 unit cells) has bee n
clearly detected by AFM . The c-axis increase, located a t
the border of the crystal along the b direction, wel l
correlates with the higher fraction of Cu + singled out i n
the same region by la-XANES (Figure 158) . These
independent pieces of evidence agree with th e
anisotropy in the in-plane O diffusion coefficients for Bi -
2212 that indicates a slower migration process along the
b direction . Therefore, the possibility of identifying a
compositional gradient is enhanced . Quantitatively, th e
measured Az/z (corresponding to Ac/c) is 4%, indicatin g
that the average c value on the b borders is around 32 A .

µ-XRD measurements, collected at ID22 in transmissio n
mode with an image plate, resulted in c = 32 .2 A for the
b border region (Figure 159b) .
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Scaling in the Time Domain -
Universal Dynamics of Order
Fluctuations in Fe 3Al

Solid state theory predicts that a material shoul d
respond ultra-sensitively to external perturbation s

(temperature, pressure, magnetic or electric fields), whe n

it is close to a phase transition. This response i s

governed by microscopic fluctuations in the system :

quantities like volume, entropy or sub-lattice order ar e
strongly fluctuating for temperatures near the critica l
temperature Tc . For continuous phase transitions, th e

correlation length (E) in the system is diverging [1] when

Tc is approached . The mesoscopic size of fluctuatin g

domains leads to universal macroscopic respons e
functions - power laws involving critical exponents that
depend only on the dimensionality and symmetry of th e
system. X-ray and neutron scattering experiments have
led to a consistent picture of the static critical behaviour .
However, since fluctuations exhibit a time structure, ou r
picture of phase transformations is incomplete withou t

understanding the microscopic fluctuations in the tim e
domain .

Recently the technique of X-ray intensity fluctuatio n
spectroscopy has been developed, using coheren t
synchrotron X-ray beams: the diffracted intensity is a
time-dependent "speckle pattern", uniquely related t o
the spatial arrangement of the ordered domains in th e
sample [2] . This approach is strongly limited today by th e
low intensity in the coherent beam . In order to observe
dynamic fluctuations on a microscopic scale we used a
partially coherent focused X-ray beam (Figure 160 )
illuminating the sample which is kept close to Tc . We
record in real time intensity fluctuations of the diffracte d
beam, which are associated with the order fluctuations i n
the sample . Since a fully coherent beam is not required
in this approach, the whole X-ray beam can be focused
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Fig. 160 : Principle for a diffraction "microscope" : In a
conventional diffraction experiment (large probe d
volume compared to ) an ensamble average i s
performed, the diffracted intensity is constant (blue
curve) . When the probed volume in the sample SV i s
small enough to contain only a few fluctuating

domains (each of size Ed), the diffraction experiment
no longer performs an ensamble average; the
diffracted intensity fluctuates and directly reflects th e
dynamics of thermal fluctuations (red curve) .

to a micrometre spot on the micrometre-thick sample .
Thus, we reduce the probed volume to a few pm3 and
also preserve the high number of incident photons .

The experiment was carried out at the ID22 beamline
using a focused beam slightly smaller than 2 x 2 pm 2 .
The sample was a Fe 3AI single crystal, in which the Fe
and Al atoms order on a cubic lattice (chemical order) .
Upon increasing the temperature, the atoms are
mobile enough to jump between sites, reducing th e
chemical order (crystalline order still preserved) . We
investigated the B2-A2 order-disorder transition in F e3A I

Fig . 161 : (left) Time-resolved diffraction intensities a t
temperatures near Tc . The series are normalised to 1
then shifted vertically for the sake of clarity .
(right) Correlation functions for differen t
temperatures . Black lines are the fits using th e
algebraic forms : exponential decay (dotted line) an d
power law decay (continuous line) .

by recording (near Tc) the intensity of superstructure

peaks. Upon increasing the temperature, the atoms are

mobile enough to change sites and reduce the chemica l

order whereas the crystalline order is still preserved .

Consequently the intensity of superstructure peaks

diminishes and ultimately vanishes in the disordere d

state . Moreover, in the vicinity of Tc the X-ray intensity

exhibits fluctuations in time, fluctuations which ar e

diverging at Tc (shown in Figure 161 (left)) . We hav e

recorded in real time the X-ray intensity fluctuations

close to Tc, where both ordered and disordered domain s

exist . The associated fluctuating domain size i s

expected to diverge .

The autocorrelation functions of the measured intensitie s

(Figure 161 (left)) are 4-point correlation functions . The

theoretical analysis showed that the autocorrelation

functions can be very well described in a simple form : a n
exponential decay at temperatures far from Tc and a
power law decay for T = Tc (Figure 161 (left)) . The
associated critical exponent is deduced and found to

be in good agreement with the theoretical value (z - 2) ,
demonstrating the universal character of the fluctuation s
in Fe 3AI . The dynamics of the ordered domains was slow
enough to be accessed in a time-frame of the order of a
few seconds. The associated correlation times ar e
surprisingly large (up to 70 seconds at T - Tc), man y

orders of magnitude larger than the characteristi c
microscopic time-scale (-10- 7 seconds for the singl e
jump of a Fe atom). The decay of the correlation functio n
with a power law confirms scaling in the time domain .

Our results clearly indicate that incoherent focuse d
microbeams can be used to study 4-point correlatio n
functions and the dynamics of critical fluctuations i n
crystalline materials . The experimental result s
demonstrate directly the crossover from non-critica l
(T < Tc) to critical (T - Tc) dynamics in solid binary alloys .
With the development of high brilliance micro- an d
nanobeams at synchrotron radiation and free electro n
laser facilities, such experiments will give access t o
other type of fluctuations, particularly for systems i n
confined geometries as they appear in thin films and
nanosystems .
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Throughout 2005, the Machine Division continued it s
efforts to improve performance whilst carrying out a

number of developments, which are describe d

hereunder.

Machine Parameters

Table 4 presents a summary of the characteristics of th e
storage ring's electron beam :

Table 5 gives the main optics functions, electron bea m

[GeV]

	

6 .03

Vertical emittance

	

[nm]

	

0 .03
(minimum achieved)

Time between bunches

	

[ns]

	

2816 to 2 .82

Table 4: Principal characteristics of the electron beam .

Introductio n

sizes and divergences at the various source points . For
insertion device source points, the beta functions,

dispersion, sizes and divergences are computed in th e

middle of the straight section . Two representative source

points of bending magnet radiation have been selected ,

corresponding to observation angles of 3 mrad an d

9 mrad from the exit, which correspond to different

magnetic fields . Electron beam profiles are Gaussian and

the size and divergence are presented in terms of rm s

quantities. The associated full width half maximum size s

and divergences are 2 .35 times larger. Horizonta l

electron beam sizes and divergences are given for th e

uniform filling modes and apply to almost all filling
patterns except for the single bunch, for which a slightl y
larger size and divergence is attained due to th e
increased energy spread of the electron beam . Vertical

electron beam sizes and divergences apply to th e

Uniform, 2 x 1/3 and Hybrid filling modes only . To
increase the lifetime of the stored beam, the vertica l
beam sizes and divergences are increased typically b y
50% in the 16 and 4 bunch filling patterns .

The lifetime, bunch length and energy spread depend, to

a large extent, on the filling pattern . These are given i n
Table 6 for a few representative patterns . Note that i n
both the 16 bunch and 4 bunch filling patterns, th e
energy spread and bunch length decay with the curren t

(the value indicated in the table corresponds to th e
maximum current) . The bunch lengths are given for th e
usual RF accelerating voltage of 8 M V

Even ID Sectio n
(ID2,ID6 . . .)

Odd ID Section
(ID1,ID3 . . .)

Bending Magnet
3 mrad

Bending Magnet
9 mrad

Field [T] Depends on ID Depends on ID 0 .4 0 .8 5

Horiz . Beta Functions [m] 35 .2 0 .5 1 .41 0 .9 9
Horiz . Dispersion [m] 0 .137 0 .037 0 .061 0 .045
Horiz . rms e- beam size [Pm ] 402 59 100 77
Horiz rms e- divergence [prad] 10 .7 90 116 11 1
Vert . Beta Functions [m] 2 .52 2 .73 34.9 34 . 9
Vert . rms e- beam size [Pm ] 7 .9 8 .3 29 .5 29 . 5
Vert . rms e- divergence [prad] 3 .2 3 0 .85 0 .8 5

Table 5 : Beta functions, dispersion, rms beam sizes and divergences for the various source points of the ESRF.

Filling pattern Uniform Hybrid 16-b 4-b
Number of bunches 992 24x8+1 16 4
Maximum current [mA] 200 200 90 40
Lifetime [h] 75 30 11 6
Rms energy spread [%] 0 .11 0 .11 0 .12 0 .1 6
Rms bunch length [ps] 20 25 48 55

Table 6 : Current,
lifetime, bunc h

length and energy
spread in variou s
representative
filling modes .
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THE X-RAY SOURC E

RUN NUMBER TOTAL 2005-01 2005-02 2005-03 2005-04 2004-05 TOTAL Table 7: Summar y

2004 2005 of the Machin e

Start 21/01/05 08/04/05 03/06/05 19/08/05 21/10/05 Operation in 2005 .

End 25/03/05 25/05/05 27/07/05 17/10/05 19/12/05

Total number of shifts 843 189 141 162 177 177 846

Number of USM shifts 681 149 114 131 146.1 143 .1 683 .25 0

Beam available for users (h) 5295 .2 1162 .6 871 .1 1015 1127 .5 1119 .8 529 6

Availability 97 .95% 97.8% 96.6% 97 .6% 97 .6% 98.3% 97 .6%

Dead time for failures 2 .05% 2 .2% 3 .4% 2.4% 2.4% 1 .7% 2 .4%

Dead time for refills 0 .75% 0 .3% 1 .1% 0 .7% 1 .1% 0 .5% 0 .7%

Average intensity (mA) 151 185 120 149 123 181 153 . 4

Number of failures 111 28 30 24 21 20 123

Mean time between failures (h) 49 .1 42 .6 30 .4 43 .7 55 .7 57 .3 44.4

Mean duration of a failure (h) 1 .0 0 .9 1 1 .1 1 .4 1 t06

Summary of Machine

	

Filling Pattern s
Operation Hybrid 24* 8

5 %

ESRF

In 2005, 683 .25 shifts (5466 hours) of beam were
scheduled, of which 5296 hours of beam were effectivel y

delivered (including 39 .4 hours of refills) . This represents

a beam availability of 97 .6% . Dead time due to failure s
accounts for the remaining 2 .4% (see Table 7) . In Marc h

there was a serious failure originating from a water leak
into the ring vacuum on the cell-15 crotch absorber (se e
below) ; this resulted in the loss of five days . In order to
return this lost time to the users of the ESRF, the Octobe r
shutdown was shortened and five days of USM added
with proper advanced re-scheduling . The figure of bea m
availability has been modified retroactively. The Mean

Time Between Failures (MTBF) reached 44 .4 hours .

Due to a number of water leaks (see below), the bea m
availability and the MTBF are slightly below the 200 4
figure (namely 97 .95% and 49 h) . The beam losses wer e
rather uniformly distributed over the year. In July 2005 ,
the beam was delivered in 16 bunch mode for 7 days i n
a row without interruption (see Figure 162) .
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08 :00 08:0 0

Fig . 162 : 168 hours of beam delivery withou t
interruption .
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Fig . 163 : Distribution of the various filling modes use d

in 2005 .

No significant changes in the distribution of the modes ar e
to be noted compared to the 2004 period (Figure 163) .
The multi-bunch modes with the largest current and th e
longest lifetime remain dominant, making up 76 % of th e
shifts . Following the regular installation of additional smal l
aperture ID chambers, the single bunch mode (15 mA)

was replaced in 2004 by the 4-bunch mode (4*10 mA) ,
which generate a higher average current while avoidin g
the difficult machine tuning required to raise the singl e
bunch current beyond 10 mA in a stable and repeatabl e
manner. In 2005, we observed a stabilisation of the effec t
and no difficulties are anticipated for the delivery of th e
timing modes with similar performance in 2006 .

Water Leaks and Crotche s

Contrary to previous years, 2005 was marked by a
number of water leaks . A water leak-to-air developed o n
the photon beam movable absorbers of a number of
bending magnet and insertion device beamlines . These
leaks affected only the oldest units in operation since
1992-1993 . Remedies were found to limit the impact on
user operation . A number of spare absorbers were
ordered and delivered, enabling the replacement an d

168 .hours without beam interruptio n
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repairs of the defective absorbers during the machine
shutdowns . The process leading to this leak has bee n
understood and is linked to the high pressure water flow
which generates cavitation followed by erosion of the wal l
material in some sharp edge elbows made of copper. The
replacement or repair of all defective ID absorbers i s
expected to be by the end of 2006 . For the bendin g
magnet absorbers, a repair is being made to save tim e
and a new design of absorber has been produced and wil l
soon be tested before purchasing a series .

The most severe failure, given its impact on user operation ,
was the water leak-to-vacuum of the cell-15 crotc h
absorber, which resulted in the venting of two cells of th e
ring in March 2005 . Altogether 5 days of USM had t o
be cancelled and were rescheduled in October. The
investigation showed that a flat cavity with narrow vertica l
height (- 0 .5 mm) had developed in the wall of the first tube s
of the crotch . The cavity formed in the plane of the bendin g
magnet radiation and is deeper in places where the copper

was the thinnest . The leak occurred when the cavit y

breached the copper wall of the tube, originally a minimum

of l mm thick. The chemistry involved in this process can b e

qualitatively explained as follows . The hard X-ray beam fro m

the bending magnet, having traversed 5 mm of copper, i s

still sufficiently intense to produce a high number of radical s

or oxidant species with a short lifetime, which corrode th e

tube in the vicinity of the place where they are produced .

This process is slow since it took 10 years to traverse the

1 mm thickness of the copper tube. The question was raised

concerning the state of all the other machine absorbers and
in particular all 64 crotch absorbers located immediatel y
after each bending magnet along the ring circumference .

These crotches are built to the same design as the cell-1 5

crotch absorber. A normal crotch absorber from cell-6 wa s
exchanged during summer and further investigated by non
destructive radiography on the ID-15 beamlin e

The radiography presented a similar cavity in the water tub e
but with a reduced penetration corresponding to a n
0.25 mm residual wall thickness (see Figure 164) . Th e
reduced penetration of the cell-6 crotch absorber (compared

to the cell-15 crotch) is understood from the 15% highe r

power density on the cell-15 crotch combined with a 9 %
lower effective copper thickness. A simple model based on
the scaling of the power density and the X-ray transmission
through the copper predicts that all 64 crotches should fai l
in a similar manner in the few years to come . To slow dow n

the process, all crotches have been displaced vertically b y
2 mm in such a way that the X-ray beam falls outside th e
existing cavities . Meanwhile, an order has been placed to
replace all crotches with a modified design that woul d
extend the lifetime beyond 50 years .

Hybrid in-Vacuu m
Undulator s

The development of in-vacuum undulators started at the
ESRF in 1999 . In December 2005, eight devices were i n
user operation and two units were in preparation (Table 8) .

0 .5
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1 .5
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2 . 5
ww

Fig . 164 : Radiography
of the cell-6 crotc h

absorber observed o n

the ID15 beamline . Th e

water flows from

bottom to top. The
white trace is the wate r
channel in the tub e

while the grey part i s
the copper wal l

surrounding the tube I t
shows that a cavity ha s
developed an d
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Beamline Name Period [mm] Peak field [T]
@ gap 6 mm

Technology Magnet
Materia l

ID11 U23 23 0.96 Hybrid Sm2Co1 7
ID22 U23 23 0.76 PPM Sm2Co1 7
ID9 U17 17 0.57 PPM Sm2Co1 7
ID29 U21 21 0 .7 PPM Sm2Co1 7
ID13 U18 18 0.6 PPM Sm2Co1 7
1011 U22 22 0.93 Hybrid Sm2Co1 7
ID27 U23 23 0.76 PPM Sm 2 Co 1 7
1027 U23 23 0.76 PPM Sm 2 Co 1 7
ID9 U20 20 0.92 Hybrid NdFeB
ID15 U22 22 0.93 Hybrid Sm 2 Co 17

Table 8 : Main Parameter s
of the in-vacuu m
undulators . All undulator s
are presently in operatio n
except the last two devices ,
U20 for ID9 and U22 fo r
ID15, which are schedule d
for installation in Januar y
2006 and July 2007 . Not e
that both ID11 and ID27
are equipped with two in -
vacuum undulato r
segments .
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Fig . 165 : Peak field versus the ratio of gap/period fo r
three different type of in-vacuum undulators . Th e

ones with the best performance are indeed the hybri d

undulators made of NdFeB material but they are als o
the most sensitive to radiation damage .

As for any type of permanent magnet undulator, th e
assembly can either be based on a Pure Permanen t
Magnet (PPM) assembly with 4 magnet blocks pe r
period, each block having a magnetisation rotated by 9 0
degrees, or can based on the Hybrid technology in whic h
the period is constituted from two magnet blocks

separated by a soft iron pole . The hybrid technology

produces a higher peak field for the same magnetic ga p
and period . However the magnetic field corrections (fiel d
integral, integrated multipole and phase shimming) are
much easier to perform with the PPM technology . The
I011 U23 mm undulator, the first in-vacuum undulato r
installed in 1999, was already built with the hybri d
technology, but its phase errors and residual fiel d
integrals were rather poor as a result of a lack of time fo r

the shimming process as well as a inadequat e
mechanical design of the magnet holders . To avoid thes e
difficulties, subsequent in-vacuum undulators were buil t
with the PPM technology and indeed achieved a n
adequate phase error around 2 degrees. Once the
process of producing high field quality PPM in-vacuu m
undulators was mastered, the question was the n
reinvestigated for the ID11 U22 and the ID9 U20 fo r
which it was decided to return to the hybrid technology
in order to boost the peak field . The rms phase error
reached 2 .5 degrees for the U22 . The phase error of the
U20 is 4 degrees but was not corrected since being use d
on the fundamental or third harmonics it was considere d
as adequate. Another important modification wa s
introduced in the newly built ID9 U20, namely th e
replacement of the Sm 2Co17 magnet material (originall y
selected for its high resistance to radiation damage) by a
special grade of NdFeB magnet with high coercivity . The
question of radiation damage is a sensitive issue for in -
vacuum undulators, which aim at the smallest gap
possible and constitute the places in the rin g
circumference where the electrons are most likely to b e
lost . The showers produced by electrons in the magneti c
material results in a partial demagnetisation . The risk o f
using NdFeB material for the ID9 U20 was accepted

considering that such an undulator is only used o n

harmonics one and three . Figure 165 presents the pea k

field vs the ratio of gap over period . These curves clearl y

show a 30% field increase reached by the hybrid NdFe B

compared to the PPM Sm 2 Co 17 for a 6 mm ga p

undulator with a 20 mm period .

Vacuum Chambers and NE G
Coating

In the past, as the magnetic gap of the Insertion Device s
(IDs) was reduced from 20 to 10 mm, the vertica l

aperture of the ID vacuum chambers had to b e

reduced accordingly . As a consequence, excessive

Bremsstrahlung has been observed downstream in th e

beamlines . This Bremsstrahlung is created by th e
collision of the electron beam with the residual gas insid e

the ID vacuum chambers and becomes a seriou s

problem for small aperture chambers in which th e

small conductance results in high pressure . The
Bremsstrahlung is scattered off-axis by the optica l
component in the beamline (monochromator, mirror, . . . )
and can be detected in the air outside the lead hutch .

Even though more shielding can be added to th e

beamline hutches, this is not desirable or practical for a
number of beamlines . Two solutions have been explore d
at the ESRF to alleviate the problem. One consists i n
placing the magnet assemblies in the vacuum (see

above) . Another solution consists in sputtering a No n

Evaporable Getter (NEG) thin film (0 .5-1 .0 micrometres)

on the wall of the vacuum chamber. Such a techniqu e
has been pioneered at CERN and has been extensivel y

used at the ESRF on both stainless steel and aluminiu m
narrow aperture IDs. Following activation of the NE G
material (made of titanium, zirconium and vanadium) a t
180 °C, the NEG coated surface provides pumping and
the photo-induced desorption is largely reduced, thereby
accelerating the vacuum conditioning time under beam .
For this reason, a newly prepared 8 mm aperture 5 m
long constant cross-section NEG coated Aluminiu m
chamber has been installed in the ID6 straight sectio n
during every machine shutdown, for the past few years .
The chamber is conditioned for 6-8 weeks until th e
following shutdown when it is moved to the final ID
beamline destination . The chamber then only needs a
few days of re-conditioning allowing the user operatio n
to start almost immediately after the shutdown . This
refurbishment process, while somewhat slow since i t
only allows a maximum of 5 beamlines to be upgrade d
per year, presents a number of advantages . It allows a
smooth transition for the beamline with no bea m
interruption of the user program . It allows the
quantitative measurement of the Bremsstrahlung vs .
dose using the same monitors installed in the ID6 hutc h
and quantifies in term of Bremsstrahlung any chang e

— P.P.M . Sm2 Co 1 7

— Hybrid Sm2Co 1 7
— Hybrid NdFeB
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Fig 166 : Cross sections of 3 .5 m long quadrupol e
chambers tested at the ESRF in 2005 . a) ESRF standar d
profile that is made of stainless steel and presents 3
pumping ports welded laterally to the profile . It i s
pumped with 2 NEG cartridges (2 x 200 I/s) and 1 ion
pump (45 I/s) . b) The SOLEIL profile, which is a
constant cross-section with no pumping ports tha t
relies exclusively on the pumping by the NEG coating .
c) Narrow profile, which corresponds to the smalles t
aperture compatible with a 100% injection efficiency.
It is also NEG coated and made of aluminium with a
constant cross-section and no pumping port . Bot h
aluminium profiles were tested in the cell-6 straigh t
section in 2005 and showed a very rapid conditionin g
time and low Bremsstrahlung .

applied in the coating or cleaning sequence . At the end
of 2005 nineteen NEG coated ID chambers were i n
operation in the beamline . Most of them are made of
extruded aluminium 5 m long with a constant elliptical
cross-section and an internal aperture of 57 x 8 mm 2 .
A NEG coating facility has been built at ESRF. At the
end of 2005 two coating benches were operated
simultaneously each processing a 5 m long chamber. A
number of labs have expressed their interest in thi s
technology and ID chambers have been NEG coated for
SLS and SOLEIL.

As a new development, during 2005, was two 3 .5 metre -
long "quadrupole" type chambers that were coated and

installed in cell 6, one using the Soleil aluminium

extrusion profile, the other using a new profile ,

characterised by an elliptical cross-section of onl y

30 x 20 mm 2 (See Figure 166) .

The aluminium vessels have performed extremely well i n

the storage ring, in terms of prompt vacuum conditionin g

times and low Bremsstrahlung levels . It has become

clear that a "pump-free" solution for light source vacuu m
chambers is now possible, when a sufficiently low

pressure is obtained by using NEG-coated chambers ,

with only few lumped pumps being necessary at high -
desorption locations, such as crotch absorbers . In

addition, narrow aperture chambers can be used whic h

allow the use of stronger gradient quadrupoles an d

sextupoles which in turn allow a reduction of th e
quadrupole and sextupole size as well as their cost . This
has generated considerable interest by man y

laboratories at a recent, dedicated vacuum workshop .

One possible drawback of this NEG technology is th e
requirement of in situ baking in order to activate th e
pumping. Conventional baking jackets take some space

that increase the effective size of the chamber . In thi s
respect we have used a recently developed technique o f

interlaced baking tape and insulation developed b y
CERN for the LHC warm chambers which is shown i n
Figure 167 . Such tapes allow the full baking at 180 de g
C and have a total thickness of 0 .3 mm only .

Fig . 167 : Narrow profile 30 x 20 mm quadrupol e
chamber shown with its baking tape and insulation .

a)

b)

E
E
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Member and Associate Countrie s
(as of January 2006)

Members' share in contribution to the

		

Additional contribution s
(percentages refer to Members' total
contribution) :
1%

	

Portugal
1%

	

Israe l
1%

	

Austria
0.6% Poland
0.44% Czech Republi c
0.2% Hungary

annual budget :
27.5% France
25.5% German y
15%

	

Ital y
14% United Kingdo m
4%

	

Spai n
4%

	

Switzerland
6%

	

Benesync (Belgium, The Netherlands)
4%

	

Nordsync (Denmark, Finland ,
Norway, Sweden)
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The Beamlines
Details of the thirty-one public ESRF beamlines are give n

in Table 9 . Three of these beamlines possess two end -
stations, so there are thirty-four end-stations in total ,
which can be run independently . An additional sixteen
beamline branches, situated on bending magnets, ar e
devoted to Collaborating Research Groups (CRG) .
Figure 168 shows the location of the beamlines in th e
experimental hall ; a list of the CRG beamlines i s
presented in Table 10 .

The Partnership for Structural Biology (PSB) initiated th e

construction of a new beamline complex at 11323 . The

first (multi-wavelength) branch has been operationa l

since June 2004, the second (single wavelengt h

microfocus) branch has been operational since Octobe r

2005 .

The High Pressure beamline has been moved from 103 0

to a new location, ID27, that was previously used for a n

industrial beamline . The refurbished High Pressure
beamline has been operational since February 2005 .

G)

(SPANISH CRG)'eve,

~,,

G

Ç;

,GlO

,,DP

Fig. 168: Experimental hall with the operational an d
scheduled beamlines (public and CRG beamlines) .

Public beamlines

	

3 1
Number of independent end-stations

	

34

Insertion device ports for the machine

	

1

CRG beamlines

Free bending magnet ports

Free insertion device port

11

6

1
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Anomalous scattering

High brillianc e
Surface diffractio n

50% Machine ; 50% High magnetic field s

Dragon

	

Operationa l

White beam

	

Operational

Troika 1 + III

	

Operational

Troika II

	

Operational

Materials science

	

Operationa l

Circular polarisation

	

Operationa l

Microfocus

	

Operationa l

Protein crystallography EH 1

	

Operationa l

Protein crystallography EH 2

	

Operationa l

2

	

Protein crystallography EH 3

	

Operational

Protein crystallography EH 4

	

Operational

High energy diffraction

	

Operationa l

High energy inelastic scattering

	

Operationa l

Inelastic scattering I

	

Operationa l

Medical

	

Operationa l

Nuclear scattering

	

Operationa l

Topography

	

Operational
Magnetic scattering

	

Operational

X-ray microscopy

	

Operational

Microfluorescence

	

Operationa l
Macromolecular crystallography MAD

	

Operationa l
Macromolecular crystallography microfocus

	

Operationa l

Dispersive EXAFS

	

Operationa l
X-ray absorption and emission

	

Under refurbishment until 09/06
High pressure
Inelastic scattering I I

Multiwavelength anomalous diffractio n
Powder diffractio n
SEXAFS

Optics - Open Bending Magne t
X-ray absorption spectroscopy

Table 9 : List of the ESRF public beamlines in operation and under construction .

SOURCE NUMBER OF BEAMLINE FIELD STATU S
POSITION INDEPENDENT NAME OF RESEARC H

END-STATION S

BM1 Swiss-Norwegian BL X-ray absorption & diffraction Operational since 01/9 5
BM2 D2AM (French) Materials science Operational since 09/9 4
BM7 GRAAL (Italian / French) Gamma ray spectroscopy Operational since 06/9 5
BM8 Gilda (Italian) X-ray absorption & diffraction Operational since 09/9 4
BM14 UK CRG Macromolecular crystallography (MAD) Operational since 01/0 1
BM16 SPANISH CRG Structural biology (MAD, SAX) Operational since 01/03
BM20 ROBL (German) Radiochemistry & ion beam physics Operational since 09/9 8
BM25 2 SPLINE (Spanish) X-ray absorption & diffraction Operational since 04/05
BM26 2 DUBBLE (Dutch/Belgian) Small-angle scattering & interface diffraction Operational since 12/98

Protein crystallography + EXAFS Operational since 06/0 1
BM28 XMAS (British) Magnetic scattering Operational since 04/98
BM30 2 FIP (French) Protein crystallography Operational since 02/99

FAME (French) EXAFS Operational since 08/0 2
BM32 IF (French) Interfaces Operational since 09/94

-------------
-1 O F

INDEPENDENT
END-STATIONS

BEAMLIN E
NAME

STATU SSOURC E
POSITIO N

ID I
ID 2

ID 3

ID 6

ID 8

ID9

ID10A

ID10 B

1E11 1
ID1 2

ID1 3

ID14 A

ID14 B

ID15A

ID15 B

ID1 6

ID1 7

101 8
ID1 9

102 0
ID2 1

ID2 2

ID2 3

ID24

ID26

ID2 7

ID2 8

ID2 9

ID3 1

ID3 2

BM 5

BM29

Operational since 07/9 7

Operational since 09/94

Under refurbishment until 06/0 6
Operational in 200 7

since 02/0 0

since 09/94
since 09/9 4

since 04/9 8

since 09/9 4
since 01/9 5

since 09/94

since 07/99
since 12/9 7
since 12/9 8

since 07/9 9
since 09/9 4
since 09/9 4

since 09/95
since 05/9 7

since 01/9 6

since 06/9 6
since 05/9 6

since 12/9 7

since 12/9 7
since 06/0 4
since 09/05

since 02/96

Operationa l
Operationa l

Operational
Operational

Operational

Operationa l
Operational

since 02/0 5
since 12/9 8

since 01/0 0
since 05/9 6

since 11/9 5
since 09/9 5
since 12/9 5

Table 10: List of thF Collaborating Research Group beamlines in operation and under construction .
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User Operatio n

After 10 years of successful operation of the facility fo r

scientific Users, the year 2005 again saw the ful l

complement of 31 public beamlines, together with 1 0

additional beamlines operated by Collaborating Researc h
Groups (CRGs) available for experiments by visiting use r
teams . Figure 169 shows the increase in the number o f
applications for beam time since 1998, and confirms tha t

although the main beamline construction effort was

complete by 1999, the number of applications for bea m

time continues to increase steadily.

1998

	

1999

	

2000

	

2001

	

2002

	

2003

	

2004 200 5

Year s

Fig. 169 : Numbers of applications for beam time ,
experimental sessions and user visits, 1998 to 2005 . N .B .
Final numbers of experiments and user visits for 2005 wer e
not available at the time of going to press .

Proposals for experiments are selected and beam tim e
allocations are made through peer review . Review
Committees of specialists for the most part fro m
European countries and Israel, have been set up in th e
following scientific areas :
• chemistry
• hard condensed matter : electronic and magnetic

properties
• hard condensed matter : structures
• materials, engineering and environmental matters
• macromolecular crystallograph y
• medicin e
• methods and instrumentatio n
• soft condensed matte r
• surfaces and interfaces .

The Review Committees met twice during the year, som e
six weeks after the deadlines for submission o f
proposals (1 March and 1 September) . They reviewed a
record number of 1881 applications for beam time, an d
selected 781 (41 .5%), which were then scheduled fo r
experiments .

Features of this period include :
• increasing numbers of projects concerned more wit h
applied than basic research in materials science ,
engineering, environmental and cultural heritage matters .

As shown in Figure 170, experiments in these areas

accounted for 15% of the total number of experiments

carried out in the first half of 2005, an increase from 10 %
in 2002 .
• the continued successful operation of the Bloc k

Allocation Group (BAG) scheme for macromolecular

crystallography users . This scheme, designed t o

encourage groups of users to block together thei r

multiple requests for beam time, and the scheduling o f

their experiments, encompassed 41 groups from Europ e

and Israel in 2005 .

Fig . 170 : Shifts scheduled for experiments, March to Jul y
2005, by scientific area (Percentages for 2004 in parentheses) .

Requests for beam time, which is scheduled in shifts o f
8 hours, totalled 30 311 shifts or 242 488 hours in 2005 ,
of which 12 894 shifts or 103 152 hours (42 .5 %) were
allocated . The distribution of shifts requested an d
allocated, by scientific area, is shown in Table 11 .

Scientific field Total shifts
requested

Total shift s
allocated

Chemistry

Hard condensed matter :

3 894 1 35 1

• Electronic and magnetic prop .

	

4 073 1 835
• Structures

	

5 710 2 037
Materials engineering
& environmental matters 4 606 2 168

Macromolecular crystallography 2 913 2 11 6
Medicine

	

1 229 462
Methods & instrumentation 985 408
Soft condensed matter 3 690 1 296
Surfaces & interfaces 3 211 1 22 1

otals 311 12 894

Table 11 : Number of shifts of beam time requested an d
allocated for user experiments, year 2005.

The first half of 2005 saw 2761 visits by scientists to th e
ESRF under the user programme, to carry out 65 2
experiments . Figure 169 shows the rapid rise in the
number of user visits since 1998, the higher numbers i n
recent years reflecting in part the multiple visits made b y

Hard Condensed
Matter : Elect . &

Magn . Propertie s
14% (15% )

Methods an d
Instrumentation -
3% (4%)

	

Hard Condensed
Medicine

	

Matter : Structures
3% (2%)

	

16% (17% )

Macromolecular
Crystallography

13% (12%)

Other : Training ,
feasibility tests ,

proprietary researc h
5% (5%)

	

Chemistry
10% (10% )

Materials Engineerin g
& Environmental Matters

15% (13% )
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macromolecular crystallography BAG teams . The peak i n

2000 is due to a somewhat longer scheduling period, an d

correspondingly higher overall number of experimenta l

sessions, and visits by users .

Overall, the number of users in each experimental tea m

averaged 4 persons, and they stayed for some 4 days .

Users responding to questionnaires indicate that they

particularly appreciate the assistance they receive from

scientists and support staff on beamlines, and smooth

administrative arrangements, in addition to the qualit y

both of the beam and of the experimental stations .

Facilities on site, such as preparation laboratories, a

canteen open 7 days a week, and the Guesthouse, als o

make an important contribution to the quality of user

support .

Administration and Finance

Revised expenditure and income budget for 2004
kEuro kEuro

Expenditure Income

Machine 2004 Members' contributions 65 358 .4
Personnel 4 796.5 Funds carried forward from 2003 13 .0
Recurrent 2 350 .5

Operating costs 1 951 .2 Other incom e
Other recurrent costs 399.3 Scientific Associates 3 424 .8

Capital 3 523 .8 Sale of beamtime 2 640 .2
Machine developments 3 523.8 Other sales 1 090 .8

Beamlines, experiments and Compensatory funds 1 159 .0
in-house research Scientific collaboration and Special projects 885 .9

Personnel 21 791 .0 Other 973 .9 1
Recurrent 6 659 . 9

Operating costs 3 667. 1
Other Recurrent costs 2 992 . 8

Capital 7 299 . 7
Beamline developments 4 077. 8
Beamline refurbishment 3 221 . 9

Technical and administrative support s
Personnel 15 595 . 7
Recurrent 9 053 . 1
Capital 2 759 . 0
Personnel costs provision 1 711 .2

Unexpended committed fund s
Funds carried forward to 2005 5 .6

Total 75 546.0 Total 75 546. 0

Revised expenditure and income budget for 2005
kEurokEuro

Expenditure

	

Income

Machine 2005 Members' contributions 67 08 1
Personnel 4 745 Funds carried forward from 2004 6
Recurren t

Operating costs 1 801
2 175

Other income
Other recurrent costs 374 Scientific Associates 3 74 0

Capital 3 845 Sale of beamtime 2 37 5
Machine developments 3 845 Other sales 40 5

Beamlines, experiments and in-house research Compensatory funds 1 15 7
Personnel 22 505 Scientific collaboration and Special projects 1 50 5
Recurrent 3 366 Other 1 57 0

Operating costs 3 290
Other Recurrent costs 3 07 6

Capital 6 74 3
Beamline developments 4 283
Beamline refurbishmen t

Technical and administrative supports
2 460

Personnel 15 47 0
Recurrent 9 14 5
Capita l

Industrial and commercial activity
4 77 5

Personnel 53 5
Recurrent 21 0

Personnel costs provision 1 32 5
Total 77 839 Total 77 839
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FACTS AND FIGURES

Expenditure 2004
by nature of expenditure

kEuro

PERSONNE L

ESRF staff 40 561 .9
External temporary staff 13 .3
Other personnel costs 1 607 .9

RECURREN T

Consumables 6 759 . 5
Services 9 060 . 2
Other recurrent costs 2 243 . 8

CAPITAL

1 069 .4Buildings, infrastructur e
Lab . and Workshops 389 .6
Machine incl . ID's and Fes 3 523 .8
Beamlines, Experiments 7 299 .7
Computing Infrastructure 1 164 .4
Other Capital costs 135 . 7
Personnel costs provision 1 711 .2

Unexpended committed fund s
Funds carried forward to 2005 5 . 6

cotai 75 546 .0

Revised budget for 2005
by nature of expenditure

kEur o

PERSONNE L

ESRF staff 41 47 0
External temporary staff 85
Other personnel costs 1 700

RECURREN T

Consumables 6 28 0
Services 9 35 1
Other recurrent costs 2 26 5

CAPITAL

3 29 0Buildings, infrastructure
Lab . and Workshops 26 0
Machine incl . ID's and Fes 3 845
Beamlines, Experiments 6 743
Computing Infrastructure 835
Other Capital costs 390
Personnel costs provision 1 325

tal 77 839

2005 manpower
(posts filled on 31/12/2005)

Scientists,
Engineers ,

Senio r
Administrators

Technician s
an d

Administrative
Staff

Ph D
students

Tota l

Staff on regular position s

Machine 25 38 2 6 5
Beamlines, instruments an d
experiments' 192 63.2 27 282 . 2

General technical services 51 .6 66 .6 118 . 2

Directorate, administratio n
and central services 31 .3 52 .6 83 . 9
Sub-total 299 .9 220.4 29 549 . 3

Other position s

Short term contracts 2 13 .8 15 . 8
Scientific collaborators 6 6
Staff under "contrats d e
qualification" (apprentices) 14 1 4
European Union grants 7 .8 3 10. 8

Total

	

¶ 315.7 251 .2 29 595. 9
Absences of staff
(equivalent full time posts) 24 .5
Total with absences 571 . 4
External funded researc h
fellows 22

Including scientific staff on time limited contract .

financial resources in 2003, 2004, 2005
and 2006, by major programme

(current prices in MEuro for the respective years)

2003

	

2004

	

2005

	

200 6
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q Technical, Administrative Suppor t
l5 Personnel cost provision
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Financial resources in 2003, 2004, 2005
and 2006, by nature of expenditur e

(current prices in MEuro for the respective years)
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FACTS AND FIGURES

Organisation Chart of the ESR F
(as of January 2006 )

Counci l
Chairman : R . Feidenhans'I	
3 delegates per
Contracting Party

DG's Services :
• Assistant to D G
• Communication Unit
• Industrial and

Commercial Unit
• Internal audito r
• Safety Grou p

Joint ILL/ESRF ---+

	

;
Library

a

I

h
a

►---

Hard condensed matte r
Electronic and magnetic properties
Chairman : H . Ebert

	

---

	

EXPERIMENTS

Director
Genera l

W.G . Stirling

Theory and application software
Power supplies
Insertion devices
Front-ends
Radio frequenc y
Diagnostics
Operatio n
Secretariat

MACHIN E

Machine
Director:
P. Elleaume

TECHNICA L
SERVICES

Head :
P. Thiry

Mechanical engineerin g
Buildings and infrastructur e
Survey and alignment
Vacuum
Secretariat

Electronic s
Software engineerin g
Management information system s
Computer assistance
Computer infrastructure
We b
Secretariat

COMPUTIN G
SERVICE S

Head :
R . Dimpe r

Administrative and
Finance Committe e
Chairman: M . Steinacher

Crystals and ordered structure s
Chairman : B . Johansso n

Disordered systems and liquid s
Chairman : G . Ruocco
Applied materials and engineerin g
Chairman : J .Y. Buffière
Environmental an d
cultural heritage matter s
Chairman : O . Lindqvis t
Macromolecular crystallography
Chairman : W. Hunte r
Methods and instrumentatio n
Chairman : C . Davi d
Soft condensed matter an d
biological material s
Chairman : J . Daillan t
Surfaces and interface s
Chairman : H . Reichert
Medicine
Chairman : J .A. Laissue

Science Advisory Committee
Chairman: R. Abela

Review Committee s

Chemistry
Chairman: J . Rius

ADMINISTRATION

	

Personnel	 Joint ILL/ESR F

Director of
Administration :
H . Krech

Finance and Purchasing Medical services

Directo r
of Research :
F. Sett e

Director
of Research :
S . Larsen

Beamline groups :
• Surface and interfac e

science
• Materials science
• X-ray absorption and

magnetic scattering
• High resolution and

resonance scattering

Theory grou p

Beamline groups :
• Soft condensed matte r
• Macromolecula r

crystallograph y
• X-ray imagin g

Optics group

Tecnical beamlin e
support :
• Instrument support
• Special engineerin g
• Scientific software
• Beamline instrumen t

software support
• Mechanics servic e
•Chemistry and microimagin g

User offic e

CRG liaiso n

Secretariat



Cover image: 3D rendering of a Jurassic juvenile ammonite
(about 155 million years old) from France . The shell wa s
removed digitally to reveal the internal structures .
The superimposed colours correspond to the 3D topology o f

this internal shell surface . Microtomographic data were
collected on the beamline 1D19, with a 7.5 pm pixel size,
using a 60 keV monochromatic beam . Image courtesy o f

Paul Tafforeau, ESR F

Back cover photo : Peter Ginter
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